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ABSTRACT
Correlation Analysis of The Taurus Molecular Cloud Complex
(May 1985)
Steven Carl Kleiner, B.S., The Cooper Union, New York
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by: Professor Robert L. Dickman
Autocorrelation and power spectrum methods have been applied
to the analysis of the density and velocity structure of the Taurus
Complex and Heiles Cloud 2 as traced out by ^-^CO J = 1 -» 0 molecular
line observations obtained with the 14m antenna of the Five College
Radio Astronomy Observatory.
Statistically significant correlations in the spacing of den-
sity fluctuations within the Taurus Complex and Heiles 2 were unco-
vered. The length scales of the observed correlations correspond in
magnitude to the Jeans wavelengths characterizing gravitational insta-
bilities within i) interstellar atomic hydrogen gas for the case of
the Taurus complex, and ii) molecular hydrogen for Heiles 2. The ob-
served correlations may be the signatures of past and current gravita-
tional instabilities frozen into the structure of the molecular gas.
A velocity gradient of 0.25 km s~^ is detected across the
core of the Complex, which as a whole appears to be in virial equili-
brium. Autocorrelation analysis of the remaining, non-systematic, gas
vii
motions sets an upper limit of 0.6 pc to the correlation length of
turbulence within the Taurus Complex. This limit is shown to be incon-
sistent with suggestions that a lossless cascade (i.e. a Kolmogorov
spectrum) of turbulent motions pervades the dense interstellar medium.
The correlation length of turbulence within Heiles 2 is found
to be 0.1 pc. This result represents the first measurement of the
length scale of turbulence within a molecular cloud. The line-of-sight
rms turbulent velocity is determined to be Vj- = 0.72 km s~^. The maxi-
mum turbulent energy dissipation rate is calculated to be
^^^x ^ ^'5
X 10~2A ergs cm~-^ s~^. It is shown that the maximum dissipation of
energy should occur on length scales close to the correlation length.
The appendicies provide a comprehensive description of the
analytical and numerical methods developed for the correlation analy-
sis of molecular clouds.
iix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The formation, structure and evolution of molecular clouds
are topics of fundamental interest to modern astronomy. It is now
recognized, for example, that molecular clouds are a major component
of the galactic disk, that they dominate the structure of the
interstellar medium within the solar circle, and that they are the
principle sites of star formation in the Milky Way (cf_. Sanders,
Solomon and Scoville 1984; Burton 1979; Solomon and Edmunds 1980).
Substantial progress toward the understanding of molecular cloud
structure has been made in recent years, as described for example in
the reviews of Lequeux (1977), Field (1978), Turner (1978; 1981) and
Evans (1980). Observations of molecular clouds have revealed such a
wealth and complexity of structure, however, that even two very fun-
damental questions have not yet been fully answered.
i ) How can the spatial structure of molecular clouds be
characterized ? The inhomogeneous and irregular distribution
of gas and dust within many neutral clouds, such as the
Taurus complex, has been well-described in the literature
1
2(cf_. Baudry et. al. 1981; Bartla, Wilson, and Rahe 1981). No -
basic building block of molecular cloud organization has yet
been recognized; instead, structure within molecular clouds
has been observed on spatial scales ranging from tenths
(Harris et_. £l. 1983) to tens of parsecs (Blitz 1981). The
presence of distinct velocity components in optically thin
molecular line profiles seen from many clouds (cf. Henkel,
Wilson, and Pankonin 1981; Talle et_. al_. 1981) also argues
for complex density variations within molecular clouds.
Indirect evidence for density inhoraogenities is also afforded
by the need to assume the presence of denser gas clumps
within a more tenuous intra-clump medium in order to model
the intensities of emission lines arising from different
transitions within a single molecular species (cf. Matsakis
1982; Snell et. al^. 198A).
ii ) What is the nature of the gas motions within molecular
clouds ? With few exceptions (e.^. Dickman and Clemens 1983)
the widths of molecular lines observed from neutral clouds
are too large to be explained by thermal gas motions (Penzias
1975). The observed line widths have been attributed to the
global collapse of molecular clouds (Goldreich and Kwan 1974;
Martin and Barret 1978), to the presence of turbulent gas
motions on spatial scales too small to be resolved (Zuckerman
and Evans 1974; Bash, Housman, and Papaloizou 1981) or to a
combination of both phenomena (Snell 1981). Neither large-
scale coherent motions nor small-scale turbulence, alone or
together, provide a satisfactory description of the gas
motions within molecular clouds. For example, molecular
clouds appear to contain ordered motions on smaller scales,
such as the rotation of cloudlets and condensations (Clark
and Johnson 1978), streams and flows of molecular gas
(Plambeck et_. s^. 1983; Goldsmith et. al. 1984), and possibly
the propagation of shocks (Phillips and White 1981).
Molecular cloud models which allow for the presence of tur-
bulence only at very small scales also appear deficient in
several respects. They do not reproduce the observed shapes
of molecular line profiles, nor can they explain the lack of
self-reversals in optically thick line profiles seen from
warm-centered molecular clouds (Dickman and Kleiner 1985).
Further, they cannot account for the irregular fluctuations
in line shapes and molecular-line centroid velocities seen
from clouds such as Taurus and which may reflect the chaotic
aspect of turbulent motions on intermediate and large scales
(Traving 1975; Baker 1976).
Why are these questions difficult to answer? In part it is
because the physical mechanisms which shape molecular clouds may con-
tain a random component. As discussed further below, a random com-
ponent may arise because a physical process (such as the growth of
4gravitational Instabilities) proceeds in an irregular and unpredic-
table fashion, or because a process (such as turbulence) is inherently
chaotic. If the structure of a molecular cloud is influenced, even in
part, by the effect of random processes, then techniques which extract
only the physically significant features of cloud structure are
required in order to understand the mechanisms which determine the
character of the dense interstellar medium.
What are the "significant features" of molecular cloud
structure? Often the nature of a physical process which contains a
random element will be revealed in the pattern of correlations among
measurements of that process, rather than in the actual values of the
measurements themselves ( cf . Wold 1938; Scargle 1981). Two mathemati-
cal functions which describe the nature of correlations and the scale
of variations within a set of observations of a physical process are
the autocorrelation function and the power spectrum.
The research program described in this dissertion begins with
the development and analysis of autocorrelation and power spectrum
methods for the study of molecular clouds. These methods are applied
to the investigation of the density and velocity structure of the
Taurus molecular cloud complex, on both large and small scales. The
results of this investigation are discussed in the context of the ori-
gin, present structure, and evolution of the Taurus clouds.
Correlation and power spectrum techniques have been applied
with marked success in many natural sciences. Before showing how they
5have been applied with comparable profit to the study of the dense
interstellar medium, it may be useful to describe in greater detail
the considerations which motivated their use.
A. Density Fluctuations
Inspection of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey prints, or
of compendia such as the Barnard (1927) Atlas , or the catalog of
Schneider and Elmegreen (1982) quickly reveals that the density struc-
ture of molecular clouds (as traced out by visual extinction) exhibits
a profound range of variation. Molecular clouds range in appearance
from spheroidal globules to seemingly windswept filaments to frag-
mented, irregular, and clumpy complexes. This structural complexity is
not surprising. Molecular clouds exist in a violent and tumultuous
environment (McCray and Snow 1979; Spitzer 1981), subject to such
external perturbations as
- supernova blast waves (Herbst and Assousa 1977; Cox 1979);
- energetic stellar winds (Castor et . al . 1979);
- cloud-cloud collisions (Loren 1976);
- passage of spiral density waves (Roberts 1983), and
- interactions with the gravitational field of stars and
stellar systems (Kegel and Volk 1983).
Gravitational instabilities and other processes internal to
molecular clouds will also introduce density inhomogenities. In prin-
6ciple, the onset and evolution of these processes are determined by
the general physical conditions within a cloud. For example, the Jeans
criterion describes the stability of a medium against the growth of
self-gravitating density perturbations in terms of the medium's mean
temperature, density, and molecular weight (Mestel 1965). With the
inclusion of the Mach number of velocity fluctuations, this criterion
can be extended even to turbulent media (Chandrasekhar 1951; Sasao
1972). It is becoming recognized, however, that the evolution of even
a simple, spherical gravitational instability depends sensitively on
the detailed initial conditions within the original medium at the time
of the instability's onset (Buff, Gerola and Stellingwerf 1979).
Further, even an intially symmetric instability is dynamically
unstable against non-radial perturbations (Hunter 1972). Thus, without
precise knowledge of pre-collapse conditions, and of the spectrum of
perturbations present during their growth, the evolution of gravita-
tional instabilities will appear to proceed in an unpredictable and
irregular fashion.
7B. Turbulence
The nature of gas motions within molecular clouds may also be
resistant to simple description, particularly if the motions contain a
turbulent component. Non-turbulent flows can only persist under con-
ditions of low velocities and and high viscosities; they are the
exception, rather than the rule in nature (Tennekes and Lumley 1972).
The case for the presence of turbulence within molecular clouds may be
argued on at least three points:
i) The velocity dispersion of gas motions within
molecular clouds inferred from molecular line
widths is usually larger than the local sound
speed. As the sound speed determines the rate at
which gas motions can establish equilibrium, super-
sonic flows tend toward instability and turbulence.
ii) Truly quiescent molecular clouds appear to be
rare. Streaming motions, bipolar flows, and rota-
tion, for example, are being observed with
increasing frequency within molecular clouds
(Brewer 1984; Edwards and Snell 1983, Bally and
Lada 1983, Arquila 1984). Any motion of gas with
respect to the bulk of the cloud necessarily intro-
duces a velocity shear with a concommitant oppor-
8tunity for the production of turbulence (Schubauer
and Tchen 1959).
iii) Although supersonic flows and shear motions
may introduce turbulence, molecular viscosity will
act to dampen any fluctuating velocity component.
However, for the sizes and gas velocities typical
of molecular clouds, viscous forces cannot be
expected to have a significant effect (cf. Rosse-
land 1928).
As discussed in Chapter III, turbulent gas motions within a
molecular cloud may play a significant role in its energy balance and
evolution. Therefore, determining the characteristic magnitude and
length scale of turbulence in an interstellar cloud is a fundamental
observational step towards the understanding of its structure. The
inherently chaotic nature of turbulent motions makes this difficult.
As shown in Appendix A, optically thin molecular line profiles are an
effective tracer of gas motions within a cloud. However, even though
observations of a turbulent molecular cloud may reveal an abundance of
detail concerning the internal velocity field, much of this infor-
mation will simply reflect the random aspect of a turbulent flow
without necessarily disclosing much of its essential character.
9C. Stochastic Processes
The problems of characterizing the spatial and velocity struc-
tures of a molecular cloud are not independent difficulties. They are
related hydrodynamically : the gas within a neutral cloud is a nearly
ideal, inviscid, compressible fluid, and supersonic velocity fluc-
tuations (e_.g^. turbulence) perforce induce density fluctuations. Both
velocity and density fluctuations within a molecular cloud can be
regarded as the outcomes of stochastic processes. Stochastic pro-
cesses are series or distributions of events in time or space which
can only be described probabalistically (cf . Parzen 1962). This limi-
tation may arise because of an inherently random component within the
process (as in the case of turbulence) or simply because of a state of
incomplete information concerning the process. The interaction of
supernova blast waves with molecular clouds may be taken as an
illustrative example of the second type of stochastic process. With
knowledge of the space density of molecular clouds and the rate and
distribution of supernova events, the probability that a supernova may
occur within a specified distance from a molecular cloud within a spe-
cified interval is easily calculated. However, without further infor-
mation, it is impossible to predict with certainty whether or not a
supernova will occur. The stochastic events to be discussed in this
work are simply fluctuations in the molecular column density and in
the mean velocities of spectral line profiles observed from the Taurus
molecular cloud complex.
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The outcome of a stochastic process, whether it be the
distribution of density variations in a molecular cloud or of super-
nova events in the interstellar medium, can only be predicted in a
statistical sense. If one were able to observe the evolution of a
stochastic process, one might find that even with the same intial con-
ditions, many different outcomes were possible. Only if the outcomes
of many repeated trials of a stochastic process, or of many events
within the outcome of a single trial, were available for study, would
consistent patterns or correlations between events be seen to emerge.
Because of the random elements within a stochastic process, the essen-
tial character of the process manifests itself in the nature of the
correlations between events, rather than in the actual distribution of
events (Scargle 1981). This fact limits an observer's ability to
determine the nature of a stochastic process on the basis of a small
set of observations. Only when sufficient data are available that sta-
tistically significant patterns among the events in the outcome of a
stochastic process become apparent, can inferences regarding the pro-
cess safely be drawn.
D. Stochastic Analysis
What sort of statistical functions can be applied to the
study of physical processes within the interstellar medium which con-
tain a random component? One pair of such measures, arising in part
from the study of turbulence (cf. Vinnichenko et_. al. 1980) are the
autocorrelation function and power spectrum of a set of observations.
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The autocorrelation function, C(t), describes the mean degree of
correlation between pairs of events as a function of their spatial
separation or lag. The physical motivation for the introduction of
C(T) into the study of turbulence was the realization that the dynami-
cal effects of turbulence depend largely on the degree of correlation
between nearby velocity fluctuations (Reynolds 1895). The use of C(t)
as a tool for the pheneraonological study of turbulence was further
advanced by G. I. Taylor (1935) and others (cf_. Friedlander and
Topper 1961).
The calculation of S(a)), the power spectrum of a data set,
follows the set's harmonic decomposition; S(a)) is the square of the
magnitude of the set's Fourier component at frequency o). If the data
set consists of observations of a fluctuating velocity or voltage, for
example, then S(w) describes the kinetic energy density and electrical
power, respectively, per unit frequency. The autocorrelation function
and power spectrum are alternative representations of the same
information: each is the Fourier transform of the other.
Autocorrelation and power spectrum methods are used widely in such
disciplines as oceanography, meterology, geophysics and communications
theory. An extensive bibliography, arranged according to field of
application, is given by Raynor (1971).
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The autocorrelation function and its first cousin, the struc-
ture function^, have also been applied to the study of the inter-
stellar medium. Munch (1958) considered the structure function of gas
velocity fluctuations within the Orion nebula as traced out by atomic
hydrogen and oxygen emission line profiles. Kaplan and Kliraishin
(1964) investigated the nature of the interstellar magnetic field with
use of the structure function of variations in the polarization of
stellar radiation and of the intensity of non-thermal radio emission.
Baker (1973) has discussed the nature of turbulence within the atomic
interstellar medium as inferred from the autocorrelation function of
of 21-cm HI observations. More recently, Scalo (1984), describing work
done independently but concurrently with the research contained in
this dissertation, has reported on efforts to study the gas motions
within the p Ophiucus molecular cloud using the correlation function
of line profile velocity fluctuations.
None of these studies has exploited the full potential of
correlation techniques: spatial information was discarded because only
composite, one-dimensional correlation and structure functions were
considered. Further, these functions are statistical measures: the
larger and the more uniformly-sampled the data set, the more reliable
the the results. Although no simple determination of whether a data
set is "large" enough exists, the limited size and irregular spacing
of some of the data sets used (£«g^« ^ 300 spectra at 1' and 2' arc-
minute spacings used by Scalo) might legitimately prompt some concern
as to their suitability for correlation analysis.
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Given advances in instrumentation for radiometry, the availa-
bility of efficient algorithms for the calculation of correlation
functions, and the existence of different autocorrelation estimators,
the restrictions described above need not apply. The work presented in
this dissertation makes use of modern numerical methods in order to
calculate the full two-dimensional autocorrelation functions of a pair
of large, uniformly-sampled radio astronomical data sets, and descri-
bes the use of different autocorrelaton function estimators in order
to extract the maximum useful information from a finite data set. The
research described herein represents the first attempt to systemati-
cally characterize the systematic and turbulent components of the
velocity field within an interstellar molecular clouds, and to extend
the use of autocorrelation analysis to the study of the spatial struc-
ture of a molecular cloud complex.
Chapter II presents an analysis of the large-scale spatial
structure of the Taurus complex and reports the presence of a re-
correlation length scale among density fluctuations within the
complex. It is argued that this scale may represent a fossil Jeans
length frozen into the molecular cloud at the time of its formation.
The next chapter discusses the large-scale velocity structure of the
Taurus clouds. It describes a systematic velocity variation seen
across the core of the complex, and shows how the velocity field of
1 -i
the complex (as traced out by the variation of -^CO emission line
profiles) may be resolved into systematic and fluctuating components.
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No significant correlations are observed among the velocity fluc-
tuations on scales greater than 0.6 pc. The complex, however, appears
to be in a state of virial equilibrium. Chapter IV applies the tech-
niques developed in the previous sections to the analysis of the
small-scale velocity structure of the Taurus complex as represented by
13co observations of Heiles cloud 2. At the higher spatial resolution
of this data, correlations among velocity fluctuations are seen,
marking the first detection of the correlation length of turbulent
motions within a molecular cloud. As a means of assessing the dynami-
cal consequences of the observed velocity correlations, the power
spectrum of velocity fluctuations is calculated and used to trace out
the variation of turbulent pressure support with scale size. The phy-
sical implications of the observed correlation among velocity fluc-
tuations for star formation and for the evolution of the Taurus clouds
are discussed.
This dissertation includes several appendices which may be
useful to others attempting astronomical correlation studies. The
first derives, for the case of optically thin emission, the rela-
tionship between molecular-line centroid velocity fluctuations and the
three-dimensional structure of the velocity field within a molecular
cloud. Appendix B considers the effect of instrumental noise upon
derived line-profile centroid velocities and their correlation func-
tions and power spectra. The following appendix describes the numeri-
cal methods used and developed in the course of this research.
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Appendix D discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the auto-
correlation and structure functions in examining stochastic processes
whose properties change with time or position.
The structure function is the mean-square magnitude of the
difference of data values spaced by x, and is discussed in Appendix D.
CHAPTER II
LARGE SCALE DENSITY STRUCTURE
This chapter describes the use of the autocorrelation
function of hydrogen column density fluctuations in order to quantify
the structure of the Taurus molecular cloud complex. For this purpose,
the intensity of the J=l-^0 transition of ^^CO is used as a tracer
of column density. Optimum methods for estimating the autocorrelation
function are discussed. Their application reveals the presence of a
statistically significant cloud separation scale within the complex.
It is argued that this scale may be regarded as the signature of an
instability frozen into the complex at the time of its formation. The
nature of the instability process is discussed, and it is suggested
that under suitable conditions scale-dependent turbulent stress may
allow self-gravitating condensations to form in an otherwise globally
stable cloud.
A. Density Autocorrelation Analysis
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of a set of observations
measures the mean degree of correlation between all pairs of data
16
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points as a function of their spatial separation, or lag. In one
sense, the ACF is a statistical sieve which sifts through all possible
data pairs in order to extract any lags at which correlations occur
more often than by chance. Presumably, length scales at which sta-
tistically significant correlations exist represent the signatures of
the physical processes which underlie the data.
Consider some scalar quantity X(r) observed at position r on
the face of a molecular cloud, and let 6X(r) denote the deviation of
this quantity from the mean value of X(r) taken over the cloud:
5X(r) = X(r) - a(r)>j. (2.1)
Here angle brackets denote the average value taken over all data
points. The autocorrelation function of the field of fluctuations
6X(r) at vector lag x, C(t), is then
<6X(r)6X(r + t)\
C(T) =
<5X(r)6x(r)>r
(2.2)
Implicit in this definition is the symmetry of the ACF under
inversion: C(t) = C(-t). Formally, the ACF is unambiguously defined
only when the range of r in the numerator of equation (2.2) is
unbounded. In this limit of a cloud of infinite extent, the number of
data pairs available at each lag is constant (although infinite), and
uncorrelated fluctuations in the data average out completely. In the
practical case of a finite set of observations, the number of data
18
pairs which can be formed at each separation is limited and depends on
the lag - fewer pairs exist at larger spacings. The calculated ACF is
then only an estimator of the true autocorrelation function; not only
is it noisy if the original data contains random fluctuations, but it
becomes statistically less reliable at larger lags. This issue is
pursued further in §II.C.l .
Although the definition of equation (2.2) is perfectly
general, this chapter will consider the autocorrelation function of
molecular hydrogen column density fluctuations. While detailed analy-
sis of an ACF is not always straightforward, some general features of
a column density autocorrelation function can easily be interpreted.
The value of C(t) at zero lag, representing the perfect correlation of
each data point with itself, is unity. If the column density fluc-
tuations are perfectly random and independent, then C(t) everywhere
outside of the central spike will fall to zero as the number of data
points becomes large. If the density structure is clumpy then the
central spike will broaden, and its width will give a characteristic
clump size. Finally, a statistically significant clump separation will
appear as a secondary maximum or recorrelation in the ACF at a lag
equal to the separation scale.
A simple example of a process which can account for such a
recorrelation is a scale-dependent instability. Assume that a cloud
becomes unstable against perturbations at a single wavelength X so
that density condensations form randomly in three dimensions. The pro-
19
jectlon of these condensations onto the surface of the cloud, as
traced out by column density, may appear unordered. There is,
however, a fundamental scale in the three-dimensional organization of
these condensations: the minimum distance between any two of them must
be greater than X. Although blurred by the random orientation of the
condensation pairs with respect to the cloud surface, this charac-
teristic length will resurface in the autocorrelation function of
column density fluctuations. A physical process which may produce such
an instability is discussed in §11. D. 2 .
B. OBSERVATIONS
The Taurus dark, clouds comprise a complex of gas and dust
which extends more than 15° across the sky in the direction of the
Galactic anticenter at b = -15°. Their distance is generally accepted
to be = 140 pc (e.g. Ellas 1978). The complex is tilted some 20° with
respect to the Galactic equator and its relationship to the three
dimensional distribution of dark matter in the anticenter region has
been considered by Gottlieb and Upson (1969) and by Perry and Johnston
(1982). The Taurus clouds are an attractive choice for autocorrelation
analysis. Optical and radio observations show the region to be rich in
structure, while free of the disruptive effects of 0 stars and
embedded HII regions (Gilmore 1980). Its proximity to the Sun affords
high spatial resolution and its location below the Galactic plane
minimizes confusion with background sources.
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In order to trace out the density structure of the Taurus
complex, 1200 measurements of ^^CO J=1^0 line emission at 15 arcminute
spacing were taken with the 14m antenna of the Five College Radio
Astronomy Observatory. The observations cover an 8°x 14° area centered
at 1950.0 coordinates a = 4^30°*, 5 = +27° (Iji - 175°, hn - -15°).
At the 110.2 GHz rest frequency of this transition the antenna
bearawidth was 48". This is sufficiently small compared to the spacing
of the observations to insure that the results of the autocorrelation
analysis will not be degraded by the effect of a finite beamsize. The
data were obtained during 1982 June using a cryogenic Schottky mixer
receiver having a - 60 K DSB noise temperature measured at the dewar
window (Predmore et^ al. 1984). Frequency switching with subsequent
folding of the spectra was used to enhance the signal to noise ratio
of the data. Integration time per map point was 30 seconds and a
2 56-channel x 100 kHz filter bank provided a velocity resolution of
^ 0.2 7 kms"^. Observed antenna temperatures were converted to
radiation temperatures by correcting for both atmospheric attenuation
(with use of a chopper wheel calibration scheme [Penzias and Burrxis
1973]) and for antenna losses.
The observations completely sampled the extended central
portion of contiguous obscuration visible on the Palomar Survey prints
of the region. Integrated '^CO radiation temperature, /Tj^(v)dv, shown
in contour form in Figure 2.1, is taken as a tracer of hydrogen column
density. This assumption is justified by the fact that ^^CO antenna
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FIG. 2.1 - Integrated ^ ^CO J=I-0 radiation temperature from
the Taurus cloud complex. Contours range from 1.0 to 10.0 K km s"! in
units of 1.0 K km s'K Declination increases toward the top, with
tickmarks at 1° spacing. Right ascension increases toward the left,
with tickmarks at 4™ spacing.
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FIGURE 2.1
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temperature varies little over regions in dark clouds in which ^^CO is
observable (Dickman 1975); therefore integrated ^^CO emission, so long
as it is not heavily saturated, will be a reliable measure of column
density (Dickman 1978). If present, saturation will reduce the
contrast in molecular emission between regions of high and low column
density and will therefore decrease the strength of any observed
correlation in column density fluctuations; since positive correla-
tions are reported in this chapter, the issue of saturation is not
critical.
In order to investigate the utility of the Lynds catalog in
describing the large scale structure of nearby cloud complexes, the
Taurus region was also modeled using the cloud properties tabulated in
the Catalog of Dark Nebulae (Lynds 1962) for the grouping of 32 clouds
denoted as association 169. The area, position and mean visual
extinction of each cloud were used to construct an idealized
extinction map of the region. In order to prevent spurious
high-frequency noise in the autocorrelation function, each object was
represented as a circular Gaussian with amplitude and variance
proportional to its catalogued extinction and area. A comparison of
the resulting model of the complex with the ^-^CO map of Figure 2.1
shows that it fairly represents the large-scale structure of the
Taurus region.
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C. RESULTS OF AUTOCORRELATION ANALYSIS
1. Estimation of Autocorrelation Function
As Indicated In the previous section, the ACF calculated from
a finite data set Is only an estimate of the underlying correlation
structure and may become Increasingly unreliable at larger lags. In
this section various autocorrelation estimators which reach different
compromises between statistical reliability and sensitivity to the
actual ACF are Introduced. In addition, a technique to extract corre-
lations at smaller lags which may be masked by systematic variations
in the original data is discussed.
Let Ng(T) be the number of actual data pairs available at a
separation x in a data set consisting of N^. observations; in general,
Ng(T) must decrease with increasing t. Since the autocorrelation func-
tion at lag T is the mean of the products of all data pairs separated
by T, the mean square error between the true and estimated autocorre-
lation functions, as given by simple sampling statistics, goes as
[NgCf)]"^. This uncertainty may be even larger if correlations
actually exist in the data, since the the number of Independent
samples available will no longer be the number of observations but
rather the number of correlated regions in the data.
With these points in mind, different correlation estimators
may now be considered. The first directly applies the definition of
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the ACF expressed in equation (2.2):
-1
Ns(T)
,2 6X(ri)6X(ri + t)
(2.3)
Nt
2 5x(rj)6x(rj)
Here the index i runs over all Ng(T) pairs spaced t apart and the
index j runs over all N^. individual data points. Equation (2.3) defi-
nes the unbiased estimator of the autocorrelation function. For the
reasons indicated above, this estimator, although intuitively the
"fairest" (since it accounts for the actual number of data pairs at
each lag), may be misleading at large lags: calculation of the numera-
tor of equation (2.3) involves dividing a small, noisy datum by
another small number. It is not uncommon, for example, to find
apparent correlations greater than unity at large x, a meaningless
result
.
Another form of estimator, the biased version, may be intro-
duced as follows. Consider the number of data pairs at each lag as the
number of observations, N^, becomes arbitrarily large (as in the for-
mal definition of the ACF (eq. [2.2]). In this limit, for every data
point it will be possible to find another separated by any t; thus,
the number of data pairs is constant and equal to Nj-. The biased ACF
is calculated by simply treating equation (2.3) as if this limit had
already been achieved; i.e. by replacing [Ng(T)]"^ with [N,-]"^. This
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estimator, denoted C^^Ct), consistently underestimates the true ACF,
C(T), and only approaches C(t) and C^Ct) asymptotically as and
T increase without bound. However, the mean square error of the
biased estimator will always be less than that of the unbiased ACF
(Jenkins and Watts 1968), because the former becomes insensitive to
correlations at large lags where the greatest errors will appear.
Because the biased and unbiased estimators defined above each have
their own inherent strengths and weaknesses, it is useful to also
define an intermediate estimator, Cj^(T), which attempts a compromise
between the two extremes considered above. It is calculated by nor-
malizing the sum of the products in the numerator of equation (2.3) by
[Ns(T)Nt]-^/2.
Any autocorrelation estimator is sensitive to large-scale,
systematic variations across a set of observations. A column density
gradient across the Taurus complex, for example, would not necessarily
compromise the calculated ACF but might obscure the presence of weaker
correlations on smaller scales. The simplest way to deal with this
effect would be to remove any linear variations across the data before
calculating correlation functions. This was attempted with the Taurus
column density data, but no simple trend was found. As this does not
rule out the existence of more complicated systematic components, a
simple high-pass differencing filter (see Appendix C) was also applied
to the data: this filter suppresses slow variations over large spatial
scales but passes those on smaller scales (Jenkins and Watts 1968).
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In summary, there is no unique optimal estimator. The
unbiased ACF C^Cx), accounts for the actual number of data pairs at
each lag but rapidly becomes unstable at large lags. It is the most
sensitive, but least reliable estimator considered here. The biased
measure, Cb(T), assumes a constant number of data pairs and therefore
underestimates the autocorrelation function at large lags. It is the
least revealing, but most robust estimator. The intermediate measure,
Ci(T), attempts a compromise between the two extremes. Finally,
filtering the data helps expose correlations at intermediate scales by
suppressing the effect of systematic variations in the data.
2. Results of Autocorrelation Estimation
Biased, intermediate, and unbiased autocorrelation functions
of molecular column density fluctuations derived from the integrated
^-^CO emission are shown in Figures 2.2 - 2.4
These, and all following ACFs, which have been calculated
using fast Fourier transform techniques (see Appendix C) have been
smoothed to reduce noise and have been renormalized to unity at zero
lag after smoothing. In these figures the degree of correlation at
vector lag t is given by the sign and magnitude of the contour surface
at offset T from the origin (marked by a small cross.) The highest
contours around the central peak have not been plotted, and the width
of the central feature has been exaggerated by the smoothing process.
Solid contours represent positive correlations, and dashed contours
anticorrelations
.
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FIG. 2.2 - Biased autocorrelation function of column density
fluctuations traced out by integrated ^ ^CO emission. Contours display
the relative degree of correlation as a function of vector offset from
the origin, (marked with a small cross), and range from -0.15 to 0.65
in steps of 0.05. Vector offsets within this and subsequent plots of
ACFS are referred to the coordinate system of Figure 2.1; values along
a vertical line through the origin, for example, represent correla-
tions parallel to lines of constant right ascension on the sky. The
relative degree of correlation for this and following ACFS have been
renormalized to a value of one at zero lag after smoothing.
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FIG. 2.3 - Intermediate estimator of large-scale Taurus
column density ACF. Correlations at larger lags are not as severely
underestimated as in Figure 2.2 and the secondary maximum is stronger.
Contours range from -0.3 to 0.6 in increments of 0.10.
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FIG. 2.4 - unbiased ACF of
column density variations
within
Th. recorrelation feature
within the central
the Taurus complex. e
i u
lo.r This estimator becomes
unreliable at
plateau has become quite clear.
^^r.A from -0.4 to 0.6 in steps of
0.10.
large lags. Contours extend
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FIGURE 2.4
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The most obvious features in Figures 2.2 - 2.4 are (i) the
elongated central correlation plateau; (ii) the anticorrelations
running parallel to it and; (iii) the recorrelation at larger lags
along a line perpendicular to the major axis of the plateau. In
retrospect, the appearance of these features might have been predicted
from the gross morphology of the Taurus region. The central plateau
recapitulates the elongation and alignment of the gas along the major
axis of the complex. The anti- and recorrelations reflect the decrease
of column density found away from the core of the complex and the
existence of secondary filaments parallel to the extended core.
An additional feature in all three figures is the secondary
maximum in the central plateau at a lag of 14 pc (assuming a distance
D = 140 pc). It is visible, though not strikingly so, in the biased
ACF of Figure 2.2, and becomes progressively more pronounced in
Figures 2.2 and 2.4 as the changing normalization makes the estimators
increasingly sensitive to correlations at larger lags. (The strong
apparent correlations at large x in Figure 2.4 are a symptom of the
instability of the unbiased estimator at the largest separations.)
Biased and intermediate ACFs of the filtered data are shown
in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. As the biased estimator is inherently
insensitive to correlations at large lags, the filter's effect is
minimal, although the secondary maximum does appear more clearly. In
the intermediate case the secondary maximum along the plateau is is
further enhanced, and additional correlations at the same lag but at
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FIG. 2.5 - Biased Taurus density ACF after application of a
digital differencing filter to the data in order to remove the
blurring effect of large-scale correlations. The secondary maximum
along the correlation plateau is distinctly visible. Contours are
-0.15 to 0.65 in increments of 0.05.
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FIG. 2.6 - Intermediate ACF of the differenced Taurus column
density data. The recorrelation feature is now seen to occur at
several new orientations, indicating that it is the result of an
isotropic process and not merely the chance alignment of a few large
condensations. Contours range from -0.5 to 0.6 in steps of 0.1.
/ T|3(v) dV CORRELATION
NORMALIZATION = VnT^N
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FIGURE 2.6
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new orientations are revealed. This suggests that large scale column
density variations across the minor axis of the complex have indeed
obscured correlations in the unfiltered data, and that the observed
recorrelation length scale is not simply the spacing between a few
large condensations along the major axis of the complex. Therefore,
the process which produced these fluctuations may be less anisotropic
than originally indicated. The unbiased ACF of the filtered data is
not shown. This estimator is intrinsically unreliable at large lags,
and since the effect of the filter is to further reduce the
information contained at those separations, the measure is dominated
by noise.
The biased autocorrelation function of the schematic extinc-
tion map derived from the Lynds catalog of dark, nebulae (1962) is
shown in Figure 2.7 The agreement between this estimator and those
derived directly from ^-^CO observations is reasonably good, even to
the presence of secondary correlation maxima along the central
plateau. The stronger of these has a length scale ^ 9 pc, and
represents the spacing between a few large clouds which dominate the
major axis of the schematic extinction map. The second local maximum
along the correlation plateau appears at a lag of ^ 14 pc and
recapitulates the length scale of the secondary maximum evidenced by
the molecular data. The fact that the Lynds catalog provides data
which independently reproduces the results of a far more elaborate
observational suggests that correlation studies of other nearby
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FIG. 2.7 - Biased ACF of column density variations within the
Taurus complex as derived from cloud positions, sizes and opacity
classes tabulated in the Lynds Catalog of Dark Nebula.
LYNDS OPACITY CLASS CORRELATION
NORMALIZA"^iON = Nt
.4°
(9.8pc)
FIGURE 2.7
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associations tabulated in this widely available work should be
pursued.
D« Discussion
The most intriguing feature of the autocorrelation surfaces
presented in Figures 2.2 - 2.6 is the secondary correlation maximum
within the central plateau. This reinforcement of the ACF marks the
presence of a statistically significant characteristic separation of
column density enhancements within the Taurus region. It should be
emphasized that this - 14 pc spacing is neither the average distance
between condensations nor the result of any obvious periodicity in the
structure of the clouds. Rather, it represents the scale of prevalent
correlation between pairs of relatively distant condensations, usually
with several unrelated fluctuations interposed. Before considering its
physical significance, geometrical effects which may distort the
observed value of the true scale must be considered.
1. Corrections to Observed Length Scale
Gottlieb and Upson (1969) have investigated the distribution
of obscuring matter toward the Galactic anticenter at b ^ -15°. Their
analysis indicates that the Taurus complex lies at the tip of a dusty
tongue of material protruding inward toward the Sun from I = 145°, a
result also found by Perry and Johnston (1982). Similarly, the
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existence of a connected complex of atomic and molecular clouds with
virtually the same geometry is suggested by 21 cm observations
(Sancisi 19741 a,b) and by the variation of CO radial velocities along
this direction (Sargent 1979; Young et ajU 1982). Figure 6 of Gottlieb
and Upson (1969) suggests that the major axis of the Taurus complex is
inclined at an angle of 8 = 60° with respect to the plane of the sky.
If the Taurus complex were to be idealized as a group of very thin
filaments, the only correction to the observed 14 pc recorrelation
scale required would be the factor (l/cosS) = 2, the compensation for
simple geometrical foreshortening.
If, however, the depth of the Taurus complex along the line
of sight is taken into account, this correction may have to modified.
In this case, density recorrelations may occur randomly in three
dimensions over a range of orientations determined by the relative
depth of the complex with respect to the recorrelation length scale
Xq. The observed length scale of column density correlations will then
be only the average projected value of the true scale. The magnitude
of this statistical foreshortening can be calculated for the case of a
filament with finite extent along the line of sight. It is found that
with any reasonable estimate for the depth of the Taurus complex, the
simple geometrical foreshortening correction discussed above would
have to be increased by at most five percent. Therefore, this minor
statistical adjustment to the intial correction is disregarded, and a
value
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Xq = (14/cose) = 28 pc.
is adopted.
2. Interpretation of Length Scale
The physical significance of the corrected length scale,
Is now examined. As discussed In §11. A, a scale dependent Instability
can give rise to a secondary maximum in the autocorrelation function
of column density fluctuations. Consider a medium initially in
equilibrium but unstable to perturbations about some critical wave
length, X^. If the medium is perturbed and condensations form - no
matter what their eventual fate - the minimum spacing between adjacent
condensations will remain ^ X^,, provided the medium as a whole is
stable. The minimum separation remains "frozen" into the now Inhomoge-
neous medium.
The following considerations argue that the Taurus complex is
in a state of vlrlal equilibrium. Using integrated ^^CO emission to
calculate LTE column densities (assuming a mean J = 1 > 0 excitation
temperature of 10 K) and with Nx3(LTE)/Nh2 = 2 x lO"^ (Dlckman 1978),
a mass M = 5700 Mq is derived for the complex. By comparlsion, taking
a gas to extinction ratio Nu^/A^ = 10^1 mag"^ cm"^ (Bohlin, Savage and
Drake 1978), the areas and extinctions tabulated by Lynds imply a
total mass M = 5600 Mq. If the elongated Taurus complex is modeled as
a section of a homogeneous cylinder of infinite length, the vlrlal
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theorem may be used to calculate Rg, the equilibrium radius for the
association of clouds:
2GM
(2.4)
Here a is the full three dimensional velocity dispersion of the gas
within the complex. Assuming an isotropic velocity field, one may put
a2 = 3at.2, where Oj. is the observed total line of sight velocity
dispersion. As described in the next chapter, 0^2 ^he quadratic sum
of both the magnitude of local small scale motions (as inferred from
molecular linewidths) and of large scale bulk motions (as given by the
dispersion of spectral line centroid velocities). It is found that
Ot = 0.99 km s"l. Using M = 5700 Mq, equation (2.4) yields Rg = 5.5 pc.
Inspection of Figure 2.1 reveals that this value falls between the
radius of the denser inner core of the complex and that of the
envelope of more diffuse gas. Given the irregular geometry of the
Taurus complex, it appears reasonable to conclude that its size, mass
and internal velocity field are consistent with a state of equilibrium
and that the observed correlation scale may be regarded as long-lived.
A related issue is the persistence of a correlation once it
is established. Motions and interactions which randomize the structure
of the conqjlex will eventually reduce the magnitude of any original
correlations. The simplest timescale appropriate to this process is
the crossing time. If a^,, the dispersion of molecular line centroid
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velocltes, is taken as the velocity of bulk gas motions within the
complex, 0^ = 0.84 km s"! (§111. B.l) and the time required for an ele-
ment of the complex to travel is 33 Myr. Much longer values, of
order 200 Myr, are obtained for the mean cloud collision time as
inferred from the cloud parameters listed by Lynds, or if one estima-
tes the gravitational relaxation time of the complex assuming that
individual clouds can be treated as point masses moving in a mean
potential well (Chandrasekhar 1960). Neither estimate seems par-
ticularly appropriate; a measure based on the evolution of the auto-
correlation function describing the structure of the complex is
required. In the absence of such a timescale, it seems prudent to
regard - 30 Myr as a characteristic life time for the density correla-
tions observed in the Taurus region.
Is the observed characteristic spacing the signature of a
gravitational instability? The Jeans criterion for a marginally stable
longitudinal density perturbation in an isothermal and uniform medium
of kinetic temperature T, mean particle mass m, and number density
Uq (e_.£.
,
Mestel 1965) is
Xj = (iTkT/Gy^Q)V2 . (2.5)
The mean density of the Taurus complex, as estimated from the derived
mass and from the overall extent of the clouds as shown in Figure 2.1,
implies an atomic, rather than a molecular, precursor state. With a
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kinetic temperature appropriate to this regime, T = 80 K (Spitzer
1978), and assuming a 10% He abundance by number, a particle density
no = 15 cm-3 is required by equation (2.5) if the corrected 28 pc
value of Xq is to be regarded as a Jeans wavelength. This is well
within the range of densities commonly attributed to atomic clouds (in
particular to the sheetlike clouds believed formed by the dynamical
action of stellar winds and expanding supernovae remnants), and thus
suggests that the Taurus complex may still bear a visible imprint of
its formation. While appealing, however, this scenario is immediately
contradicted by the apparent stability of the Taurus complex itself
"all density perturbations in the original diffuse cloud with
wavelengths larger than Xj would have been unstable.
Of course, the fact that Xq = Xj for an atomic cloud at T =
80 K and nQ = 15 cm"^ - entirely reasonable values - may be coinciden-
tal. In particular, the presence of supersonic, turbulent gas motions
within HI clouds, whose existence is inferred from the widths of 21 cm
emission and absorption lines, has been ignored. In this case, the
Jeans criterion must be modified in order to account for the dynamical
support provided by these bulk motions (Batchelor 1955). Chandrasekhar
(1951) has shown that X^, the wavelength at which adiabatic
perturbations in a turbulent medium become gravitationally unstable is
^t
=
^jf"^^ + (l/3)Mt.2]l/2 . (2.6)
Here Y is the ratio of specific heats for the medium and M^. is the
isothermal Mach number of the three dimensional turbulent velocity
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dispersion. With the temperature and density values used above, and
with Mach numbers inferred from the 2-3 km s"! linewidths typically
seen in absorption from HI regions (e.g. Crovisier 1981), values of
Xj deduced from equation (2.6) are substantially larger than the pre-
sent extent of the complex. Thus, accounting for the effect of random
motions permits a stable progenitor cloud whose parameters are con-
sistent with those inferred from HI observations. However, no explana-
tion for the existence of density correlations at the observed spacing
is provided in this picture.
This dilemma may be resolved by recognizing that the internal
velocity dispersion of turbulent motions - and therefore the degree of
dynamical pressure support - may depend on the size of the region
under examination (Arny 1971; Dickman 1984). Generally, a scale depen-
dent turbulent stress results if velocity correlations are present in
the gas. As described in the next chapter, these are characterized by
the correlation length, X^,, the spatial scale over which turbulent
motions exhibit an appreciable degree of coherence On average,
turbulent pressure support within a region will begin to drop as the
region size decreases and approaches a few X^. in extent. Since in
equation (2.6) is a measure of this support, Xj. may itself depend on
region size within media whose velocity field has a finite correlation
length. If the velocity correlation structure of the gas motions
within a molecular cloud leads to a sufficiently rapid drop of
turbulent stress with decreasing scale size, perturbations with
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wavelengths on the order of several \^ may grow, even while regions
of larger size remain stable. On scales at which Mt < 1, equation
(2.6) shows that approaches Xj. Thus, the thermal Jeans wavelength
remains the minimum spacing between condensations resulting from
self-gravity, even In the presence of turbulence.
Is It possible that Xq represents the wavelength of a thermal
Jeans Instability in a cloud which was (and remains) supported at
larger scales by random motions? Baker (1973) has found X^, - 7 pc
within two warm, diffuse HI clouds. This result may not be directly
applicable to the cool, dense atomic cloud postulated above.
Nonetheless, it demonstrates that turbulent motions within the atomic
Interstellar medium possess at least one correlation length scale
consistent with the hypothesis that scale-dependent turbulent stress
may be important in the formation of molecular complexes.
The Impact of scale-dependent instabilities may not be
limited to the formation of molecular complexes. Stars form - presu-
mably with the aid of gravity - in stable or very long lived molecular
clouds (e_.g^. Scovllle and Hersh 1978). The Taurus region itself
demonstrates this behavior; although in apparent dynamical
equilibrium, it is an active site of low mass-star formation (Cohen
and Kuhl 1981). This Issue is considered futher in the analysis of the
small-scale velocity structure of Heiles Cloud 2 presented in Chapter
IV.
CHAPTER III
THE LARGE SCALE VELOCITY STRUCTURE OF
THE TAURUS COMPLEX
The existence of turbulence within molecular clouds may have
fundamental structural and evolutionary consequences. Turbulence, for
example, has been invoked as a mechanism for both the overall support
and the local fragmentation of molecular clouds (Arny 1971; Hunter and
Fleck 1980) and for the the transport of material and angular momentum
within molecular clouds (Boland and de Jong 1982; Regev and Shaviv
1980). If present, turbulence must play a role in the energetics of
molecular clouds (Bash, Hausman and Papaloizu 1980; Franco 1983) and
will modify the formation of spectral lines (Traving 1975; Baker
1976). Turbulence may figure in the formation of stars (Roczyczka,
Tscharnuter, and York 1980) and in the origin and distribution of
angular momentum in single and multiple stellar systems (Fleck 1982).
The dynamical effect of turbulent motions depends on their
magnitude and spatial scale. Turbulence is never completely chaotic:
at length scales less than the correlation length X^,, turbulent
motions act coherently. Both the nature of turbulence and its effect
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upon molecular clouds appear very different at scales much larger than
and much smaller than X^,. Therefore, determination of the scale and
magnitude of turbulent gas motions is a fundamental observational
problem in the study of the interstellar medium.
In principle, may be fixed by observing the variation of
the magnitude of turbulent motions as a function of spatial scale. If
the interstellar medium is uniformly pervaded by turbulence with
correlation length X^,, then the magnitude of gas motions within a
cloud of size L will be an increasing function of L, provided L < X^,.
For clouds with L > X^,, the magnitude of internal gas motions reaches
a maximum and becomes independent of L. Since the width of an opti-
cally thin molecular line, Av, is determined by the velocity distribu-
tion of the gas which form the line, the variation of Av with L may
reflect, albeit indirectly, the structure of the velocity field within
the interstellar medium. This notion has been pursued by Larson
(1981) and others (see §111. D. 3) who have interpreted the variation of
Av vs. L as evidence either for a dissipationless cascade of turbulent
motions throughout the interstellar medium or for a tendency of mole-
cular clouds to exist in virial equilibrium.
This chapter presents a more direct approach to the investi-
gation of turbulence within molecular clouds. It discusses the use of
the autocorrelation function describing gas motions within a molecular
cloud as a basis for the analysis of molecular emission line profiles.
In particular, it describes the use of the autocorrelation function of
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line centroid velocity fluctuations as a probe of turbulent gas
motions within molecular clouds.
Autocorrelation methods are applied to the analysis of ^^CO
J=l-0 molecular line observations of the Taurus dark clouds. Although
a systematic variation of velocities along the core of the complex is
detected, no significant isotropic correlations between centroid velo-
city fluctuations on smaller scales are detected. The spacing of the
observations, 0.6 pc (for a distance D = 140 pc [Elias 1978]) thus
provides an upper limit to the apparent correlation length of tur-
bulence within the Taurus clouds. It is then shown that although the
observed variations of line-width versus cloudsize may be consistent
with a cascade of turbulent motions throughout the interstellar
medium, such an attribution implies a high degree of correlation among
gas motions within a molecular cloud, a result not found in the study
of the Taurus complex reported here.
A. Characterization of Turbulence
1. The Autocorrelation Function
If viscous forces in a fluid flow become much smaller than
inertial forces, turbulence may set in; the flow acquires a chaotic
and unpredictable aspect (Landau and Lifschitz 1967). As a result,
statistical or probabilistic measures are necessary for describing
turbulence. Turbulent motions, however, are never completely random;
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motions at nearby points will be correlated with each other to some
degree. A fundamental measure of the "coherence" of turbulent flows is
the velocity autocovariance tensor Cij(T^)l, and its normalized form,
the autocorrelation tensor, CijCjQ. Both describe the mean degree of
correlation among velocity fluctuations at points spaced by the vector
separation or lag t^. If the velocity field within a molecular cloud
is stationary
,
that is if the statistical properties of the gas
motions are not a function of position, then the velocity autoco-
variance tensor is
Ci-j(T^) = <[vi(r) - <Vi(r)>r][Vj(r+T)-<Vj(r)>r]>r (3.1)
Subscripted angle brackets surrounding a quantity denote the average
value of that quantity taken over the subscripted variable. The
calculation of c^jCt^) is based on the fluctuations of v^Cr) and Vj(r)
from their mean values, rather than on the values of Vj^(r) and Vj(r)
themselves. By the definition of equation (3.1), Cij(T) = cj^j(-T). The
autocorrelation tensor,
is a normalized (i^.
e_2_
Cj^j(O) = 1) form of Cj^j(T).
The autocovariance tensor has a direct connection to the
dynamics of turbulent flow. For example, in an incompressible fluid
the Reynolds stress tensor, PCij(O), describes the influence of tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations on the mean flow (Deissler 198A), while
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the trace of PCi-j(O) measures the turbulent energy density of the
fluid. This chapter will deal with C^^Cx), the longitudinal autocorre-
lation function (ACF) of line of sight velocity fluctuations, and
unless otherwise indicated, C^^^t) will simply be written as C(t).
Similarly, the line of sight component of gas motions at r,
VzCr) = V2(x,y,z), will be written as v(x,y,z).
correlation length
,
X^,, is one measure of the spatial
scale of isotropic turbulence. It is defined as the distance at which
the relative degree of correlation between gas motions falls to e~^,
i_.£. C(Xj,) = e~^. The smaller the correlation length, the more
chaotic the flow; as motions become totally random
,
Xp approaches
zero.
2. The ACF of Centroid Velocity Fluctuations
One molecular line parameter which can be used to probe gas
motions within a molecular cloud is V(,(x,y), the centroid velocity of
an emission line observed from position (x,y) on the cloud surface. In
the following discussions, a slab-like cloud is assumed and coor-
dinates are adopted such that the xy plane coincides with the face of
the cloud and z lies along the line of sight from the observer. The
line of sight component of gas motions at position r = xx + y'y + zz is
denoted as v(r). The Intensity of molecular emission at frequency
V observed from position (x,y) on the face of the cloud is expressed
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as Ta(u;x,y), the antenna temperature at a spectrometer velocity u. If
Vq is the rest frequency of the observed transition, then u is defined
as a Doppler equivalent velocity offset:
- V
u = ( )c - Uq (3.4)
^o
The constant Uq determines the origin of the velocity scale assigned
to the spectrometer, and is most conveniently chosen so that u = 0
corresponds to the mean velocity of the observed cloud. The centroid
velocity of a molecular line profile is defined as
00
J Ta(u,x,y) u du
—oo
Vc(x,y) = (3.5)
00
/ Ta(u,x,y) du
—00
and C'(t'), the ACF of centroid velocity fluctuations, as,
<Vc(x,y)Vc(x',y' )>x y
C'C^') = (3.6a)
<Vc^(x,y)>x,y
T' = (x'-x)x + (y'-y)y (3.6b)
Here x' is the two-dimensional vector denoting the directed separation
between pairs of lines-of-sight (l.o.s.) perpendicular to the face of
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a cloud. It is assumed that in equation (3.6a) and in all following
discussions that u^ (see eq.[3.4]) has been chosen so that
<^c(x,y)>x,y = 0 (3.6c)
Inherent in the definition of C ' (
j
' ) is the symmetry C'(-t') = C'(t').
In order to carry out the analysis of velocity fluctuations described
in Appendix A it will eventually become necessary to posit isotropic
turbulence. In this case C'(t') is a function of x' =)T'lonly. A
molecular cloud, however, may contain systematic (and therefore
anisotropic) gas motions and even isotropic turbulence may appear ani-
sotropic on spatial scales which are a significant fraction of the
cloud size. In practice therefore, correlation analysis begins by
calculating the full two-dimensional C'(t*) in which any anisotropic
or systematic motions will become apparent.
It is shown in Appendix A that for optically thin emission,
Vc(x,y) is simply the average value of the gas velocities along the
line of sight through (x,y):
Vc(x,y) = <v(x,y,z)>2 (3.7)
The effect of this averaging is to reduce the apparent magnitude of
velocity fluctuations in the gas. However, the autocorrelation func-
tion of equation (3.6a) is the ratio of the magnitude of velocity
fluctuations correlated over lag t to that of the total fluctuations
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at zero lag. Since both magnitudes are reduced by averaging through
the cloud, the centroid velocity ACF may still be a useful estimator
of C(T), the velocity ACF describing the three dimensional gas motions
within a molecular cloud.
The analysis of Appendix A shows that for isotropic tur-
bulence, this is indeed the case. C'(t') is the weighted average of
C(^), the three-dimensional ACF describing gas motions within a cloud,
over all possible lags between points on each of two lines of sight
separated by t'. For a cloud of depth L,
L
/ [l-(z/L)] C([z2 + T'2]l/2) dz
0
C'(T') = (A34)
L
/ [l-(z/L)] C(z) dz
0
The triangular weighting function [l-(z/L)], and the fact that C(t)
will generally be a decreasing function of lag (Lumley 1977), ensure
that spacings near t' contribute most heavily to the average value.
Although C(t) is usually not reproduced exactly, C'(t') will generally
preserve the essential features of C(t). To illustrate, Figure 3.1
present plots of C(t) and C'(t') evaluated from equation (A34) for
three model autocorrelation functions.
C2(T) = 1 - [(e-l)/e](T/Xc)(2/3)
(2/e)
C3(T) =
1 + (t/Xc)2
In each of the plots of Figure 3.1, the solid curve presents a sample
autocorrelation function. The dashed curves are C'Ct'/X^,), the
centroid velocity ACFs which would be observed from clouds 0.1, 1.0,
and 10 correlation lengths deep. The horizontal broken line in each
figure represents a relative degree of correlation among fluctuations
of The intersections of this line and the plots of the autocorre-
lation functions define the actual and apparent correlation lengths.
The calculations shown in Figure 3.1 indicate that as the
depth of the cloud increases, the apparent degree of correlation among
fluctuations also increases. The observed correlation length may
therefore overestimate the actual length scale of turbulent motions
within a molecular cloud. However, calculations for very deep clouds
(L > 10-^
^c)> show that even in the worst cases, the apparent correla-
tion length is no more than twice the true X^,. [For example, using the
results of §§III.C.3 and IV. F, the uncertainty in the determination of
the turbulent correlation lengths within Taurus and Heiles 2 can be
estimated to be on the order of 20%.
]
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FIG. 3.1a,b,c - Comparison of model velocity ACFs describing
fluctuating gas motions within a molecular cloud (solid curves), and
the corresponding ACFs of centroid velocity fluctuations (dashed
curves). Each figure plots the centroid velocity ACF for model clouds
0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 correlation lengths deep. The horizontal axis
represents lag t' on the face of the cloud (in units of the correla-
tion length Xj,) while the vertical scale measures the relative degree
of correlation. The broken horizontal line is drawn across the figure
at e"-'-. The intersection of this line and the solid and dashed curves
define the actual and apparent correlation lengths of turbulent gas
motions. As the depth of the model cloud increases, curves of the
centroid-velocity ACF move upward and outward from the true ACF, and
the apparent correlation length increases. These figures result from
evaluating equation (A3A) for the model ACFs given by equations (A. 8)
through (A. 10) in §111. B.
2
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FIGURE 3.1c
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3. Statistical Measures
The previous section has examined the utility of centrold
velocity fluctuations as a tracer of the structure of gas motions
within a molecular cloud. The variance of centrold velocity fluc-
tuations, <Vc2(x,y)>x^y, Is clearly a measure of the magnitude of gas
motions within a cloud. It Is, however, only one of several statistics
which may be used to characterize the magnitude of a fluctuating velo-
city field.
In the case of optically thin emission from a homogeneous
cloud, the shape of a molecular line profile observed from (x,y) on
the cloud face is determined by the distribution of gas velocities
along the line of sight through (x,y). In order to relate observable
molecular line parameters to the magnitude of gas motions within a
molecular cloud, it is convenient to separate the distribution of gas
velocities within a cloud into two components:
^1 > the mean square fluctuations of gas velo-
cities along individual lines of sight with respect
to the average gas velocity along each line of
sight,
0^2 = <[v(r) - <v(r)>2]2>j. (3.11a)
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2
,
the mean square variation of the line of
sight average velocities,
= <[<v(r)>, -<v(r)>,]2>^^^
^^^^^^^
Appendix A shows how these two measures can be related to the variance
of centroid velocity fluctuations and the mean linewidth calculated
from an ensemble of molecular line observations.
By expanding the solution to the equation of radiative
transfer governing the formation of optically thin emission lines from
a homogeneous, slab-like cloud of depth L, it can be shown that the
centroid velocity of a line profile observed from position (x,y) on
the cloud is equal to the mean velocity of the gas along the line of
sight through (x,y): v^Cx.y) = <v(r)>2. If the origin of the velocity
scale of the observations is chosen to coincide with the mean velocity
of the cloud, then
0^2 = <Vc2(x,y)>x,y. (3.12)
Continuing with the notation of equation (3.5), if the centroid velo-
city of a line profile observed from (x,y) on the cloud is V(,(x,y),
then its internal velocity dispersion may be defined as
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/ Ta(u;x,y) [u-Vc(x,y)]2 du
—oo
Oi^Cx.y) =
00
/ Ta(u;x,y) du
—00
(3.13)
In the same manner as the derivation of equation (3.12), it can be
shown that 0^2, defined in equation (3.11a) in terms of the magnitude
of gas motions within a cloud, is also equal to the mean internal
velocity dispersion of the line profiles from that cloud:
= <a^^(x,y)\^y (3.14)
The dispersion is simply related to the mean molecular line width.
If Avp^i4 denotes the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian line
profile, then
<^VFWHM>x,y = (8An2)l/2 (3^;L5)
Only aj^2 (j^2 j,^^^ calculated from molecular line obser-
vations. It is shown in Appendix A how they in turn determine a^^
, the
total or parent variance of gas velocities within a molecular cloud:
^p2 = <[v(r) - <v(r)>j-]2> (A17)P
and
ap2 = + 0^2 (A20)
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B. ANALYSIS OF DATA
The variation of ^^CO J=1^0 spectral line centrold velocities
has been used as a probe of gas motions within the Taurus complex.
The observations and the data are described in §11. B, while the
following sections describe how the data were analyzed.
1. Statistical Measure s
If the the velocity assigned to the center of spectrometer
channel 1_ is u^ and the antenna temperature in that channel is
Ti(x,y), then the centroid velocity of the molecular line profile
observed from position (x,y) on the face of a molecular cloud may be
calculated as
N
I UiTi(x,y)
i = l
Vc(x,y) = (3.16)
N
I Ti(x,y)
i=l
The range of N velocity channels used to calculate centroid velocities
(or more conveniently, the velocity window ) need not include all
channels available in the spectrometer. As discussed in Appendix B, a
small window will minimize the effect of of instrumental noise. If the
window is too small, however, real data representing gas motions at
velocities far from the mean may be inadvertently discarded. The
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choice of a window for the Taurus data was made after inspection of an
ensemble profile consisting of the average of all individual line
profiles. If the molecular emission is optically thin, this mean pro-
file reproduces the distribution of gas velocities within the complex.
The ensemble profile was reasonably well described by a Gaussian
distribution of the form exp [-(u-Uo)2/ (2a2) ] with Uq = 6.4 km s"! and
o =0.99 km s~l. A natural choice for a velocity window would have
been one 6o wide. However, a secondary emission component in the line
profiles around 4 km s"^ was noted. This component was clearly
distinct from the bulk of the emission originating from the Taurus
complex; therefore a narrower window 5.2 km s~^ in width was chosen in
order to exclude this extraneous emission.
The r.m.s. variation of molecular line centroid velocities
within this window was observed to be a'^, = 1.02 km s~^. As described
in Appendix B, some fraction of o'^, represents spurious velocity fluc-
tuations induced by instrumental noise. The magnitude of these fluc-
tuations, Ojj, depends on the size of the velocity window, the
magnitude of instrumental noise and the intensity of the molecular
emission. Both numerical simulations and evaluation of equation (B30)
indicate that = 0.57 km s~^. Since noise-induced fluctuations are
random and independent of the true centroid velocities, o^,, the stan-
dard deviation of centroid velocities corrected for noise, is
''c
= (o'^Z _ 0^2)1/2 = 0.84 km s"^ (3.17)
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Continuing with the notation of equation (3.10), ai(x,y), the
internal velocity dispersion of the emission line from (x.y) might be
calculated as (c_.f^. eq.[3.13]),
N
I Ti(x,y)[ui-Vc(x,y)]2
i=l
<'i2(x.y)=— (3^^3)
N
I Ti(x,y)
i = l
However, the factor [u-Vc(x,y)]2 in the numerator of equation (3.18)
makes this manner of calculating o^^(x,y) very sensitive to noise in
Ti(x,y). Numerical simulations indicate that for the Taurus data
described in §11. B, Oj^(x,y) may be estimated more reliably by use of
an approximation. If 5u is the velocity width of a spectrometer chan-
nel, the internal velocity dispersion of a Gaussian line profile may
be expressed in terms of the integrated intensity and peak antenna
temperature, Tp^g^y of the line:
N
I Ti(x,y) 5u
i=l
Oi(x,y) = — (3.19)
Since the observed line profiles are often not Gaussian, and since the
finite width of a spectrometer channel makes determination of Tpg^j^^
imprecise, in practice equation (3.19) will not be exact. Nonetheless,
for data with only moderate signal to noise ratios, this approximation
yields results less sensitive to instrumental noise than use of
equation (3.18), and it has been employed to determine for the
Taurus data. It is found that = 0.48 km s"!. and that the parent
velocity dispersion. a^2 = ^2 + ^.2^ ^ ^^g^
parision, Op inferred from the average of all profiles is
o =0.99 km s-1. The discrepancy is within the uncertainties expected
for the correction for instrumental noise (cf. eq.[3.11]) and with use
of an approximation for the calculation of o^.
2. Autocorrelation Analysis
In order to express centroid velocities as variations from
the mean cloud velocity, <Vc(x,y)>x^y was subtracted from each calcu-
lated velocity. As described in Appendix C, two-dimensional autocorre-
lation functions of the resulting fluctuation map were computed by
Fourier transforming the data power spectrum using standard fast
transform routines.
When considering the autocorrelation functions calculated
from observations of a molecular cloud of finite extent, it is impor-
tant to distinguish between correlations appearing at at small and at
large lags. Results at separations small compared to the size of the
cloud are formed from the average of a relatively large number of data
pairs. These results are statistically the most reliable and probe the
intrinsic nature of the velocity field: the number of sample pairs is
large enough that random gas motions will average out. The ACF is also
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sensitive to structure in gas motions at large scales. However, as the
number of data pairs which can be formed at larger lags is limited,
the ACF cannot distinguish between physically significant systematic
motions and anisotropic large-scale statistical fluctuations. There-
fore, although the ACF is a useful indicator for the presence of
systematic motions within a a molecular cloud, the physical importance
of correlations seen at large lags must be evaluated independently of
their presence in a correlation function.
In the previous chapter several different estimators for the
autocorrelation function of a finite data set were described. In this
chapter, the biased autocorrelation estimator is presented. Although
it underestimates the magnitude of correlations at large lags (where
any ACF is noisiest), it is statistically the most reliable. The
biased autocorrelation function of centroid velocity fluctuations is
plotted in Figure 3.2. Contours present the degree of correlation as a
function of the vector lag jr measured from the origin (t = 0. marked
by a small cross). Dashed contours indicate negative correlations. The
symmetry of the plot with respect to inversion through x = 0 is common
all ACFs (eq. [2.2] ).
The autocorrelation functions and integrated intensity maps
presented in this work have been smoothed to reduce noise and to
improve their legibility before being plotted as contour diagrams. The
smoothing routine used (and in general all smoothing processes) act as
low pass filters, discarding information describing small-scale flue-
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FIG. 3.2 - Two dimensional biased ACF of ^^CO J = 1+0 molecu-
lar line centroid velocity fluctuations observed from the Taurus dark
cloud complex. Contours display the relative degree of correlation of
this smoothed ACF as a function of vector offset from the origin
(marked by a small cross) and range from -0.15 to 0.40 in steps of
0.05. Orientations of the vector lags t' are referenced to the right
ascension-declination coordinate system. For example, contour values
along the vertical line through the origin describe the degree of
correlation between pairs of observations with the same right
acsension; i.e. t' pointing due north or south. The pattern of corre-
lations extending north and south and anti-correlations running east-
west suggest the presence of a velocity gradient within the data.
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tuations in the data while emphasizing the presence of systematic
variations. Contour maps, therefore, are deceptive in that information
presented may appear more structured on small scales than it actually
is. The ACF of centroid velocity fluctuations presented in Figure
3.2 has been renormalized to unity at zero lag after smoothing. Higher
value contours around t = 0 have not been plotted. The width of the
unit peak at zero lag (whose value represents the perfect correlation
of any data point with itself), has been exaggerated by the smoothing
p rocess.
3. Structure at Large Lags
The extended correlations seen in the ACF of Figure 3.2
along a N-S axis and the anti-correlations along the perpendicular
direction suggest the presence of a systematic component within the
gas motions of the Taurus complex. In particular, the pattern of posi-
tive and negative correlations is indicative of a velocity gradient;
motions taken along the axis of a gradient vary most rapidly and soon
decorrelate, while those along lines perpendicular to the gradient
remain unchanged. Examination of the map of centroid velocity fluc-
tuations reveals a shift of centroid velocities across the central
core of the complex, with lower (recession) velocities seen toward the
center and southwest and higher velocities toward the northwest.
Although this variation appears real, it would not have been obvious
without knowledge of the correlation function. In particular, the two
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condensations east of Heiles 2 around a = 4h54™, 6 = +26 (cf. Fig.
2.1) do not participate in this trend of velocities. Therefore, that
an attempt to find a statistically significant least squares fit to a
model velocity gradient across the data set did not succeed is not
surprising: a gradient which fits the velocity shift across the core
of the complex would not be able to reproduce the centroid velocities
of the easternmost condensations.
The variation of centroid velocities, however, may not be the
best measure of mass motions within an inhomogeneous molecular cloud.
Equation (AI4) expresses the centroid velocity of a line profile in
terras of v(r), T^Cr), and <^(r^), the velocity, excitation temperature
and Integrated absorption coefficient of the molecular gas at r
= (x,y,z) along the l.o.s. through position (x,y) on the face of a
cloud of depth L:
Vc(x,y) =
/ v^) T^(r) Kq(0 dz
/ T^Cr) <o(r) dz
(A14)
If Tx(0 is constant for all transitions of the molecular species
under study, then <Q(r) is proportional to p(r) and
L/ v(r) p(r) dz
0
^
Vc(x,y) =
L
" (3.20)
/ P(r) dz
0
^
In an isothermal but inhomogeneous cloud. v^(x,y) is the density
weighted average velocity of gas motions along the l.o.s through
(x.y). However, because of the denominator of equation (3.21). calcu-
lation of the centroid velocity does not take into account the actual
amount of mass along a line of sight.
In order to consider mass motions more directly, the
variation of the quantity [).Ti(x.y)6u]Vc(x.y) across the Taurus
complex was studied. The term in brackets within this quantity is the
integrated ^'k.O antenna temperature, which is taken as a measure of
H2 column density (Dickman 1976). The variation of [ ^T^ (x. y) SuJv^Cx. y
)
is, in a sense, a tracer of momentum rather than velocity
fluctuations. 2 The velocity variation across the core appears signi-
ficantly more prounounced when viewed in a contour map of this para-
meter. This finding suggests that the observed velocity progression
traces out the motion of the denser gas within the core of the
complex. If the variation of centroid velocities reflected, for
example, streaming motions in the more tenuous outer layers of the
complex, the progression of velocities would appear less distinct
after weighting velocity variations by column density.
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FIG. 3.3 - Integrated ^-^CO J=1^0 radiation temperature
observed from the Taurus clouds as summed over each of three
(overlapping) velocity intervals. The limits of integration for each
velocity interval (in km s"^) are given to the lower left of each con-
tour diagram. Contours of integrated emission range from 2.0 to 6.0 K
km s"^ in increments of 1 K km s~^. Right ascension increases to the
left, declination toward the top. The center of each diagram (marked
by a small cross) is at a = 4^30"^, 5 = +27.0 (1950.0). Ticks on the
axes mark off intervals of 15' of arc (0.6pc at D=140pc). The shift of
regions of peak emission along the core of the complex with increasing
velocity is clearly visible. This systematic velocity progression is
consistant with the large scale correlation structure seen in Figure
3.2
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FIGURE 3.3
As an additional means of tracing mass motions within the
Taurus complex, contour maps of 13co emission integrated over narrow
velocity intervals were examined. As the centers of these intervals
ranged from lower to higher velocities, the regions of maximum
emission from the core shifted from the southeast to the northwest.
Figure 3.3 presents maps of emission integrated over three
(overlapping) velocity intervals, in order from lower to higher velo-
cities. The variation of the maximum core emission, corresponding to a
velocity shift of ^ 3 km s"! (from 5 to 8 km s"! w.r.t. the Local
Standard of Rest) over a projected distance of 12 pc (D=140pc) is
clearly visible. The structure of the core and the dynamical con-
sequences of the velocity shift seen across it will be discussed in
§111. D.l. The contribution of systematic motions to the total
variation of molecular line centroid variations seen across the Taurus
complex will be discussed in §IV.F.4.
4. Structure at Small Lags
In order to display the isotropic behavior of C'(t') at small
lags. Figure 3.4a presents an unsraoothed version of the ACF of Figure
3.2 as a function of
|
t^'
|
only, for 0 < | t' | < 7.2 pc. Two correc-
tions to the raw ACF should be considered before drawing any conclu-
sions about shape of C'(t') at small ^. First is a correction for
instrumental noise: radiometer noise reduces the apparent magnitude of
any correlations in the data by inducing random centroid velocity
fluctuation. (Appendix B). If c*(x.) denotes the centrold velocity ACF
which would be Observed in the absence o£ inst^.ental noise the
degradation of the observed ACF at non-zero lags Is given by
C'(T')
~ - l-(V"c')2
.
X. /o (33,
Here a,.2 ^3 ^.^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^^^^^.^ fluctuations
(including those induced by noise), while a„2
.^e magnitude of
noise induced fluctuations alone. In §111. B.l it was found that a,' =
1.02 km s-1 and a„ = 0.57 km s'l. The correction factor is then
(C*(T')/C'(T')) = 1.45 The second correction is geometrical: as
discussed in Chapter II, the orientation of the Taurus complex with
respect to the plane of the sky may require distances measured along
the major axis of the complex to be adjusted for foreshortening. The
correction to _t ' is of the form [1 + (cos (9) rlcos( ^) ], where 9 is
the inclination of the major axis of the complex with respect to the
plane of the sky and <|. is the angle between i and the major axis. A
value of 9 = 60° was adopted in calculating this correction. Figure
3.4b is the Taurus velocity ACF after correction for instrumental
noise and foreshortening.
The number of data pairs at a given lag available for calcu-
lating the ACF of a finite data set is limited. This restriction may
introduce statistical noise into the ACF; random fluctuations within
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FIG. 3.4 - Plots of the unsmoothed biased centroid velocity
ACF for 0 <
I
T
I
< 7.2 pc. Angular information has been discarded in
order to portray the isotropic behavior of the centroid velocity ACF
at smaller lags. The dashed curve is a least squares fit of 1
-
a| t| P to the data. Although the data and the fitted curve suggest
the presence of some correlations at small lags, no correlation length
is resolved at the e'^ level, (a) Raw velocity ACF. (b) ACF after
correction for the effects of radiometer noise and geometrical fore-
shortening, (c) Comparison ACF of uncorrelated velocity field
generated by replacing the centroid velocity at each observed positior
with a random variable chosen from a Gaussian distribution.
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the data .ay not have the opportunity to average out to a negligible
value. To investigate the effect of the finite and irregular extent of
the Taurus data set. a comparison ACF of an uncorrected velocity
field was calculated. This velocity field was constructed by replacing
the centroid velocity at each point in the data set with a random
value chosen from a Gaussian distribution, thus producing an
random data set with the same number of data pairs at each lag as the
original data. Figure 3.4c presents this reference ACF. which shows
that at the scales under consideration, the size of the data set does
not introduce significant noise: the ACF at small lags drops rapidly
to values close to zero.
Comparison of Figures 3.4a and 3.4b with Figure 3.4c reveals
the presence of some correlations between velocity fluctuations at
small lags. In neither case, however, is it clear that a correlation
length has been resolved. To further explore the structure of the flow
at small separations, and in particular to interpolate the ACF across
the e-1 line, attempts were made to fit model autocorrelation func-
tions to the data points shown in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b. Efforts to
fit Gaussian and parabolic model correlation functions were clearly
unsuccessful. Fits to a power law model of the form l-a| t| 3 (the
solid curves in Figs. 3.4a - 3.4b) were more successful, and reflect
the presence of correlations at small scales. The correlation lengths
derived from the fitted power-law curves are so much smaller than the
sample spacing, however, that they cannot be taken as a reliable
measure of X^,.
Although thera Is evidence for correlations a^ng gas
.otlons
at s„all scales, the correlation length characterising turbulent gas
motions within the Taurus clouds renins unresolved. An upper ll.lt to
Xc Is therefore the sample spacing, X, < 0.6 pc (D = UOpc). The next
Chapter discusses the velocity field of the Hellas-2 cloud within the
Taurus complex as sampled at much smaller (1' of arc) spaclngs and in
which correlation structure at scales consistent with this upper limit
is resolved.
The presence of large scale motions, such as described in
§111. C. 3. may affect the shape of autocorrelation function at small
lags. If systematic motions include order in gas motions at small
scales, these correlations will appear in the centroid velocity ACF.
If correlations are observed at small lags, one is therefore obliged
to determine whether they reflect the intrinsic small scale structure
of the gas motions or whether they are an artifact of systematic
motions. With respect to the results of this chapter, the question is
moot, as no correlations at small scales are clearly resolved. This
issue does, however, arise in the analysis of the small-scale velocity
structure described in the next chapter, where it will be shown how
the effects of small and large-scale motions may be disentangled.
D. DISCUSSION
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1. Core Velocity Gradient
Centrold velocities observed along the core of the Taurus
complex vary from ^ 5 to 8 kms"! over a projected distance of 12 pc. a
gradient of 0.25 km s"! pc"!. If Interpreted as a rotation these
values correspond to an angular velocity o) = 8.1 x IQ-IS g"! in a
sense retrograde to Galactic circular motions. The rotation axis
points toward the northeast inclined at - 25° to the disk of the
Galaxy. Viewed In integrated 13cO emission (Fig. 2.1), the main com-
ponent of the core is seen as a fragmented lane, less dense toward the
middle than at the edges. Its appearence suggests a bar or thick torus
seen edge on, rather than a disk or colncidentally aligned con-
desatlons. The lane stretches from the dark cloud B14 (which Includes
Helles 2 and TMCl) in the southeast to the B7 complex in the northwest
(Barnard 1927). The main component is paralled by a second, less
massive, filament to the south ranging from B18 (the site of TMC2) to
B208. Together they resemble a pair of aligned filaments or fragments
of a squat, hollow cylinder. The variation of gas velocities along the
southern filament has been discussed by Kutner (1973) and Crutcher
(1973).
If the variation of centrold velocities along the core is
taken to be evidence of rotation, asessment of the virial equilibrium
of the complex nn.st include the rotational kinetic energy of the core
as well as the kinetic energy of random gas motions. Let M, denote the
total mass of the complex and M, represent the mass taking part in the
ordered rotation of the core. Inspection of maps of integrated 13co
emission and of centroid velocity variations suggests that . 0.5M,.
Twice the rotational kinetic energy of the core is ZKE^ = Ia)2 where I.
the moment of inertia of the core, is I = a^^s2, s denotes the half-
extent of the core along its major axis 6pc). while Og, (1/12)
< ag < 1, depends on the distribution of mass within the core (e.g,
ag = (1/12) if the core is a bar of gas. or ag = (1/2) if the core is
a disk). Two geometrical effects will make 2KEj. inferred from
observed values of S and u) a lower limit to the actual rotational
kinetic energy of the core. If the plane of rotation of the core is
not seen edge on. o) will be underestimated, and if the core is not
parallel to the plane of the sky. the observed value of S will be a
lower limit to the actual size of the core. The rotational kinetic
energy contained by the complex may be estimated as
2KEr = agMrS^oj^ > ag x 2.5 x io^7 (m^/Mj.) ergs (3.22)
Is the core gravitationally bound? If Ve is the equatorial velocity of
the core (vg - 1.5 km s"l), then the mass of the core must exceed
Mj. > (Sve2)/G in order to balance centrifugal and gravitational for-
ces. The sense of the inequality is set by the uncertainties in S and
of the core geometry. This condition requires Mj. > 3100 Mq, or
Mr > 0.5Mt. a result which is consistent with the appearence of
integrated emission and centroid velocity data.
as a
a
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2. Virial Equilibrium
The condition for virial equilibrium is taken as 2KE + Wg. in
which KE denotes the kinetic energy and Wg the the gravitational
potential energy of the complex. The irregular geomety of the Taurus
clouds complicates determination of Wg. Although the extended and
filamentary structure of the complex suggests that it be modeled
section of an infinite cylinder3, there is no obvious choice for
radius Rt describing the transverse extent of the clouds. In the pre-
vious chapter, this issue was avoided by reversing the question:
assuming a cylindrical homogeneous cloud supported by internal gas
motions, a corresponding equilibrium radius was derived. Inspection
of the map of ^ko emission indicated that R^ fell between the radii
of the dense inner core of the complex and that of the more diffuse
surrounding gas. These considerations suggested that the dimensions,
mass and magnitude of gas motions within the Taurus clouds were con-
sistent with a state of virial equilibrium. A more precise deter-
mination of the stability of the complex, however, requires a specific
value for R^..
The calculation of R^. presented here attempts to account for
the inhomogeneous structure of the clouds. The characteristic radius
Rt is taken to be the r.m.s. transverse extent of the complex as
weighted by N(x,y), the ^^CO column density at (x,y);
<N(x,y)R2(x,y)>x^y
<N(x,y)>x^y
(3.22)
"hare R(x,y) Is the perpendicular distance fro. (x,y) to the ™jor
axis of the complex. The nnjor axis. In turn, Is defined by the
requirement that ^ [N(x,y)R2(x, y) j I3 a minimum. Under these conditions,
Rt = 4.0 pc.
The gravitational potential energy of a section of an infinte
cylinder is Wg =
-(2/3)(GMt2/R,). The mass of the complex inferred
from integrated 13co emission (§II.D) is 5700 M^. and thus
Wgrav = -(2/3)(GMt2/Rt) = 4.7 x io47 ergs. (3.23)
The kinetic energy of the random gas motions within the
complex is
2KEturb = /P(3ap2)dv = 3.3 x io47 x [i - (H^/K^)] ergs (3.24)
The factor 3 in the integrand enters because 0p2 measures the variance
of gas motions only along the (one-dimensional) line of sight, and it
is assumed that gas motions within a molecular cloud are isotropic. If
Mr represents the mass of the material taking part in the rotation of
the core, then the rotational kinetic energy term entering the virial
equation is
2KErot = agMj.s2a32 > ag x 2.5 x 10^7 (Mj./Mt) ergs (3.25a)
(1/12) < Qtg < 1 (3.25b)
Equations (3.23) through (3.25b) indicate that 2KEt.m.b + 2KEj.q^ -
~^grav regardless of the value of M^. Given the uncertainties intro-
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duced by th. irregular structure of the complex, no better agree^nt
bet»een the estimated values of 2KE and
-Wg can be expected, and It
appears that the Taurus clouds are In a state vlrial equilibrium for
scales larger than 0.6 pc.
3. Small Scale Correlation Structure
Apart from the systematic velocity variation seen across the
core of the complex, gas motions within the Taurus clouds exhibit no
significant degree of isotropic correlation between themselves on sca-
les larger than 0.6 pc (D = 140 pc). This result may be discussed
within the context set by observations of Av vs. L, the variation of
molecular linewidth as a function of cloud size. As discussed below,
linewidth-cloud size relationships have been interpreted as a probe of
turbulent gas motions within molecular clouds.
Larson (1981), after compiling published values of Av and L
for 60 molecular clouds with sizes in the range 0.5 < L < 60 pc, found
Av a L^, with 0 = 0.38. From their observations of a dozen isolated
dark globules, Leung, Kutner, and Mead (1983) found a similar power
law, but with an index S = 0.48, while Myers (1983) has reported an
index 6 =0.50 based on observations of 43 small dark clouds. An
earlier compilation of Larson (1971), which also included the disper-
sion velocities and characteristic sizes of atomic gas clouds and
stellar associations, found 3 " 1/3 for scale sizes extending nearly
to 1 kpc.
Two different interpretations of a power law dependence of Av
upon L have been presented in the works cited above. If the power law
index is e = 1/3. the observed variation of Av vs. L may be the signa-
ture of a cascade of turbulent motions throughout the interstellar
medium. Alternatively, an index of 3 = 1/2 may simply indicate a
general tendency of molecular clouds to exist in virlal equilibrium.
Neglecting geometrical factors of order unity, the virlal condition
requires Av2 ^ gm/L ^ Gpl2. where M and p are the mass and mean den-
sity of a molecular cloud. If (as appears to be the case) a cloud's
mean density varies Inversely with its size, i^.e. p ^ L'^ then the
virlal condition becomes Av - l1/2 (Larson 1981; Myers 1983).
The results presented in this chapter bear directly on the
first of these suggestions, and it profitably may be discussed in
greater detail. In 1941 Kolmogorov and Obukhov independently described
a model of turbulence characterized by a dissipatlonless cascade of
turbulent energy from motions on larger scales to motions on smaller
scales (c^. Frledlander and Topper 1961). Since viscous losses are
assumed negligible within the range of the cascade, this conception of
turbulence is also referred to as Inertial range turbulence.
It is assumed that energy enters the flow of turbulent
motions within the inertial range at an outer scale Xq, and is dissi-
pated by molecular viscosity at smaller dimensions given by the inner
scale Xj^. The inner scale is also known as the Kolmogorov raicroscale.
The cascade is characterized by the parameter e, the energy transfer
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rate per unit .ass, set by the rate at which energy can be dissipated
at Ai. If there are no sources or sinks of energy between the outer
and inner scales, e ren^ins constant. Since e = (v3/i), where v is the
magnitude of velocity fluctuations observed over a scale I, the
constancy of e Implies v a Jll/3 ^ ,/ pj.j.e V X
,
a result known as the Kolmogorov
"one-third" law.
The variation of velocity dispersion with scale size for a
Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence can be derived more rigorously. The
ACF describing inertial range turbulence can be approximated as
(Panchev 1964):
(TT)l/2
Ck(^) = 1 - [ ](T/Xo)2/3
, Xi < T < (3.26)
2r(7/6) o V ^
With use of equation (A26), which relates optically thin molecular
line widths to the ACF of gas motions within a cloud, it can be shown
that Av is indeed proportional to (L/Xo)l/3, as suggested by dimen-
sional considerations.
Equation (3.26), however, also implies that the correlation
length of inertial range turbulent motions is = 0.47Xq. This high
degree of correlation results from the assumption that e is constant
thoroughout the range X^ < X < Xq, and is a distinctive signature of a
dissipationless turbulent cascade. Figure 3.1b presents the centroid
velocity ACF which would be seen from a cloud containing gas motions
exhibiting a Koln.ogorov spectrum of turbulent motions. It demonstrates
that the apparent correlation length seen from such a cloud is
-
and is therefore also a significant fraction of X^. if the
observed linewidth-cloudsize relationship is to be taken as evidence
of inertial range turbulence pervading the interstellar medium, the
outerscale of the cascade must be larger than the size of the largest
cloud believed to be obeying the one-third law. Since Av aL^ appears
to hold for cloud sizes up to L > 60pc. the existence of a universal
turbulent cascade implies a correlation length tens of parsecs in
magnitude. This condition cannot easily be reconciled with the lack of
correlations seen among velocity fluctuations in the Taurus clouds. It
appears, therefore, that the fluctuating gas motions within the Taurus
complex are not part of a lossless cascade of turbulent motions per-
vading the interstellar medium.
This result is not surprising. The Kolmogorov-Obukhov picture
is a model which cannot be derived in a self consistent fashion from
the equations of hydrodynamics. It is not without utility: for
example, subsonic turbulent motions within the earth's atmosphere
appear to obey a one-third velocity law as predicted by the model
(Mavrokakoulakis, Ho and Cole 1979; Tartarski 1962). Even in this
case, however, where compressibility effects are unimportant, correla-
tions among gas motions observed at three or more points in the
atmosphere do not match the model's predictions, leading to
"intermittency" corrections to the theory (Frisch et al. 1982).
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Further, the model's conceptual foundation - a one way cascade of
energy to smaller scales - ignores the three dimensional character of
turbulence as found in the interstellar medium (c.f. Kraichnan and
Montgomery 1978). Therefore, the applicability of the Kolmogorov-
Obukhov theory to the supersonic gas motions seen in the highly
compressible interstellar medium is not obvious.
As a final note, the utility of linewidth-cloud size
variations as a probe of turbulence within the interstellar medium
should be questioned. As discussed in §111. A. 1, the velocity auto-
correlation function. C(;^), is the most direct measure of a fluc-
tuating velocity field. The width of an optically thin emission line
is, however, only a function of the integral of C(t) through a molecu-
lar cloud (eq.[A26]), and cannot describe the variation of gas veloci-
ties with scale size within the cloud. It is this variation which will
largely determine the consequences of turbulent motions for the struc-
ture and evolution of a molecular cloud (Dickman 1984). Even granting
that linewidths are only an indirect measure of gas motions within a
specific cloud, it may be argued that the variation of Av with L for
an ensemble of clouds traces out the structure of gas motions within
the interstellar medium. This assertion would be true if gas motions
within all molecular clouds were part of a single, homogeneous velo-
city field uniformly pervading the Galaxy. Molecular clouds, however,
exhibit such a variation of physical conditions that this assumption
is not easily justifiable.
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CHAPTER IV
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE OF THE TAURUS COMPLEX:
HEILES CLOUD 2
A. Introduction
This chapter describes the autocorrelation analysis of the
structure of Heiles 2. a molecular cloud lying within the Taurus
complex (Heiles 1968). The data analyzed in this chapter were taken
at one arc-minute spaclngs: the results described here therfore extend
autocorrelation analysis to length scales more than an order of magni-
tude smaller than those presented in the previous chapters.
Observations of Heiles 2 are briefly described before
discussing the correlation analysis of the cloud's density structure.
Analysis of the velocity structure of Heiles 2 begins with a presen-
tation of the statistical measures describing gas motions within the
cloud. Next the ACF of line profile centroid-velocity fluctuations is
discussed, as is the decomposition of the velocity field into systema-
tic and fluctuating components. The corrections to the observed magni-
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tudes Of these velocity components required to account for the effect
of line-of-sight averaging are also derived.
In the next section the velocity autocorrelation function is
recast into a measure describing the variation of the magnitude of
velocity fluctuations as a function of scale size. In both the ACF
and the velocity dispersion-scale size measure the correlation length
characterizing fluctuating gas motions within Heiles 2 is resolved,
representing the first direct measurement of the scale and magnitude
of turbulent motions within a molecular cloud. The final sections
discuss the rate at which turbulence can dissipate energy and examine
the possibility that the large-scale rotation of the core (§§ III.B.3
and III.C.l) can provide the energy to power turbulence within Heiles
2.
B. Observations
The data analyzed in this chapter consist of - 2400 obser-
vations of the J=1>0 transition of ^\o. These observations were
taken during the winter of 1981-82 with the FCRAO 14 m antenna by
Schloerb and Snell (1984) in the course of their study of Heiles 2.
The author appreciates their generosity in making this data available
for autocorrelation analysis.
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The spectral line observations, centered upon the conden-
sation TMC 1 (cf^ Ohurchwell. Wlnnewlsser. and Ual^ley 1978), comple-
tely sample the Inner 2/3 des2 h^.^.^
, ^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^
(0.04 PC at DUO pc). The antenna half-power bea^tdth at UO GHz was
53" and a 100 kHz channel-1 filter bank provided a velocity resolution
Of 0.27 km s~l.
C. Density Structure
Contours of /TR*dv, integrated 13co antenna temperature,
corrected for atmospheric and antenna losses, observed from the inner
portion of Heiles 2 are shown in Figure 4.1. As discussed in §11. B,
integrated 13co emission has been adopted as a tracer of hydrogen
column density within dark clouds. The fragmented and clumpy
character of this molecular cloud is evident in this Figure, as is,
though to a lesser extent, the ring-like structure discussed in Snell
and Schloerb 1984.
The second chapter of this dissertation has
discussed how the autocorelation function of column density fluc-
tuations will extract any statistically significant systematic spa-
cings between the denser and rarer portions of a molecular cloud. It
also describes how the application of a digitial differencing filter
(cf^ Appendix C.3) to the original data will emphasize smaller-scale
correlations among density condensations. These methods have been
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FIG. 4.1 - Smoothed contour map of integrated ^-^CO J = 1 -» 0
radiation temperature observed from Heiles 2. Right ascension in-
creases to the left, declination toward the top. The center of the map
is (1950.0) a = 4^37™, 6 = 25°30'. The fragmentary structure of this
cloud is quite evident. [This figure, from Schloerb and Snell 1984,
was kindly provided by R. Snell]
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applied to observations of the large-scale density structure of the
Taurus dark clouds and have disclosed the presence of a re-correlation
length scale between density fluctuations within the complex. This
scale is comparable in magnitude to the Jeans length of an
interstellar cloud of atomic hydrogen. In closing sections of Chapter
II it was argued that the observed re-correlation length scale may be
the fossil imprint of the gravitational processes which have formed
the present molecular cloud from an atomic precursor cloud.
Does the density structure of Heiles 2 also contain infor-
mation characterizing the processes which have determined its current
state, or which will determine its evolution? One answer to this
question is given by Figure 4.2 which shows the biased ACF (§II.C.l)
of column density fluctuations within the inner region of Heiles 2
after the application of a differencing filter to the original data.
As in the ACFs shown in Chapter II, this ACF has been smoothed to
improve legibility, renormalized to unity at zero lag. and has had the
plotting of the highest contours around the origin surpressed. The
striking aspect of this ACF is the distince re-correlation feature
along a north-south axis at a lag of 1.0 pc. Returning to Figure 4.1,
it can be seen that this length scale also corresponds to the mean
spacing between the - 5 principal fragments of this clumpy cloud.
Can this re-correlation scale be identified with some charac-
teristic physical length scale? An obvious point of comparison is Xj,
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FIG. A. 2 - Unbiased ACF of column density fluctuations within
Helles 2 as traced out by ^^CO integrated intensity. The most striking
features are the secondary maxima seen in the correlation plateau, in-
dicating the presence of correlations at a length of 1.0 pc in the
North-South spacing of density fluctuations. The apparent lack of
correlations at other orientations is most likely due to the frag-
mented nature of the cloud.
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the Classical Jeans wavelength for the onset of gravitational instabi-
lities (eq. [2.5]). AssuMng a He abundance of 0.1 by nu.ber. a gas
temperature of lOK. and a .ean particle density n = 500 c.-3 for the
molecular gas within Heiles 2, values consistent with those reported
by Schloerb and Snell (1984). X, = 1.05 pc. [Since the observed corre-
lations lie along a north-south axis, there is no need to apply the
geometrical foreshortening corrections described in Chapter II.]
Therefore, the correlation length scale seen in the density ACF of
Heiles 2 may be the signature of a gravitational instability. This was
also the result found in the analysis of the Taurus complex density
data. There, the correlation length scale was equal in magnitude to
Xj within atomic gas. For the case of Heiles 2, however, the
appropriate Jeans length is the one corresponding to molecular gas.
D« Statistical Velocity Measures
The statistical measures characterizing a fluctuating velo-
city field have been introduced in §III.A.3 and are discussed in
greater detail in Appendix A. 2. This section presents the values of
these quantities for the inner region of Heiles 2 as derived from
1
3
CO spectral line observations. These results will be used in §IV.H,
which describes how the actual rras magnitude of turbulent gas motions
within a molecular cloud can be calculated from spectral line parame-
ters .
For optically thin emission, the parameters of the "parent"
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velocity distribution describing all gas .otlons, turbulent and syste-
matic alike, within a cloud can be derived from the mean profile
obtained by averaging all molecular line profiles together (c£.
Appendix A.2). The parent distribution of the gas motions within
Helles 2 is found to be well described as a Gaussian distribution with
a mean velocity (with respect to the Local Standard of Rest)
<v> = 5.96 km s"^ (4.1)
and a velocity dispersion
Op = 0.77 km s~l (4.2)
No secondary emission components are observed in the summed line pro-
file (cf_. §111. B.l)
The next parameter describing gas motions within Helles 2 is
the magnitude of ^^CO spectral line centroid velocity fluctuations
(see eqs. [3.5] and [3.11b]). The observed standard deviation of
centroid velocities is o'^ = 0.30 km s"!. This value includes,
however, a component o„ representing spurious centroid velocities
Induced by instrumental noise (cf_. Appendix B.2). With the system
parameters given by Snell (1984) and mean line parameters calculated
from the data set, use of equation (B.30) and the numerical model
described in Appendix B.2 yield an estimated value = 0.08 km s~^.
As noise Induced velocity fluctuations are random and therefore inde-
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pendent of the t^e centrold velocities, the actual variation of
centrold velocities, corrected for noise, can be calculated as
- °'c' - °n2 (4.3a)
SO that
Oc = 0.29 km s-1 (,.3,)
The remaining basic statistic for the velocity field in
Heiles 2 is Oj, the mean internal line width defined by equations
(3.13) and (3.14). As discussed in §111. B.l, this measure is very
sensitive to the effect of noise. The mean line width of the spectra
observed from Heiles 2 has therefore been calculated with aid of the
approximation given by equation (3.18), a procedure found to be more
reliable than the calculation of from its formal definition. The
mean line width is then found to be
Oi = 0.68 km s~^ (4.4)
The internal consistency of these results can be examined by
comparing the parent velocity derived from the average of all spectra
with that calculated from the quadrature sum of the variation of
centroid velocities and the mean line width (see equation [A20]):
a. 2 =
p = ^i^ + ^c^ (4.5)
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upon substituting the values given In equations (4.3) and (4.4). one
finds
Op = 0.79 km s-1 (^.6)
Thus there is a ^ 6% discrepancy between the values of derived fro.
the average of all line profiles and from the quadrature sum of and
Oi. This difference is easily attributed to the uncertainties in esti-
mating the effect of noise and by the use of an approximation in
calculating the mean line width. The value = 0.77 derived from the
average line profile is a more direct measurement of the parent velo-
city dispersion and will be the value adopted in the following sec-
tlons.
E. Helles 2 Velocity ACF
As discussed in Chapter III, the ACF of centroid velo-
city fluctuations provides a reliable tracer of the correlation struc-
ture of the fluctuating velocity field within a molecular cloud. The
analysis of the large scale velocity structure of the Taurus complex
has set an upper limit of 0.6 pc to the correlation length of gas
motions within these clouds. Since any correlations, if present,
exist at small lags, the unbiased ACF is a suitable tool for the study
of gas motions within Heiles 2. As described previously, the unbiased
estimator is statistically the most reliable measure of the ACF of a
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FIG 4.3 - Contour map of the biased ACF of centroid velocity
fluctuations observed from Heiles 2. The patterns of large-scale posi-
tive and negative correlations indicate the presence of systematic gas
motions within the cloud. The appreciable degree of correlation at
small lags may be the signature of turbulence within Heiles 2.
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no
finite data set. even though It underestimates the degree of correla-
tlon at the largest lags.
Figure 4.3 is a smoothed contour diagram of the full two
dimensional, unbiased ACF of 13co centroid velocity fluctuations
observed from Heiles 2. As in previous ACF plots, the lines of
constant relative correlation are symmetric about the origin. The
directed distance from the origin to any point on a contour line
represents the vector lag,
^ , and the highest contours around the
origin, where the degree of correlation becomes unity, have not been
drawn.
The correlations seen in Figure 4.3 can be divided between
two distinct regimes, one consisting of the featureless, small-scale
axisymmetric correlations seen around the origin (i.e t = 0), the
other consisting of the anisotropic correlations seen at large lags.
The first component indicates the presence of random, isotropic, velo-
city fluctuations correlated over small scales: i.e. turbulence. The
second component, which includes the large positive correlations
toward the north-east and south-west and the large anti-correlations
toward the south-east and north-west suggests the existence of a
large-scale velocity gradient within the data (see §111. B. 3). Indeed,
Schloerb and Snell (1984) have suggested that Heiles 2 contains a
large, rotating ring of gas. A simple model of the velocity field
within a rotating ring, based on the dimensions and velocities of the
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ring suggested by Schloerb and Snell (1984, „as constructed, and Is
Shown m contour fore In Figure 4.4. The ACF of the „del ring velo-
city field is Shown in Fl^re 4.5. Comparlslon of Figures 4.3 and 4.5
indicate that the large-scale correlation features In the Heiles 2
velocity ACF can be qualitatively reproduced by the ACF of a rotating
ring.
F. Turbulence within Heiles 2
The definition of turbulence adopted in this dissertation is
that of the presence of random, isotropic velocity fluctuations corre-
lated over spatial dimensions small compared to the size of the mole-
cular cloud under study. The size qualification was imposed for two
reasons. The first is that given a finite set of data, it is dif-
ficult to distinguish between random motions correlated over scales
comparable to the size of the molecular cloud and genuine systematic
gas motions within the cloud. The second reason follows from the
classical picture of turbulence (due to Reynolds) which describes tur-
bulence as velocity fluctuations imposed upon a smooth mean flow.
Implicit in this model is the assumption that the scale of the tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations is much less than the characteristic
dimensions of the mean flow (c_.f_. Tennekes and Lumley 1972). The
characteristic dimension of mean gas flows within a molecular cloud
must be less than or equal to the size of the cloud. If one's concep-
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FIG. 4.4 - Contour map of simple model velocity field con-
taining a rotating ring. The model field, in which the ring appears
face on, was intended to reproduce some of the gross features of the
Heiles velocity ACF given in Fig. 4.3.
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FIG. 4.5 - Biased ACF of model velocity field. The position
and extent of the extended central positive correlations and the
parallel negative correlations match many of the features seen in the
Heiles velocity ACF of Fig. 4.3
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tion of turbulence is to conform to the Reynolds description, then a
size criterion must be included in the working definition of tur-
bulence. Large scale, anisotropic gas motions, such as the ones pro-
ducing the correlations seen at large lags in Figure 4.3. will be
identified as systematic motions.
The circularly symmetric, small-scale correlations seen in
Figure 4.3 indicate the presence of turbulent motions, as defined
above, within Heiles 2. The correlation structure of these motions can
be investigated in greater detail by re-plotting the Heiles 2 velocity
ACF as a function of
|
t
| only. Although angular information is lost
in these "isotropic" ACF plots, this loss is of little concern since
the small-scale correlations are seen to be essentially axisymmetric
to begin with. One gains with this choice of plot because no
smoothing is required in order to make these plots legible, which, by
comparison, must be done with contour plots. Because these plots are
undistorted by smoothing, the precise degree of correlation between
velocity fluctuations for each lag can be read directly off the plots.
In each of the isotropic ACF plots presented in this section, a power
law of the form
C(jT|)=l-a|T|3 (4.7)
has been fitted to the observed ACF. This fitting function was not
chosen on physical grounds - rather it happened to be an effective and
convenient way of clarifying the behavior of the ACF at small lags.
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Figure 4.6 presents the unsmoothed isotropic ACF of 13co
centroid velocity fluctuations observed from Heiles 2. This ACF has
not yet been corrected for the effects of noise, geometrical foreshor-
tening (see §II.D.l) or any distortions induced by the presence of
systematic motions (see Appendices C.3 and D.l). The large spread of
the plotted points past lags of 0.4 pc is due to the anisotropy of the
systematic component of the velocity field. The intersection of the
ACF with the line representing a relative degree of correlation of 1/e
defines an apparent (i.e. uncorrected) correlation length of X^, = 0.2
PC for turbulence within Heiles 2. This result represents the first
direct measurement of the correlation length of turbulent gas motions
within a molecular cloud.
Two of the corrections mentioned above are easily imple-
mented. The correcton for instrumental noise is discussed in detail in
Appendix B. With use of equation B8, and the value of the noise
induced velocity fluctuations given in §111. D, the ratio of the magni-
tudes of the true ACF, C*(t), to the apparent AC, C(t) is estimated to
be
C*(T)
= 1.09 (4.8)
C(T)
The foreshortening correction required by the orientation of the
Taurus complex with the respect to plane of the sky has been discussed
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FIG. 4.6 - Biased Heiles 2 centrold velocity ACF, plotted
a function of | t ) , and uncorrected for instrumental noise and fore
shortening. The increased scatter of the data points at lags past i
0.4 pc is due to the presence of systematic gas motions within the
c loud.
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in §§II.D.l and III.B.4. Figure h 7 ^i-igu 4.7 displays the isotopic velocity ACF
observed from HellPQ 9 -^fi-^-^i es 2 after correction for noise and foreshortening.
The apparent correlation length now emerges at 0.3 pc.
The third correction to the observed ACF. that for the effect
of systematic gas motions, is the most difficult to implement. As
discussed in Appendix B. ordered gas motions increase the apparent
correlation length beyond that due to turbulent motions alone, m
order to estimate the true turbulent correlation length, systematic
velocity components must be filtered out of the data before calcu-
lating an ACF. However, as will be seen below, it is possible to do
violence to the correlation length estimate by removing all. or most,
correlations in the data with use of an overly harsh filter.
T^e correlations seen in Fig 4.6 at a lags ^ 0.5 pc indicate
that significant systematic motions are indeed present within Heiles
2. Their magnitude is large enough that their effect on the apparent
correlation length cannot be ignored. The simplest way of identifying
and removing systematic components within a set of observations is by
the use of a differencing algorithm, a digital filter discussed in
Appendix C3. Application of this filter amounts to decomposing the
velocity measured at each point into a systematic component given by
the average value of the velocity measured at each of the four obser-
vations neighboring the original point, and into a fluctuating com-
ponent given by the difference between the velocity of the original
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FIG. 4.7 - Biased Helles 2 centroid velocity ACF as a func-
tion of
I
t|
,
after correction for the effects of instrumental noise
and geometrical foreshortening.
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point and the local average velocity. This filter has already bean
used m Sin.B.l in order to esti^te the
.^gnitudes of the ordered
and random components within the large scale velocity field of the
Taurus complex.
seen
The differencing filter used in Chapter III has also b(
applied to the Heiles 2 centroid velocity data. The ACF of the
resultant "fluctuating" component is displayed in Figure 4.8. Almost
all correlations have vanished: Figure 4.8 is nearly identical to
Figure 3.4c, which is the ACF of a purely random velocity field.
That large scale correlations are absent is no surprise: this is the
reason the filter was applied in the first place. The unexpected
disappearance of virtually all small scale correlations, however, is
due to the relative size of the small scale correlations with respect
to the sample spacing of the data. This can be seen as follows.
The apparent correlation length evidenced by Figure 4.6 is
0.3 pc; the sample spacing, by comparison, is 0.04 pc. The apparent
correlation length is larger than the actual correlation length
because of the presence of systematic motions within the data; even
so, the true turbulent correlation length will still be at least a few
times the sample spacing in extent. However, the simple differencing
algorithm used above cannot distinguish between correlations a few and
many times the sample spacing in extent because it only considers the
velocity field around a single point and its immediate neighbors. Any
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FIG. 4.8 - Biased, corrected Heiles 2 velocity ACF as a func-
tion of
I
t|
,
after application of a digital differencing filter to
the data. Almost all correlations have been removed by the action of
the filter.
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velocity correlations including both a point and its neighbors will be
identified as part of a "systematic" velocity component and cannot
appear in the "fluctuating" component of the velocity field produced
by application of the filter. In short, the simple differencing
algorithm is too brutal a filter. [It is worth noting that the
indiscriminancy of the differencing filter is not a problem when used
to analyze the large scale velocity structure of the entire Taurus
Complex. There, no correlations were resolved: the turbulent correla-
tion length must have been smaller than the sample spacing. It was
therefore fair to consider all correlations larger than the sample
spacing to be due to genuine systematic motions.]
How then to filter out large scale motions without destroying
small scale correlations? One solution is to use the Parzen filter
described in Appendix C. This filter has been used extensively in
this work as a low pass filter for smoothing data before plotting con-
tour maps. Here the filter will be reversed - low spatial frequency
components, identified with large scale motions, will be smoothly
attenuated. The standard Parzen taper, r(a)), given by equation (C6),
is a monotonically decreasing function of w, where o), the spatial sca-
lar Fourier frequency, is given by u) = | w • w I V2. fxhe vector fre-
-quency u is defined by equation C2 which describes the Fourier
transforms used in this work.] In order to reverse the standard Parzen
filter and use it as a high pass filter, a simple change of variable,
~ %iax ~ ^ made. Here is the Nyquist frequency, the
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highest spatial frequency found in the Fourier transform of a data
set. For a data set N samples in extent o^^^ is is found at a fre-
quency of N/2 spatial cycles/data set. For the case of the Heiles 2
^3^3, (ii^^ = 64 cycles.
As described in Appendix C, ACFs in this work have been
calculated by taking the forward Fourier transform of S(a)). the power
spectrum of the data set. The power spectrum, in turn, is simply
F*Ca))F(^) where F(a)) is the Fourier transform of the data set. In
order to apply the high pass flter described in the previous
paragraph, the value of the power spectrum at each vector frequency
0) is replaced by r(a3')S(a3). In effect, the magnitudes of the low fre-
quencies of the power spectrum are tapered off, which is why filter
functions are often called "tapers" in the jargon of spectral analy-
sis.
The particular advantage of a Parzen taper is that its
filtering effect is adjustable. The degree to which a Parzen taper
surpresses low (or high) frequencies is determined by the choice of B,
the bandwidth of the filter. The larger the bandwidth, the less the
filtering effect. It should be noted that the Parzen filter does not
have an absolute cut-off. For the case of the high pass Parzen filter
used in this section, Fourier components at frequencies lower than
3 are still present in the tapered power spectrum, although their
magnitude has been reduced.
In order to eliminate the systematic component in the Heiles 2
velocity data, the Parzen taper was repeatedly applied while slowly
decreasing the bandwidth. At B = 48 cycles, the large scale correla-
tions in the ACF of the filtered data were no longer discernible. This
ACF is presented in Figure 4.9. A bandwidth of 48 cycles, when com-
pared with of 64 cycles for the original unfiltered data, repre-
sents very moderate filtering which should introduce only minimal
distortion of the ACF at small lags. The correlation length seen in
Figure 4.9, now due only to small-scale, isotropic gas motions which
can be identified as turbulence within Heiles 2, is 0.1 pc. This
value represents the best estimate for as derived from autocorrela-
tion analysis and includes corrections for instrumental noise,
geometrical foreshortening and the effects of systematic motion. In
the next section, another estimate of the correlation length deter-
mined by an analysis of the power spectrum of velocity fluctuations
observed from Heiles 2 will be seen to agree with this value.
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FIG. 4.9 - Biased, corrected Heiles 2 centroid velocity ACF
after application of an adjustable high-pass filter to the data. The
bandwidth of the filter has been chosen such that most large-scale
systematic variations are removed from the data while introducing
minimal distortion to the shape of the ACF at small lags.
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G. Turbulent Velocity vs. So.le Size Within o
A distinctive attribute of a turbulent velocity field with a
finite correlation length is that the rms turbulent velocity measured
within a test volume generally depends on the size of the test volume.
For example, turbulent gas velocities measured within a volume the
size of a correlation length will not be seen to vary greatly from
their mean value
- the gas motions have an appreciable degree of
correlation between themselves. On the other hand, gas motions
separated by distances much greater than will vary independently of
each other, and the magnitude of the average turbulent velocity fluc-
tuations measured within volumes much larger than a correlation length
will gradually approach that of v^, the rms magnitude of all turbulent
velocity fluctuations within a molecular cloud.
One measure of the variation of turbulent velocities with
scale size which can be defined is a2(L), which is the turbulent velo-
city dispersion, measured throughout a molecular cloud, due to gas
motions with scale size L or less. The measure o^iL) is defined in
terms of S(a)), the power spectrum of centroid velocity fluctuations
expressed as a function of spatial frequency o). [u has units of cycles
per data set.] Physically, the value of S(a)) is twice the kinetic
energy per unit mass contained by turbulent motions with frequency u.
More formally, if F(a)x,ay) is the two dimensional Fourier transform of
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a set of centroid velocity observations v,(x,y). and ?H>^.y) its
con^lex conjugate, then the two dimensional power spectru. Is defined
as S(<o^,^) E F*(«,^,a^,F(o^,o3y). while the scalar spatial frequency
w is defined as u e (oj^2 + ^j^2)l/2.
The definition of a2(L) can be motivated by considering the
Parseval theorem, which relates the magnitude of the sum of the
squares of a data set and of its Fourier transform. Expressed in
integral form, the Parseval theorem can be written as
(Bracewell 1981):
^
^
'^max ^max
i J Ve (x,y) dxdy = / / FH^,^)7 (i^^,^)di^du^ (4.10)
'^xmax ^max
0 0
J y
In order to use this relationship in order to investigate the
variation of velocity dispersion with scale size, the lower limits of
integration of the rhs of equation 4.10 will be replaced by cd^, a fre-
quency related to the scale size parameter L by:
L = nA£ (4.11a)
^ = N/2n (4.11b)
in which AA is the sample spacing and N is the number of samples in
the X or Y direction. It is assumed that the data set is a square,
equally spaced grid in X and Y such that AX=AY=Ail and its area is
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(NAJl)2. In equation (4.11) ax„ -
^ %>ax - Viax = '^max = N/2 and denotes the
highest Fourier frequency to be found in the transform of N data
points.
Equation 4.10 describes the su. of the squares of the transform of
the data set (or of the data set itself). The desired quantity is the
£ean value of .2 to turbulent motions with Fourier frequencies
greater than some A normalization factor (4/7t)[n2 - n2]-l which
represents the area in frequency coordinates over which the integra-
tion is performed, must therefore be included in the r.h.s. of
equation 4.10. The velocity scale size estimator can then be defined as
2 . ... '*'='^x(L) = (4/7t)[n2 - n2]-l // s(uy^, i^)d^do^ (4.12)
where, as before, ^2 ^ ^2 ^ ^2. ^e noted that as the scale
length L increases, decreases and the integral includes more of the
lower frequency components of the power spectrum. Equation (4.12) is
an extension to a two dimensional power spectrum of an expression
introduced by Heisenberg and Weiszacker in their study of turbulence.
An exposition in Engish can be found in Stewart and Townsend (1951).
The behavior of this measure in the limit of a purely ran-
dom, uncorrelated velocity field can easily be shown. In this limit
the velocity dispersion is constant and therefore independent of scale
size. The power spectrum of a purely random velocity field is also a
constant (cf. Bracewell ^q«9^ .w*.u1982) with a value equal to the variance of
the original velocity „el.. i„,p.e,,„„
^^^^^ ^^^^
the velocity-scale si.e estimator behaves as it should in this li„it.
The measure does not succeed as well 1„ the other extreme,
that of a Sinusoidal velocity field containing only a single co^olent
in its power spectrun,. In this case a2(L) „o„i<, ^
reaching the scale si.e given by the wavelength o, the single Fourier
oon^onent. At this point the measure suddenly increases, actually
overesti^ting the variance of the
.onochro^tic velocity field. As
the parameter L increases to its «xiM.m value, the estir^tor con-
verges to the tn.e variance of the sa^le data set. This "overshoot"
Is certainly annoying
- however this worst case of a purely monochro-
matic velocity field is physically unrealistic. For example, the
velocity field in Taurus, given its small correlation length, is far
closer to the case of a random velocity field where the velocity-scale
size estimator behaves well.
gas
Figure 4.10a presents the a2(L) estimator describing the
motions within Heiles 2 plotted on scales linear in velocity disper-
sion and scale size. The data set used to produced this plot has not
been filtered to remove large scale motions. As shown in
equation 4.12 the a2(L) estimator is based directly on the magnitude
of Fourier components of the transform of the data set. Components
representing large and small scale motions are independent of each
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FIG. 4.10a,b - The variation of the function 0^(1.) with
scale size L for Heiles 2. This function measures the variance of gas
velocities due to velocity variations with scale size L or smaller.
The function is derived from the power spectrum of observed molecular
line centroid velocity fluctuations. Fig. 4.10a plots 0^(1 ) on linear
velocity and length scales (in units of [km s~^]^ and pc, respec-
tively), while Fig. 4.10b plots logiQ[ (i.) ] versus log^oCl)* Thre
regimes can be discerned within the behavior of a^(L) shown in these
Figures: i) a sharp rise in turbulent velocities up to length scales
equal in magnitude to the correlation length X^,, ii) a region of
conqjlex behavior around L X^,, and iii) a gentle, featureless rise of
turbulent velocities with scale size for L > X^,.
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other, so there is no need filter out systematic motions in order to
avoid distorting the estimator at small scales.
Apparent in Figure 4.10a is the very steep increase in disper-
sion velocity from the minimum resolvable scale size of 0.04 pc
(corresponding to a Fourier wavelength of 0.08 pc) to scales on the
order of 0.1 to 0.2 pc. followed by a more gradual increase to larger
scale sizes.
Figure 4.10b presents the a2(L) estimator plotted as the log
of the velocity dispersion versus the log of the scale length. As in
Figure 4.10a. a steep increase in velocity dispersion from 0.04 pc to
- 0.1 pc is followed by a far more gradual rise over scale lengths
between 0.16 pc and 2.54 pc. These two regimes are essentially
featureless and are well fit by straight lines in this log-log plot.
A third regime in the a^(L) estimator for gas motions within Heiles 2,
however, becomes apparent in Figure 4.10b. The region between 0.1 pc
and 0.16 pc shows definite structure such as a small sharp dip and two
bumps and cannot be fitted by a simple straight line.
In short, Figures 4.10a and 4.10b indicate that qualitative
differences exist in the velocity-scale size relation over three sets
of length scales: a very steep featureless rise in velocities at scale
lengths less than 0.1 pc. a very gradual and equally featureless
increase at lengths larger than 0.16 pc, and a third intermediate
region at scales between 0.1 and 0.16 pc in which the velocity disper-
sion varies in a complex manner.
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The velocity variation seen at large scales can be ascribed
to the presence o£ systematic gas .otlons within Helles 2 as discussed
by Schloerb and SneU. Even so. the behavior of <,2(I.) at large L Is
not single. If the only large scale gas motions were a pure velocity
gradient, then o2(I,) . L^, yielding a straight line of slope 2 when
plotted on log-log scales. The observed slope Is much less than 2:
this descrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the large scale
motions within Helles 2 are far more complicated than a uniform velo-
city gradient.
The velocity scale-size variation displayed within
Figures 4.10a and 4.10b is indicative of the presence of correlated
gas motions within Heiles 2, a result also given by the ACF of
Figure 4.7. The simplest way of appreciating this assertion is to
consider the apparent velocity dispersion within a hypothetical test
region as the size of the region is slowly decreased. For scale sizes
down to the correlation length, the measured variance of velocity
fluctuations will remain constant. At scales on the size of the
correlation length, gas motions begin to act in concert, and a sudden
decrease in the dispersion of velocity fluctuations will be seen.
This is essentially the behavior by Figures 4.10a and 4.10b.
The steepness of the decline in the velocity dispersion of
gas motions within Heiles observed as the scale of measurements drops
below 0. 1 - 0.2 pc is due in part to the relatively large sizes of
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both the data set and the sa^le spacing with respect to the observed
correlation length (taken to be 0.1 pc). The sample spacing is 0.04
PC. the total extent of the sa.ple is 2.54 pc. The latter dimension
deter^nes the scale of Figures 4.10a and 4.10b: if the range of the
spatial coordinates is chosen large enough to include all the data,
then the plot will appear to be compressed at smll scales.
The second relation, that of the size of the sample spacing
to the apparent correlation length must be considered more carefully.
The behavior of the a2a) estimator is. in fact, just barely resolved
on the small scale side of the turnover displayed in Figures 4.10a and
4.10b. However, the drop in apparent dispersion velocity with scale
size is clearly resolved when tracing the variation of a2(L) as one
approaches from larger scale sizes. In short, although the turnover
in a2(L) is only marginally well resolved on the small scale size, its
position is quite well defined by the behavior of a2(L) towards larger
scale sizes. Therefore, a value of 0.1 pc. corresponding to the
beginning of the transition region in o2(l) described above, can con-
fidently be taken as the magnitude of the correlation length
describing the structure of fluctuating gas motions within Heiles 2.
In concluding this section a few words describing the rela-
tionship between scale lengths derived from ACFs and those derived
from a2(L) are in order. The relationship between a physical scale
length and the lag which is the argument of an ACF is direct and unara-
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biguous
-the lag has dimension length and no conversion is required.
The scale lengths derived fro. the behavior of the Fourier co^onents
of the transform of a velocity data set. as for example in the a2(L)
estimator, require greater consideration. Each Fourier component has
a spatial frequency (expressed in cycles/data set in this work) and
wavelength associated with it. Because of the Nyquist criterion, the
minimum wavelength which can be resolved n the transform of a data set
sampled at spacings M is 2M. m order to establish consistency with
scale lengths derived from ACFs (where the minimum lag is Ai), the
scale length associated with a Fourier component of wavelength X has
been taken to be X/2.
This convention makes fine physical sense, for example, in
the case of the a2(L) estimator presented in this section. If the
zero value of the velocity scale used to measure the velocity disper-
sion within a test volume is taken to be <V(r)>r, i.e., the mean
value of the gas velocities measured over the entire cloud, then the
velocity dispersion measured along a line of extent L will indeed
include the effects of Fourier components up to wavelengths of 2L.
This argument may be made clearer by considering the velocity
variations observed within a test velocity field containing only a
single Fourier component of wavelength X. With the choice of velocity
scale described above, the full variance of this monochromatic velo-
city field can be measured within an interval of X/2. Or in even
fewer words: the maximum excursion from zero of a sinusoid of wave-
length X can be seen in an interval of X/2.
H. Magnitude of the Turbulent Velocir v
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The previous two sections have described how the ACF and the
o2(L) measure yield an estltr^te of 0,1 pc for the correlation length
of turbulent gas motions within Ueiles 2. The second piece of
infornu^tion needed to evaluate the dynamical effects of turbulence
within this molecular cloud is v,
. the root mean square magnitude of
the turbulent gas velocity fluctuations.
Why can't this datum be obtained directly from the centrold
velocity data described in §IV.B ? As discussed in Appendix III. the
centrold velocity of an optically thin spectral line is simply the
average value of all gas velocities along the line of sight through
the point from which the spectral line was observed. This means that
velocity fluctuations will tend to average out and that the magnitude
of centrold velocity fluctuations observed from a cloud of significant
depth will be less than the actual magnitude of gas velocity fluc-
tuations within that cloud.
Three methods of estimating v^, the magnitude of turbulent
gas motions within Heiles 2, will be discussed in this section. Each
of them yields a value of the one-dimensional, r.m.s. magnitude of
the line of sight component of small-scale gas velocity fluctuations
within this cloud. It will be assumed that these small-scale fluc-
tuations are isotropic and that the total three-dimensional turbulent
velocity dispersion is given by /3vt..
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For optically thin emission, the line profile observed fro.
position Cx.y) on the face of a cloud is a snap-shot of the distribu-
tion of gas velocities along the line of sight through (x.y). If gas
motions within a ^lecular cloud have a normal (Gaussian) distribu-
tion, then Oi2(,,y),
^^^^^^^^ dispersion of that profile
as calculated fron, equation (3.18)is a measure of the variance of the
gas velocity fluctuations along that line of sight. The mean internal
velocity dispersion, oj 5 r<o,2(x v-)> ll/2 .,„„„ ,> 1 i v ,y;^^^yj , given by equation
(3.14), will in turn be a measure of the variance of all gas motions
within the cloud under observation, provided that the correlation
length of any turbulent motions is small compared to the depth of the
cloud and that individual lines are not broadened by the effect of
systematic motions. It is also worth noting here that for Gaussian
line profiles the internal velocity dispersion is also equal to
(8iln2)-l/2 the full line width measured at half maximum (eq.[3
.15]).
The results of §IV.F assure us that the correlation length of
turbulence within Heiles 2 will be small compared to any reasonable
estimate for the depth of the cloud. In addition, line broadening by
systematic motions will be negligible within observations of Heiles 2.
The bearawidth of the FCRAO antenna at 110 Ghz was 48' of arc. At a
cloud distance of D=140pc and for velocity gradients of 0.25
kms-lpc"l typical of Heiles 2 (Schloerb and Snell 1984), the incremen-
tal line width due to systematic motions is 0.008 kms"l, a figure, for
example, ten times smaller than the magnitude of noise induced velo-
city fluctuations.
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Before presenting the mean internal velocity dispersion of
spectral lines observed from Heiles 2 as the first estimate of v,. it
should be remarked that this estimate may be corrupted by the clumpy
structure of Heiles 2. The discussions of Chapter III and Appendix A
assume a homogeneous cloud. If the gas within a cloud has an irregular
distribution in space, gas velocities along any individual line of
sight will not fairly sample the overall velocity distribution of gas
motions. In a clumpy cloud, therefore, individual and mean line widths
may underestimate the actual magnitude of velocity fluctuations. With
this caution, the mean line width described in §IV.C may be taken as a
measure of the turbulent velocity to find that v^ s = 0.68 kms'l.
A second way of estimating v^ is to correct the measured
r.m.s. variation of centroid velocities for the effect of line-of-
sight averaging. One begins by recognizing that the centroid velocity
data contains variations due both to turbulent velocity fluctuations
and systematic motions. These components can be separated with use of
the differencing filter described in Appendix 03. When this numerical
filter is applied to the Heiles 2 data, one finds that the magnitude
of the fluctuating component is Of = 0.21 kms"^ and that of the
systematic component Og = 0.28 kms"l, where Of has absorbed the
correction for the effect of instrumental noise. The quadratic sum of
these magnitudes is 20% larger than the original magnitude of centroid
velocity fluctuations (o^ = 0.29 kms~l). This discrepancy is due to
the simple nature of the differencing filter: it will only give an
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exact daccpostlon 1, the systematic »tlon Is no .ore complicated
than a uniform velocity gradient.
The next step is the evaluation of equation (A25), which gives
the reduction of centroid velocity fluctuations in terms of the
triangularly weighted integral of the gas velocity ACF taken through
the depth of the cloud under study. The depth of Heiles 2 can be esti-
mated by considering its mass and area, given as 350 and 0.8
square degrees by Schloerb and Snell (1984). With a He abundance of
10% by number, the depth of Heiles 2 can be estimated as L ^ 1400/n,
where n is the mean particle density within the volume defined by
extent of the cloud. Taking n = 500 as a reasonable figure for the
mean (i.e. averaged over clump and non-clump portions of the total
volume alike) particle density, one finds L ^ 2.8 pc. This extent is
comparable to the width of Heiles 2 and suggests that the cloud is a
spheroidical condensation within a more planar complex of clouds. In
fact, the same analysis applied to the Taurus complex as a whole (M =
5 700 Mq, a - 72 pc2, n = 500) yields a mean depth of 3 pc.
The estimated depth of the cloud is close enough to the 2.54
pc maximum lag of the velocity ACFs presented earlier in this chapter
that they may be used to evaluate equation (A25). Using an angle-
averaged version of the ACF presented in Figure 4.5, one finds that
the correction factor to be applied to the observed value of the fluc-
tuating component of centroid velocity variations is 3.2, yielding an
estimate of v^ = 3.2af = 0.67 kms"^.
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The last measure of v^. and the one taken as the most
reliable, is given by the value of 0^2,
^^^^^^^^
sion of the mean profile formed from all of the Heiles 2 spectra,
after it has been corrected for the effect of systematic motions. As
discussed in Chapter III. the mean line profile formed by the simple
average of all spectra observed from Heiles 2 reflects the velocity
distribution of all gas motions within the cloud. In particular, its
width is a measure of the total variance of velocity fluctuations
within Heiles. accounting for both turbulent and systematic motions.
If. however, systematic and turbulent motions within Heiles 2
are statistically independent of each other, their variances will add
directly to yield the total or parent variance: Op2 =032+0 2. since
turbulence is inherently a random process, one is entitled to assume
statistical independence and one can find v^ as the quadratic dif-
ference of the parent and systematic variances:
^t = (<'p2 - Os2)l/2 ^^^^3^
With Op = 0.77 kms-1 as reported in §IV.C. one finds v^ = 0.72 kms"!.
Implicit in this last estimate is the assumption that Og is
not affected by the llne-of-sight averaging which reduces the value of
Of below that of v^.. If the length scale which characterizes systema-
tic motions within a molecular cloud is much larger than the width of
the antenna beam on the face of the cloud, systematic motions will
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cause a shift in the centroid velocity (cf. eq. [3.5]) of each line
profile. An ordered shift of centroid velocities will not be distorted
by the averaging effect of a finite cloud depth: in fact the deeper
the cloud and the more random fluctuations are averaged out. the
clearer the systematic velocity shifts will become. For the case of
Heiles 2. the beamwidth is 0.04 pc, while systematic motions persist
over scales > 2.5 pc: it is safe to assume that systematic centroid
velocity shifts are undisturbed by averaging effects. In fact, the
converse of this arguement has already been presented at the beginning
of this section, in which it was argued that systematic motions do not
appreciably broaden individual spectral lines.
The conscientious reader will recollect that in a previous
section it was claimed that the simple differencing filter was too
harsh a filter for the Heiles 2 data and that some correlated tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations will be talleyed up as systematic
motions. This is most likely true, and means that the value of Og used
above will be too large and that of Of too small. These errors will
cause the value of v^ calculated from the second and third methods to
err on the side of underestimating the true one-dimensional turbulent
velocity. The first estimate of v^ will also most likely underestimate
the true turbulent case; in that case however, the error can be attri-
buted to the clumpy structure of Heiles 2 .
While considering the accuracy of various estimators of Vj.,
it is interesting to note that the crudest possible estimate of the
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correction factor for line of sight averaging gives very good results
for the case of Heiles 2. This .ethod is discussed in §A.l of Appendix
A and is sitnply an application of the theorem from sample statistics
which states that the fluctuation of the mean of N statistically inde-
pendent samples is N-V2 times the fluctuation found in the values of
each individual sample (Bevington 1976). If the turbulent gas velocity
at different points within a molecular cloud is identified as the
fluctuating variable, then v^ corresponds to the rms variation found
in individual samples. Finally, because of the effect of line of
sight averaging within an optically thin medium, the observed rms
deviation of centroid velocities, as given by Of, corresponds to the
fluctuation of the mean value. The sampling theorem quoted above then
tells us Of ^ N-VZvj., or to recover v^
, Vt - nVZoj. The parameter N is
the number of statistically independent samples to be found along
each line of sight. Its choice requires some thought: N should not be
taken simply as L/X^,. After all, by the definition of X^, velocities
at points spaced by one correlation length show appreciable correla-
tion. A better choice is given by the statistician's rule of thumb
that it takes three correlation lengths before velocities become sta-
tistically independent. Adopting this rule, N - L/3\^, and with the
estimate of L ^ 2.8 pc obtained above, one finds v,- ^ 0.64 km s~^,
which agrees nicely with the adopted value of v,- = 0.72 km s~^.
How does V,- for Heiles 2 compare with that for the entire
Taurus complex ? §111. B.l reports a value of Op = 0.99 kms"^ for
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Taurus as a whole. Application of the differencing filter to the
large-scale velocity data yields a, = 0.46 kms"!. resulting in
vt = 0.88 kms-l for the entire complex. This value is consistent with
vt = 0.72 kms-l for Heiles 2 alone, particularly when one recognizes
that there should be a small but finite increase in the turbulent
dispersion velocity with scale size, even for scale sizes much larger
than the correlation length (e.g. Fig. 9a). For the Heiles 2 - Taurus
Complex case, the turbulent velocity increases by one-fifth as the
scale size increases by more than an order of ten.
The value of the fluctuating component of the velocities seen
from the Taurus complex, found to be Of = 0.70 kms"! after correction
for instrumental noise, is also informative. The value of Of is fairly
close to the value of v^ = 0.88 kms"! for the Taurus complex,
suggesting that because of the large sizes of the data set and the
sample spacing with regard to the correlation length, the effect of
line-of-sight averaging is less severe in the large scale scale data
than it is in the Heiles 2 data.
Now that X^y o^(L), and v^. are known for Heiles 2, it might
be interesting to reconsider the notion of a scale-dependent turbulent
Jeans length introduced in §11. D. 2. In that section it was argued that
calculation of the Jeans length within a molecular cloud should take
into account the magnitude of turbulent gas motions. It was then con-
jectured that if turbulent velocities decreased rapidly enough with
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scale Size at lengths ^ X„ smaller regions of a molecular cloud might
be Jeans unstable even if larger regions were not. m any event. X,.
the Classical thermal Jeans length, would remain a lower limit to the
size of an instability: thermal motions would always be present,
regardless of any variation in local turbulent velocities.
Is the issue of a scale-dependent Jeans length relevant to
the structure of Heiles 2? Given that X, = 0.1 pc while X, within this
cloud is 1.0 PC the answer at first glance would appear to be No. As
shown in Figure 4.9a turbulent velocities drop rapidly only at scales
near the correlation length - if X, < Xj, then turbulent motions
within a correlation-sized region could drop to zero and the region
would still remain stable by virtue of the thermal gas motions con-
tained within it. For regions larger than X^. turbulent motions have
magnitudes ^ v^ and their stability is determined by the value of X^,
the Jeans length calculated to include the effect of turbulent motions
(eq. [2.6] ).
The story of scale-dependent Jeans lengths within a molecular
cloud is not yet finished, however. Both a2(L) and Vt are measures of
the average turbulent velocity. Because turbulent velocities fluctuate
from point to point, there may well be regions within a molecular
cloud where the local turbulent velocity dispersion is much less than
average. If some of these regions are larger than Xj, they may be
Jeans unstable, even if larger regions with turbulent motions whose
-gnltude is closer to the .aan value r.^m stable. For the case of
turbulence, large deviations fro. the .ean are not only possible, but
probable: turbulent «tlons exhibit Interelttancy". a tendency to
alternate between very ,ulesclent and very active and chaotic states
(of. Leslie. 1976; Frlsch. Sule. and NalUn 1976; Farrlnl, Marchasonl
and Vulpiani, 1982).
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I. Turbulent Energy Transnorr and Dlssin.fi nn
One of the distinctive dynaMcal features of turbulence is
its ability to transport ^terial.
.o.entu.. and energy at rates far
greater than those of purely
.olecular proceses. In fact. R,. the
Reynolds nu.ber whose ^gnitude is the criterion for the onLt of tur-
bulence Within a syste.. is given by the ratio of the rates at which
turbulence and molecular diffusion transport energy. For molecular
clouds. R3
.
106-8,
„hich tells us that turbulence will be one of the
dominant mechanisms of mechanical energy transport.
The dissipation of turbulent energy can also be evaluated as
a transport problem. Processes which degrade the energy of turbulent
motions, such as dissipation by molecular viscosity and emission from
shocked gas, are at least partially understood. Less well known is the
rate at which turbulence can release energy at the scales over which
these mechanisms operate. In this section the rate at which energy can
be delivered to dissipative processes (or to motions at different
scale sizes) will be estimated, both as a maximum rate for turbulent
motions as a whole and as a function of scale size. In addition, the
possiblllity that the rotation of the core of the Taurus clouds can
serve as a source and energy supply of turbulence within the complex -
a basic problem for Heiles 2. given the supersonic character of the
turbulent motions Inferred in the last section - will be discussed. A
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rigorous presentation „1U not be attempted: the estimates below are
sl^le
.mettle estimates, drawn fro. dimensional analysis and incor-
porating length scales and velocities now known (c£.§lV.H) to be
descriptive of turbulence within Heiles 2.
1. Energy Loss Rates
Turbulence is inherently dissipative. Even in the absence of
any other loss mechanisms, turbulence will eventually deliver energy
to smaller spatial scales where molecular viscosity will degrade gross
mechanical gas motions into heat. In fact, the rate and scale at which
energy is lost (or gained) by turbulent motions will in large part
determine their nature. For example, the Kolmogorov-Obukhov model of
turbulence assumes that energy enters a turbulent system only at large
scales and is lost only by viscous dissipation at very small scales.
From these assumptions, all other features of the model can be
derived.
The mechanisms by which the mechanical energy of turbulence
is dissipated within molecular clouds are still being studied
(e_.g. Yoneyama, Deguchi and Fukui, 1979; Scalo and Pumphrey 1982;
Gllden and Scalo 1982). For the case of Heiles 2, however, the fact
that turbulent motions are supersonic suggests that radiative processes
will play an important role in the energetics of turbulence.
Supersonic motions produce shocks: in these regions of increased tern-
pera.u.e and density, a^sslon by CO and other trace coolants „m be
efficient in radiating energy away (ScovlUe and Solomon 1975;
Goldsmith and Langer 1978).
Given the correlation length and characteristic velocity of
turbulent motions within Heiles 2. what is the maximum rate at which
turbulent energy may be lost? One can estimate e,,,, the maximum rate
per unit mass at which turbulence can deliver mechanical energy (in
units of erg gm"! s"!), as the quotient of a characteristic energy
density and a characteristic time. In three dimensions, the energy per
unit mass associated with a one-dimensional turbulent velocity v^ is
(3/2)vt,2. A characteristic time can be taken to be the correlation
length, X^,, divided by the full turbulent velocity: \^/ ^3v^
Therefore,
^max " (4.14)
2^c
For the values v^ = 0.72 kms"! and = O.lpc found in the previous
sections, one finds
^max " 3 X 10-3 ergs gm"^ s"^ (4.15)
The turbulent energy available per unit volume is pe. Using n = 500
cm-3 as a number density for Heiles 2 and assuming a 10% He abundance
by number, one finds that
P^max - 5 X io-24 ^^^^ ^^-i
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(4.16)
These values should be taken as an upper ll.it to the energy loss
rate. Although emission by trace coolants is an efficient process, not
all of the mechanical energy available may actually be delivered to
dissipative processes. For example. Scalo and Pumphrey (1984). have
modeled the collisional interaction of denser clumps within a molecu-
lar cloud. They find that for this process, the actual dissipation
rate may be smaller than - O.le^,^
The estimate of presented above may be refined by
breaking Vt into two components. The first, v^. the one-dimensional
•internal' velocity dispersion, represents the average velocity
dispersion within a region in size. The remainder of the total
velocity dispersion. Vg = (vt.2 - Vi2)l/2 ean be identified as a
measure of the 'external' turbulent velocities, those associated with
scales larger than a correlation length. If one imagines turbulent
"cells" or "eddies", v^ describes the magnitude of gas motions within
a cell while Vg describes the speed at which these cells move about
(cf_. Chandrasekhar 1950). The maximum energy transport rate remains
the specific (i.e. per unit mass) energy density within a cell, now
given by V2Vi2^ divided by the time needed for a cell to travels its
own length:
^'raax - l/2(33/2)vi2(vg/X^) (4.17a)
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The factor of 33/2 ^3
^^^^^^^
^^^^^^
dimensional velocities v^ and v^ to those expected to be seen in three
dimensions.This formulation of s
'^^^ draws upon mixing length descrip-
tions of turbulence energy transport, in which it is assumed that a
turbulent cell loses its identity, and transfers its energy to the
surrounding medium, after traveling one or a few times its own length
(see Launder and Spaulding, 1972). Equation (4.13) assumes that all
the energy within a turbulent cell is transferred in the time it takes
to travel its own length; this is clearly a minimum time scale - if a
cell persists for a longer time, the actual energy transfer rate will
be less.
The value of e'^j^^x can be calculated for the turbulent
motions seen within Heiles 2. One can identify v^ by reading off the
value of a2(Xc) from Figure 4.9a. After correcting for line of sight
averaging by using the relation v^ = (vt/Of ) [a2( x^,) ]l/2, = 0.45
kms-1, and Vg = (vt2 - Vi2)l/2 = o.56 kms'^. It is interesting to
note that is only mildly supersonic (M - 1.3), which makes it
easier to accept the notion of packets of correlated gas motions per-
sisting for an appreciable time. With these values of Vj^ and Vg,
taking n = 500 cm"3 with 10% He by number,
^*max " 1 ^ 10"^ ergs gra"! s"! (4.17b)
P^'max " 1.5 ^ 10-2^ ergs cm"3 s"l (4.17c)
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This maximum energy transfer rate is already a factor ^ 3 less than
the previous estimate of e^,. and as argued in the previous para-
graph, the actual transfer and loss rates should be lower than the
maximum rates.
To place the values of p^^ and p^V^^ derived for Heiles 2
into perspective, they may be compared, for example, to the cosmic ray
heating rate and total radiative cooling rate for molecular clouds as
given by Goldsmith and Langer (1978). For an average number density n
= 500 cm-
,
they report a cosmic ray heating rate = 3 x io-25 ^ rgs
cm- s"
.
and a total radiative cooling rate A^^^ = 4 x 10-25
cm-3 s-1. Turbulence would appear to have no problem in supplying
energy to radiative processes (through, for example, shock-induced
compression and heating of cloud material) at a rate consistent with
the observed energy loss rate. Cosmic ray heating, on the other hand,
would appear to be less relevant to the issue of turbulent energetics
- not only is the cosmic ray heating rate much smaller than z^^, but
the energy deposited by cosmic rays is in the form of heat, which
could not directly replenish the mechanical energy of turbulent
motions. In fact, given the discrepancy between pe'^ax ^rad'
could not maintain the observed - lOK kinetic temperature typical of
the Taurus clouds unless turbulent dissipation occurs at a much
«
smaller rate than [^'S.* Scalo and Pumphrey 1982].
Another distinctive attribute of turbulence is its scale
dependence. The character of turbulent motions will appear different
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if Viewed at scales ^ch la.,e. than thelt eot.elatton Ungth ot „.cK
less than their cottelatlon length. In fact, the onset o, tuthulence
Itself occurs when conditions within a syste. are such that the non-
linear ter^ in the Navier Stokes equations describing fluid flow
become large, indicating that energy can be transferred between
motions at large and small scales. Therefore. It Is not only the rate
at Which energy is lost which Is Important in understanding turbulence
Within molecular clouds, but also the length scales at which energy is
lost (or gained) as well.
The a2(L) estiniator defined in equation (4.12), described In
§IV.H. and plotted In Figure 4.9. can be used to Investigate the
variation of e with scale size. A new estimator is defined as:
e(L) = [a2(L)]^/^/L (A. 18)
This measure should be taken as the average rate per unit mss at
which mechanical energy contained in a volume of extent L can be
dissipated. One must be careful in considering this estimator,
particularly for large L. For one. this estimator assumes that all the
energy in a volume can be dissipated in the time it takes turbulent
gas motions to cross that volume. This assumption is valid at scales
near the correlation length. but may not have much as meaning for
scales » X^. Secondly, It is a "latent" dissipation rate - it is the
rate at which energy can be supplied, but it does not guarentee that
the energy will necessarily be dissipated, or for that matter, trans-
ferred to to other length scales.
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FIG. 4.11 - The variation of e(L), the maximum turbulent
energy transfer rate as a function of scale size L, within Heiles 2.
The vertical axis is labeled in units of ergs gm~^ s~^, the horizontal
in units of pc This Figure shows that turbulence can transfer mecha-
nical energy most efficiently at spatial scales equal in magnitude to
the correlation length of turbulent motions within the cloud.
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Figure 4.10 presents a plot of ^(L). the latent energy
transfer rata per unit ^ss as a function of scale sl.e Syste.tlc
motions have not been removed fro. the data used to generate this
Plot, nor has the data been corrected for Une-of-slght averaging.
The last correction is merely a scale f^^rt^r- . a ad tac or and does not affect the
discussion which follows
The striking feature of Figure 4.10 Is how sharply
'eCL) Is
peaked at the spatial scale which has been Identified as the correla-
tion length of turbulent motions within Helles 2. The general behavior
»
Of e(L) is not surprising. Motions on scales less than a correlation
length are well correlated: the local velocity dispersion, which is
the measure of the local mechanical energy density, is small at these
scales. On scales much larger than X^, the velocity dispersion
increase only slowly with scale, while the turbulent crossing time,
which has been taken as the time scale over which energy can be
released, continues to increase linearly with L. It is at scales near
where motions start to decorrelate but where the characteristic
time remains small, that all of the action takes place. If the curve
of e(L) were to be modified to account for line of sight averaging and
the effect of systematic motions, e(L) would increase at small scales
and be reduced at larger L: the peak would be even more pronounced.
The behavior of e(L) indicates that the energetics of tur-
bulence in Heiles 2 should, in large part, be controlled by
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disslpatlv. processes „Mch function efficiently at scales - o.l pc
This, after all. Is „Here the energy Is a.e. Sutton's principle).
In addition, the sharp peak of 'z(L) »t ^ n ^H P r e^L; a - 0.1 pc seen in Figure 4.10
corroborates the choice of 0.1 pc for the length scale characterUln,
turbulence within Helles 2. and further validates the estleate of
^max based on Vj. and X^,.
2. Sources of Turbulent Energy
Implicit in the derivation of e^^ in the previous section
was the assumption that the energy in a "packet" of turbulence, i.e. a
set of correlated gas motions ^ X, in extent, can be lost in one tur-
bulent crossing time. X^/v,
. For the gas motions within Heiles 2,
this time is only ^ 10^ yrs, a short time by interstellar standards.
How can turbulence within Heiles 2 be replenished?
For one possible answer, we return to the structure of the
Taurus complex as a whole. In §111. C, it was reported that the core of
the complex exhibited a velocity shift of - 3 km s"! across its
length, a gradient not seen in the remainder of the complex. If the
observed velocity gradient is taken as evidence of rotation, then a
velocity gradient, or shear, will be found as one travels from the
rotating core to the stationary envelope of the complex along a line
perpendicular to the long axis of the core. Velocity shears are well
known as a source of turbulence in the laboratory and the terrestial
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atmosphere (cf. Schubauer and Tchen 1959- Vi.i u ,
• n chenkov 1972; Townsend
^^^2). The role o. shear.n,
.ot.ons
.n .he
.eneraUon o.
..rhulenee
wUhln
.he saxace en.orn.. has also heen discussed,
.r e.a.p.e
by von Wei.aeker (1931) and h. PUck (.981). A Hint
.ha. one should
look a. shear la.ers as a source of
...hulenee wUhln HeUes 2 is also
given by .he fact
.hat
.he very steeo ri.. ^ .«^r p se, and subsequent gentler
in...a.e in ^elocU, «3pU,e.
^^^^^^^^
,..u.a..vel,
identical
.o .He velocl., p„aie typ.caU. seen across a sHea. U.e.
(Schubauer and Tchen, 1959).
How can one estl^te the rata at which the rotation of the
co.plex-s core feed turbulence within the Taurus clouds? Begin by
considering the notion of turbulent viscosity. In the saea way that
molecular Interactions provide a viscous force which acts to s.oothen
out a velocity shear, turbulent
.otlons will carry away energy fro. a
Shear layer; this transport feeds upon the energy of the flows within
the layer, resupplylng turbulent energy lost to dissipation
(cf. Tennekes and Lumley 1972). In analogy to the molecular coef-
ficient of dynan^c viscosity, which determines the effect of „lecular
viscosity and whose value is given by the product of the gas density,
thermal speed, and molecular mean free path, a turbulent coefficient
of dynamic viscosity can be defined as (Launder and Spauldlng 1972):
Here v^ and X, are the turbulent velocity and correlation length.
These quantities are known for Heiles 2. not for the complex Itself.
The Heiles 2 values will, nonetheless . •tiel , be used in the calculation
which follows. This rhr,i^^ >c oice is not unreasonable
= the value of v, for
the Taurus complex a<? a ttk^i ^"V s whole Is comparable to that for Hellas 2
wMle so^ correlations consistent with a . 0.1 pc are seen ll the
large-scale Taurus velocity ACK (see PI,. 3.5c an.
How does determine the rate at wh.-.v, .uc ich the energy of the
rotation of the core can be transferred to turbulent motions.
Again m analog, to the action of eolecular viscosity, the transport
Of
.echanlcal energy away fro„ the shear layer will appear to the core
as a retarding force per unit area:
F/A = - Ov,/3.)
The elnus sign Indicates that the force acts against the shear, while
Sv,/3z represents the ^gnltude of the shear. If Av, denotes the velo-
city difference across the shear layer, and A, Its total area, then
the rate at which energy Is transported away can be written as
dE/dt =
-A,(Av^)3v^/S.
If the energy transferred away Is distributed evenly throughout the
volume T of the complex, one arrives at an estimate for ^. the rate
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per unit mass at which energy can be deposited into turbul,Lent motions;
-dE/dt
(^•22)
pT
Th. relative
.a^nUudes o, e, and e^^ „ui decide wKetHer
.He ro..-
Of the co,U..s core is a possible energ. sootce for the tur-
bulence observed within Heiles 2.
What sort of geometry should he taken for the Taurus complex
in order to evaluate equations (4.20 - 4.22). For the sake of si.pli-
cltly. let us assume a disk shaped core rotating within a stationary
spherical envelope, a spinning hockey puck within a larger Softball.
The radius of the core and the envelope are taken as 6 pc. and
the Width of the core as 3 pc. As reported in SlII.B.l. the velocity
Shift seen along the long dimension of the core is 3 km s'l. The width
Of the shear layer is the n^jor unknown in this estimate. A width of
I PC was adopted, in part by inspection of Figure 3.3 which best
dtpslays the rotation of the core, in part because turbulent shear
layers are usually seen to be quite narrow (i.e. not very many X, in
extent; Schubauer and Tchen 1959) and in part by sheer guess. (Mihalas
and Mihalas (1984) mention in passing that the ratio of the width of a
shear layer, X3, to Its length, L3, is on the order of - Re-1/2s s >
where Re is the Reynold's number of the flow. This relation suggests
that the value of the shear layer width adopted here will be too
large, leading to an underestimate of e+.
]
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The shear layer was assumed to consist of" two components, one
belonging to the top and bottom face of the disk-liW.Ln ke core, the other
associated with the rim of the disk. A characteristic velocity of
0.73 km s-1. corresponding to the rotational velocity of the core mid-
way between its center and edge, was chosen for the face component of
the Shear layer, while the equatorial core velocity of 1.5 kms"! was
adopted for the rim component. With these assumptions, one can eva-
luate equations (4.20 - 4.22) to find that
dE/dt - 8 X io32 g-l
e+ - 2 X 10-5 erg gm"! s"!
pl+ - 3 X 10-26 3-1 ^^_3
where, as before, an average particle density of 500 cm-3
abundance by number were adopted.
(4.23a)
(4.23b)
(4.23c)
and a 10% He
Comparison of these results with those of equations (4.16)
and (4.17) indicates that the rate at which energy can be transferred
from the shear layer formed by the rotation of the core falls two
orders of magnitude short of the rate at which energy can be delivered
to dissipative processes by the turbulent motions observed within
Heiles 2. Even given the simplicity of the model used to estimate the
supply rate, and the fact that the actual rate at which energy Is
dissipated will most likely be much less than e^^. the difference in
any
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the supply and loss ^o irates Is large enough that one should look
elsewhere for the source of turbulence
The association between shearing gas motions and the genera-
tion Of turbulence Is so strong, however, that one should ask If
complex. Heiles 2 lf<5Pif f^vItsel , tor example, appears to be a rotating ring
<Schloerb and Snell 1984) - ran ui^oo c the shear boundary layer between
It and the surrounding gas power the turbulence seen within the cloud^
An estl^te sl^lllar to the one presented above Indicates not. There
are. however, sources of shearing
.otlons other than rotation. Edwards
and snell (1984). for example, describe molecular Jets, energetic,
near-colllmated high speed streams of gas found within many dark
clouds. The generation of turbulence by these jets Is an Issue worth
pursuing.
Shear boundary layers are not the only possible source of
turbulence within molecular clouds. Sources which have been suggested
include stellar winds (Norman and Silk 1980; Franco 1983) and the gra-
vitational contraction of a molecular cloud itself (Yoneyama. Deguchi
and Fukui. 1978; Ferrini, Marchesoni, and Vulpiani 1983; Henriksen and
Turner 1984). Now that measurements of and describing turbulent
motions within a molecular cloud finally exist, these theoretical
proposals, and others, can be re-examined to determine their relevance
to the structure and evolution of the dense interstellar medium.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The
.ost Significant results of the research progra.
described in this dissertation ^ght he su.^ri.ed as follows:
1. Development of the analytical framework needed
in order to apply autocorrelation functions and
power spectra to the study of turbulence and
other random processes within molecular clouds.
2. The first application of autocorrelation func-
tions to the study of column density fluctuations
within the dense interstellar medium. These
efforts resulted in the discovery of correlation
length scales which can be identified as fossil
Jeans wavelengths frozen into the structure of
molecular clouds.
3. Determination of an upper limit to the spatial
scale of turbulent motions within the Taurus
complex, a limit which is shown to be incon-
sistent with suggestions that a uniform, dissipa-
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tionless cascade of turbulent motions pervades
the dense interstellar medium.
4. The first direct measurement of the correla-
tion length and rms magnitude of turbulent gas
motions within a molecular cloud.
The methods developed for the autocorrelation analysis of the
Taurus dar. cloud complex and of the Heiles 2 cloud contained within
it are outlined in §C of this chapter. The astronomical results repre-
sented by the other items in the list above will be described in order
Of decreasing scale size, beginning with the analysis of the density
structure of the Taurus complex and ending with a discussion of the
turbulent motions within Heiles 2. section of this chapter will
discuss directions for future work.
A. Structure of the Taurus Complex
1. Density Structure
The analysis of the large scale density structure of the
Taurus molecular cloud complex is described in Chapter II. The data
used comprise ^ 1200 13co J = 1 . 0 spectra taken at 15' (0.6 pc at
D
= 140 pc) spacing observed with the FCRAO 14m antenna. In addition,
a schematic column density map of the Taurus complex generated using
the dust cloud parameters reported in the Lynds Catalog (1962) was
analyzed. The most significant results presented in this chapter are:
-Random processes pUy a significant role In
shapln,
.He structure of Interstellar clouds. Statistical
-ols such as the autocorrelation function can ,e used to
extract Inforn^tlon describing these processes
.
-
The autocorrelation functions (ACF) of t„o indepen-
dent column density tracers of the Taurus co^lax (13co
com™ density, and visual extinctions fro. the Lynds
catalog) each show a statistlr;^ 1 o-t ac^i>ta :istically significant secondary
-xi^. (Fig. 2.2 - 2.4). This feature represents a
Characteristic spacing between non-adjacent density enhan-
cements within the Taurus clouds. The readily accesible
Lynds catalog proves itself to be a useful resource for
autocorrelation studies of molecular complexes.
-
After correcting for geometrical foreshortening,
the spacing scale is found to be = 28 pc.
-
The mass derived from integrated 13co emission and
the value of the velocity dispersion of gas motions within
the complex derived from 13co linewidths indicate that the
complex is in approximate virial equilibrium. Thus, the
size of the correlation scale has not been significantly
distorted by wholesale expansion or contraction.
- Random motions within the complex will eventually
reduce the strength of any observed correlations. The time
required for a density condensation to travel one correla-
tion scale length is ^ 30 Myr, and can be regarded as a
Characteristic ti.e for the persistence of correlated
structure within the Taurus region.
-
The observed correlation scale is most simply
interpreted as the fossil signature of a gravitational
instability in the Taurus complex. Reasonable temperature
and density values for a uniform HI precursor state (T =
80 K. no = 15 cm-3) yield a 28 pc Jeans wavelength.
-
A conventional Jeans instability scenario is shown
to be unacceptable, however; it cannot account both for
^o a gravitational condensation scale and for the
overall stability of the Taurus complex. The inclusion of
scale-dependent stress in the instability process may.
under suitable conditions, resolve the above contradiction
by allowing instability over a range of scales smaller
than the dimensions of the (otherwise stable) system.
The groundwork for thf^ nr, i
1,, , .
^"^'^^^^
'"-i- Within molecu-lar clouds IS set within Chapter ITT
, ,
,
' operational definition ofturbulence adopted in this dissertation • •ux is simply that nf tu^
nf ^o^^ ^ '^"^ presenceO isotropic, random gas velocitv fi .y fluctuations which are correlated
over scales small compared to •the size of the cloud under study, m
--ulent and systematic components, p.sence of turbulence within
^olecular clouds may Have important consequences for their structure
and evolution. The dynamical effects of a fl„.^r uctuating velocity field
bet„ae„
„e.sH.o..„,
„oUo„s. XHis aspac. o,
C(T) =
^^^^^^(^ + ^)>r
<v(r)v(r)>^ ^^-2)
The correlation length, such that C(A,) = e"! i. .^\^cJ
,
IS a measure of the
spatial scale of turbulent motions.
Although the centrold velocity of an optically thin emission
line is sl^ly an average value of gas velocities along the line of
sight through a molecular cloud, the ACF of centrold velocity fluc-
tuations effectively reproduces the actual velocity ACF describing
turbulence „lthln the cloud (§in.A, Fig. 3.I). For very deep
(relative to X,) clouds, the correlation length given by the centrold
case, however, the discrepancy between the actual a H
,
nd apparent corre-lation lengths is less than a factor of two.
The ACF of 13co centroid velocltv fl . .i y tlucutatlons observed fromthe Taurus complex (Fie 1 7i „>,"g. 3.2) Shows evidence for a significant syste-
matic velocity co^onent. This component can be Identified as a
progression of centroid velocities along the core of the complex
corresponding to a gradient of Av/Ax ^ 0 2S w -1 10.25 km s 1 pc-1. These velo-
City variations may represent a true rotation of the core or may be a
Chance anlsotropy of gas motions on the largest scales, m either
case, the complex appears to be in virial equilibrium. Besides the
systematic component described above, no further correlations are seen
between gas motions. The sample spacing of 0.6 pc (at D=UO pc, there-
fore becomes an uDoer ^fm^^ ^^pp li it to the correlation length of turbulent
motions within the Taurus complex.
This limit is discussed (§m.c) in context of recent studies
Which have interpreted the observed correlation of molecular line
width Av With molecular cloud sUe sl.e as evidence for a lossless
cascade of turbulent motions throughout all molecular clouds. It is
Shown that although the observed variation of Av vs. L in principle
™lght be the signature of a Kolmogorov spectmm of turbulence, such an
Identification unavoidably requires a high degree of correlation among
gas motions within individual clouds. No such degree of correlation is
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that
seen ba»ea„ gas motions within the Ta^us co.pXe., maicaUng
the sa. .otlons „Uht„ thasa clouds cannot ,e couplad to an all-
encompassing galactic turbulant velocity field.
B. The Structure of Hpn^c 2
The density and velocity structure of the Hetles 2 nK>lecular
Cloud lying Within the Taurus complex is discussed in Chapter IV o,
this dissertation. The results presented there and sue^ri.ed in this
section are based on the analysis of ~ 2400 13co J = I . 0 spectra
taken at 1 arc minute spacing, a sample spacing fifteen times smaller
than that of the Taurus Complex data. The author thanks F. P. Schloerb
nd R. L. Snell for their generosity in making this data available
The most significant results of this Chapter can be summarUed as follows,
1« Density Structure
The ACF of column density flucutuations within Heiles 2
(Figure 4.2) shows a secondary maximum indicating the presence of
density correlations within that cloud at spacings ^ 1 pc in direc-
tions parallel to the North-South axis. This correlation length scale
corresponds to the mean N-S spacing between the ^ 5 major fragments
which form the central section of Heiles 2 (cf . Schloerb and Snell
1984).
a
In Chapter II it was conjectured that the re-correlation
among density enhancements seen in the spatial ACF of the Taurus
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Ccplex „as a ^ossU HI
.e.„s „avele„s.H
^.„.e„
.„.o .He present mole-
cular co^Ux at .He
.,„e Us ,o„atio„. Can
.He co„elat,on Ung.H
scale seen wUHln HeUes 2 He a sl.Ua.
.eUc. U „eU He. H..
only as tHe signature of a Jeans InstaHlUty „UHin molecular gas: for
n
= 500 C.-3. 10, He Hy nueHer and I = lOK. tHe tHern.1 Jeans lengtH
in H2 is
.
1.05 pc. Huch of the material within Heiles 2 appears
to be m a ring of gas (ScHloerb and Snell. 1984). It Is therefore
worth noting that the Jeans wavelength for mass within a ring differs
fro. the classical Jeans wavelength for an unHounded, uniform medium
only by a geometrical factor of order unity (c^. McCrea 1953).
2. Velocity Structure
Correlations within the two dimensional velocity ACF of
Heiles 2 (Fig. 4.3) appear to fall within two regimes. The first con-
sists of the appreciable axisymmetric correlations seen at small lags
around t = 0. The second consists of the large-scale correlations seen
toward the northeast and southwest and the anti-correlations seen
toward the southwest and southeast. The first component represents the
signature of isotropic, random velocity fluctuations correlated over
small spatial scales; i.e. turbulence. The large-scale correlations
of the second regime are due to the systematic gas motions within
Heiles 2, as described, for example, by Schloerb and Snell 1984.
The presence of systematic motions tends to broaden a
velocity ACF. In order to investigate the undistorted correlation
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st^cture of turbulence
„lthln Helles 2, a digital fllt„.> u i t er was used to
remove systematic motions from i-h. , •the velocity data before calculating
Its AC. The resulting ACP is plotted in
.isura 4.8 as a function of
—
lag r
.1 .1 only. The intersection of the ACP „ith the line
denoting a relative degree of correlation of 1/e at a lag of 0.1 pc is
Clearly resolved within this figure. This r^
.e^es^^ ,,,3,
measurement of the corral at--; ^r, i ,
molecular cloud
.
Once A„ the correlation length of turbulent motions within
Helles 2. has been determined, the next most interesting questions to
consider are the actual rms magnitude of turbulent gas motions within
the Cloud and the variation of the magnitude of turbulent motions with
spatial scale size. Once these quantities are Unown, one can begin to
evaluate the dynamical effects of turbulence within Helles 2.
The first question described above is answered in §IV.H,
which describes four methods used to determine v„ the true one-
dimensional rms magnitude of turbulent velocity fluctuations within
HeiUs 2. The results of these four methods agree within 15%. and a
value V, = 0.72 kms"! is found for the Helles 2 cloud. Comparing
vt with the magnitude of systematic gas motions within this cloud, one
finds Vt2/032 . inii^^tlng that turbulent motions are energeti-
cally the dominant component of gas motions within Helles 2.
The second question posed above is answered in §IV.G, which
defines o2(L), the measure of the rms magnitude of turbulent velocity
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^. Three regimes can be identified within the behavior o, „2(,,. ^
ver. Sharp rise In turbulent velocity dispersion
„ith scale sl.e for
lengths
< 0.1 pc; a complex transition region for O.K , < o.U pc-
and a gentle, featureless rise of velocity „ith scale size for
< 1 < 2.54 PC. The behavior of „2(,,
^
^^^^^^^^^
the presence o, the rotating ring of gas described by Schloerb and
Snell (1,8.). „hlle the steep rise and ensuing complex structure
around L
^ 0.1 pc reflect the fact that turbulent gas motions begin to
decorrelate over scales larger than X,,.
Now that the correlation length and rn. magnitude of the tur-
bulent motions Within Heiles 2 are known, the turbulent energy
transfer rate per unit
..ss. can be esti^ted in ter.s of the velocity
parameters v^ and v^. denoting the r^ ^gnltude of turbulent eotions
on scales less than and ^^e^^^f»T• t-h=.r, ^ -,greater than a correlation length. In terms of
these parameters,
•"^^ (4.17a)
c
and, for Heiles 2,
^'max " 1 10~13 ergs gm"! s"!
P'^'max ^ 1-5 X 10-24 ergs cm'^ _-l
(4.17b)
(4.17c)
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where p Is the mean density.
The energy transfer rates e„,, and
.-^^
.^present upper
l«ts to the rate at which the mechanical energy of turbulent gas
-tlons within Heiles 2 can he delivered to disslpatlve processes such
as emission by CO and other trace coolants. The ^gnitudes of
PSax and pe'^^^ can be compared to the cosmic ray heating and total
radiative cooling rates given by Goldsmith and Langer (1978) for an „
= 500 cin~3 molecular cloud at lOK:
Tcr = 3 X 10-25 ^^gg ^^^^-3
^rad = 4 X 10-25 ^j-gg ^^^^-3 ^-i
Turbulence can easily replenish the energy lost by radiative cooling.
The a2(L) measure can be used to estimate the rate at which
energy can be made available by motions at different characteristic
sizes by incorporating it into a new estimator:
2L (^-18)
This function describes the energy transfer capacity of turbulent
motions with scales less than or equal to L. The striking feature of
e(L) is how strongly it is peaked around L = ^ X,, indicating that the
dissipation of turbulent energy within Heiles 2 may be controlled
largely by loss processes which operate efficiently at scales near
-^c
= 0.1 pc.
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- ^c/n. ro. .He
,as „UH.„ UeUes a.
.His
.i„e is 10=
sHo„ H. i„.e..eZU. Ho„ can
.He „ecHa„ical ene.s. o,
^uZen.
.o.ion. He
.eplenUHe., SHea.in,
.as „o.io„s a.e eiosei. asso-
ciated „i.H
.He p.odu..ion o.
.„H.ience. THe co.e of
.He Tau.us
co^le.
.a. He
.o.a.in, (^IILC.:) - u U U. coul.
.He
.esuUins
Shea. Hounaa^ ia.e. He.„ee„
.He
.o.a.i„,
.o.e and
.He s.a.iona.,
envelope of the cloud supply ener^v ^^ o . .i gy at a rate large enough to power
turbulence within Heiles 2?
Assuming that energy is transferred fro. the core by tur-
bulent Viscosity, and using a si.ple
.odel for the geometry of the
Con^lex and its core, the rates at which energy can be transferred
from the rotation of the core are found to be (§IV.I.2)
dE/dt
- 8 X io32 erg s"!
e+
- 2 X 10-5 erg gm"! s"!
>£+ - 3 X 10-26 erg s"! cm-3
(4.23a)
(4.23b)
(4.23c)
These rates fall two orders of znagnitude below the maximum rate at
which turbulent energy can be delivered to dissipative processes
Within Heiles 2. This disparity is large enough that one should look
elsewhere for the source of mechanical energy needed to drive tur-
bulence within the Taurus clouds.
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C. Correlation TechnignPQ
A fundamental set of theoretical issues had to be addressed
before beginning with the correlation analysis described in this
1. Relating molecular line parameters to the
physical conditions within a molecular cloud.
2. Determing how to correct for the line-of
sight averaging of gas velocities which will reduce
the magnitude of centroid velocity fluctuations
with respect to the actual rms magnitude of gas
velocity fluctuations within a cloud.
3. Demonstrating that the ACF of centroid
velocity fluctuations is a valid measure of the
true three dimensional ACF describing gas motions
within a cloud.
4. Recognizing that different forms of the
ACF of a finite data set may be defined, that each
is a valid estimator of the true ACF, and deter-
mining which ACF estimator is the most useful for
each particular problem being studied.
5. Establishing methods for decomposing the
centroid velocity variations within a set of mole-
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cular line observations into components repre-
senting turbulent and systematic motions, so that
each may be studied free of the distortions caused
by the other.
6. Determing how instrumental noise will
distort the n^gnitude and the shape of the ACF of
centroid velocity fluctuations.
7. Placing the calculation of ACFs into a form
such that Fast Fourier transforms can be used, so
that the calculation of large two-dimensional auto-
correlation functions and power spectra can be done
with a reasonable use of computer time.
E. What is to be Done ?
Which directions for future research are suggested by the
results of this dissertation?
i: Extension to other Molecular Clouds.
The same methods applied to the Taurus complex and Heiles 2
should be used in the study of other clouds and cloud complexes. Given
the state of the radiometric art at observatories such as the FCRAO,
large sets of closely-sampled molecular line observations suitable for
autocorrelation analysis can be obtained quickly and efficiently.
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h Evaluation of Theor^r1.. l Predlctinn.,._
As discussed in Chapter I, ^ny Investigators have spe-
culated upon the consequences of turbulence for the structure
and evolution of molecular clouds. In the absence of any
solid measurements of the csnalo -^^acn scale and magnitude of turbulence
within the dense interstpllai- m^^,-mcer e lar medium, these scenarios have
remained theoretical exercises Th« r-^o i.. e results presented in this
dissertation now make it possible to re-examine many of these
proposals in order to determine their relevance to molecular
cloud structure.
3. Introduction of other Statistical MP;,..nr»e
The autocorrelation function and power spectrum are not
the only statistical tools which can been used to study ran-
dom processes. Research problems as diverse as the search for
oil-bearing deposits, the processing of remote sensing data,
the arrangement of trees within a forest, the growth of bac-
terial cultures and the percolation of fluid through granular
media all employ analytical methods (cf. Ripley, 1982) which
should be considered for the study of molecular clouds.
4. Turbulent Radiative Transfer
Dickman and Kleiner have developed analytical and
numerical methods for studying and modeling molecular line
formation wUhl. turbulent clouds. This work could not be
brought to a satisfactory conclusion because the parameters
Of turbulence within molecular clouds refined unknown. In
fact. It was this radiative transfer work which In large part
activated the present dissertation. Now the loop can be
closed: the observational results can be folded back Into
the theoretical
.odels, allowing, for the first tl.e, rele-
vant comparlslons between predicted and observed emission.
5. Investigation of Turbulencp
As experience in the autocorrelation analysis of molecu-
lar clouds grows, one may begin to study molecular clouds in
order to know more of turbulence. The dense interstellar
medium may eventually be recognized as the finest laboratory
for the study of free, fully developed turbulence in a ideal
fluid. For example, the author suspects that the statistics
of molecular line width fluctuations can serve as a probe of
intermittency, an attribute of turbulence which might play an
Important role in star formation within molecular clouds.
6. The Spatial-Velocity ACF
Given the power of modern computing machinery and the
efficiency of Fast Fourier transform methods, it is now prac-
tical to explore the autocorrelation function of individual
molecular line profiles as a function of both spatial and
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velocity Offsets. This would use all of the info^tlon con-
tained in a set of molecular line observations in order to
trace out correlations a.ong gas «>tio„s as they fluctuate in
velocity and in space.
7. Refinements to Autororrelatlon An;,1vc:.-e
The basic autocorrelation methods presented in this work
can be further improved. Two refinements, well described in
the literature of spectral analysis, can be introduced to the
study of molecular cloud structure. These are the prepro-
cessing of data and the calculation of the statistical
reliablity of ACF estimates.
The removal of systematic components within a set of
observations in order to extract the maximum amount of infor-
mation from the data set and its ACF is one example of data
preprocessing which has already been described in this
dissertation. Another example, only briefly explored during
this reasearch, is to replace the value of each data point
with the value of its logarithm, a substitution which can
reduce the effect of noise in the data and allow weaker
correlations to emerge in the ACF of the data.
Ernest Rutherford may actually have said "If your
experiment needs statistics, you should have done a better
184
axperleent." Nonetheless, taouladge of the statistical
rellahlUty of calculated autocorrelation estimators would be
a valuable adjunct to the study of the correlation strucuture
Of molecular clouds.
8. Extension to other Astronomical Rp..-^oo
Nothing lindts the autocorrelation methods described
Within this dissertation to the study of molecular clouds.
For example, in Chapter I it was shown that the Lynds
catalog provided a surprisingly accurate description of the
large-scale structure of the Taurus Complex. The Lynds cata-
log is available in digital form, as is a counterpart survey
of dust clouds seen in the Southern Sky. Even given that
these catalogs do not contain any distance information, they
may still be used to begin the investigation of the correla-
tion structure of molecular cloud complexes other than Taurus
and of associations of molecular cloud complexes such as the
Taurus-Aurigae clouds.
Seiden and Krotkov (1984) have already suggested that
power spectra can be used to investigate the spiral structure
of galaxies. As sets of molecular line observations of exter-
nal galaxies become available, autocorrelation methods may
prove to be as useful in the study of matter and its motions
in galaxies outside of our own as they have for matter within
the Milky Way.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
This Appendix relates molecular line widths and centroid
velocity fluctuations to the correlation structure of gas motions
within a molecular cloud. It also describes how line formation
effects reduce the apparent magnitude of velocity fluctuations and how
they degrade the autocorrelation function of centroid velocity flue-
tuations.
1« Magnitude of Velocity Fluctuations
Continuing with the notation introduced in §111. A. 3, v(x,y,z)
denotes the line of sight velocity component of gas motions at posi-
tion (x.y.z) within a homogeneous, slab-like cloud of depth L. The
vectors r and r' are defined as
X = x-x + yy + zl (Ala)
r' = XX + y^ + z'^ (Alb)
The unit vectors x,y,z are taken such that the xy plane coincides with
the face of the cloud, and z lies along the line of sight from the
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Observe. The intensity of a spectral line at frequency v Is expressed
as an antenna temperature at a velocity u. such that If is the rest
frequency of the observed transition, then u Is the velocity
corresponding to a Doppler shift - v:
- V
" = (
-) c - u
""o
V. ° (3.4)
the constant u, defines the origin of the velocity scale assigned to
the spectrometer. If T.Cujx.y) denotes the norn>ally emergent emission
at velocity u from position (x.y) on the face of the model cloud, and
T^(r) denotes the excitation temperature of the emitting gas at r. the
solution of the equation of radiative transfer may be written as
t(u;x,y,L)
Ta(u;x,y) = / T^(r) e'tCurr) dt(u;r) (a2)
It has been assumed that no background sources of radiation exist.
Here t(u;r) = t(u;x,y,z) is the optical depth at velocity u at posi-
tion z on the line of sight through (x,y). It may be expressed in
terms of <(u;r), the absorption coefficient at u and r, via
t(u;r) = / <(u;r') dz
'
^ 0
(A3)
In turn, <(u;r) may be separated into an integrated absorption coef-
fecient <o(r) which depends only upon the excitation conditions seen
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by the e.UU„s sas a. an. i„o a Une p.onu function
=
Which 13 a function of n, (the velocity scale o, the observed
'
profile), and v(0. the gas velocity at r. These
.uantlttes ate
defined such that
•^("Jr) = <o(r)<l>[u;v(r)]
^oCE) = / <(u;r)du
(A4)
(A5)
so that
/ <l>[u;v(r) ]du = 1
— oo
Equation (A3) then can be written as
(A6)
z
t(u;^) = / <o(r')c^[u;v(r')]dz'
0
(A7)
It is assumed that *[u;v(r)] is symmetric about u = 0 within the rest
frame of the emitting gas at r, and that the Doppler shift is the only
process which couples the inferred velocity u with v(r). the line of
sight component of the gas motions at^. In this case,
*[u;v(r;] = <t>[u-v(r)] (A8)
In the limit of optically thin emission. t(u;x.y,L) « 1. and equation
(A2) becomes
L
Ta(u;x,y) = / T^(r')<^(r')<|,[u-v(r')]dz'
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(A9)
The centrold velocity, v,(..,). of the eolecular Une ptoflle observed
fro. position (x.y) on the cloud face Is. by definition (sea §in.A.3)
/ Ta(u;x,y)udu
—00
Vc(x,y) =
_
(3.5)
oo
/ Ta(u;x,y)du
—oo
The spatial and velocity dependence of the denominator in equation
(3.5) may be made explicit:
/Ta(u;x,y)du = /Tx(^)<o(r )d2 /({,[u-v(r ) ]du (aio)
0 —00
nor-
With the change of variable q = u-v(r), and with use of the
malization condition expressed in equation (A6), this becomes
L
jTa(u;x,y)du = /Tx(r )KQ(r )dz /<j,(q )dq = /T^(r ) K^Cr )dz (All)
~ 0 —00 Q
Similarly, the numerator of equation (3.5) may be written as
* L 00
/Ta(u;x,y)udu = /Tx(r)Ko(r )dz/[q+v(r) ]<()(q)dq (A12)
Expanding the second integral of the right hand side (r.h.s) of the
equation above,
.<» 00
J[q+V(r)]4.(q)dq = v(r)/({>(q)dq + /qKq)dq
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(A13)
Referring to equation (A6). it is seen that the first integral on the
r.h.s. of equation (A13) is simply v(r). while the second vanishes
because of the symmetry of ^q). Thus, the molecular line centroid
velocity for the case of optically thin emission is
Vc(x,y) =
L
/v(r)Tx(r)<Q(r)dz
/Tx(r)<o(r)dz
0
Within a homogeneous cloud, <^(v) and T^Cr) are constant, and v.(x y)
becomes the mean gas velocity along the line of sight through (x,y):
L
Vc(x,y) = (l/L)/v(r)dz = <v(r)>2 (A15)
Here angle brackets denote the average value taken over the sub-
scripted variable. The mean value of Vc(x,y) is therefore also the
mean velocity of the gas within the molecular cloud,
<Vc(x,y)>^^y = «v(r)>2»^^y = <v(r)>^^y^2 = <v> (A16)
Throughout the remainder of this analysis, it is assummed that the
origin of the spectrometer velocity scale has been chosen so that u=0
corresponds to <v>.
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Three statistical measures which characterize the gas motions
within a molecular cloud may now be introduced. These are the parent
.
iBternal, and centroid velocity dispersions. Op. o^, and a„ respec-
t ive ly
:
= <v2(r)>j.
o^i = <[v(r)-<v(r)>2]2>^>x,y
(A17)
(A18)
The parent dispersion measures the total magnitude of gas velocity
fluctuations within a molecular cloud. The internal velocity disper-
sion, o^, is the mean variation of gas motions along an individual
line of sight measured with respect to the average value of the gas
velocities along that line of sight. The last statistic, 0^,2, is
simply the variance of line of sight average velocities. The last two
measures can also be considered as the mean sample variance and the
variance of the sample mean of gas velocities if a sample is defined
as the variation of gas motions along a line of sight through the
cloud. These three statistics are simply related; with use of
equations (A18) and (A19),
Op2 = 0^2 + 0^2 (A20)
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The statistics 0,2
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
Observations. In a ^nnet „ery sl^lUar to the derivation o, e<,.atlon
(A15). the internal velocity dispersion, o,. can be expressed In ter^
Of the .ean
.olecular line width. If o^Cx.y) Is the Internal velocity
dispersion of the line profile observed froe position (x.y). calcu-
lated as
Oi2(x,y) =
/ Ta(u;x,y) [u - vjx,y )]2
JTa(u;x,y) du
then 0^2 33 defined in equation (A18) can be shown to be
^i^ = <<'i2('^.y)>x,y (A22a)
Trivial application of equations (A15) and (A19) yields
^c^ = <(v2e(x.y)>^^y (A22b)
The variance of centroid velocity fluctuations also be
expressed in terms of C(t), the autocorrelation function describing
isotropic gas motions within a molecular cloud. With the definition of
Vc(x,y) given by equation (3.5),
<v2c(x,y)>x^y E <v2^> = </v(r)dz/v(r') dz'\^y (A23)
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since
.He
.ve.a^e U perfo^e. ove.
.He . .na y coordinates. „HiU
.Hel«e,„Uo„ is eve. p.Hinl.s tHeo.e. allow.
.He l„.e.cHa„se of
.He
order o, .He In.eg.a.lon and average value operations (Par.en 1,62).
thus
<v2e> = (1/l2) //<v(r)v(r')>^^y dzdz (A24)
The integrand. However. Is simply • ). c(x) Is regular and H,
a cHange of variable (cf^ JoHnson and Kloko^ls.er 1963), e,ua.ion
(A24) may be expressed as
(A25)"^c
= (2a2p/L)/(l-(z/L))c(z)d2
Similarly, by equations (A20) and (A25),
= <^S(l-[(2/L)/[l-(z/L)]C(z)dz]) (A26)
Equations (A25) and (A26) express the mean line width and the variance
of centroid velocity fluctuations, two observable line parameters, in
terms of C(t), the autocorrelation function directly describing the
turbulent gas motions within the cloud under observation.
If the depth of the cloud, L, is much larger than X^, the
turbulent correlation length, these results can be used to produce a
rough estimate of For a set of N independent observations of a
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Of the
.ean value of v (ave.a.ed over . observations) an. the „ea„
square variation o, v Itself are related by (Bevl„sto„ 1,76)
«v>2> - <v2>/H
^^^^^
If the number of Independent observations of v along a line o, sight
1. taken to he roughly the nu.her of correlation lengths, N . a/X,).
and since v,(x,y) Is the ™ea„ value of the velocities along the line
Of sight through (x,y). then . o2p(x,/L). if the ratio 5 is
defined as 5 = (02^/02^), then equation (27) Indicates that
(^c/L) - (1/C+l).
i: ACF Of Centrold Velocity F:„rt,.<.^< ons
This section examines the relationship between the autocorre-
lation function of molecular line centroid velocity fluctuations and
the velocity ACF characterizing a turbulent medium. It is assumed that
any systematic motions discernible in the data have been removed, and
that the remaining motions are isotropic. The covariance and correla-
tion functions therefore depend only on f
, and since c'(-t') =
c'(T'), the argument of these functions is denoted simply as t'. The
autocovariance function of centroid velocity fluctuations is defined
as
c'(r') . <v,(x,y)v,(x',y.)>,_^
^^^^^
Here (x,y) and (x'.y") denote pairs of points separated by t':
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T'2 = (x-x')2 + (y-y.)2
^ ^ (A29)
and it is assumed that the velocity scale nf th^ ^.o the observations has been adjusted
so that <Vc(x,y)>x^y = o.
The autocorrelation function of centroid velocity flue-
tuations is given by
C'(x') = c'(x.)/c.(0)
(^30^
It n^y be noted that c'(0) Is Identically equal to the variance of
centroid velocity fluctuations:
c'(0) . <v,2(x,y)>^_y . 0^2
^^^^^
For optically thin emission li nes
L
vc(x,y) = (l/L)/v(r)d2 (^15^
0
^
so that,
c'(T') = </v(x,y.z)dz/v(x',y',z')d2'>x^y (A32)
Inverting the order in which the integration and the average are per-
formed,
c'(T') = //<v(x,y,z)v(x'.y',z')>x^ydzdz' (A33)
The Integrand is the longitudinal autocovariance function of the gas
motions within the cloud, and with reference to equation (A29), it may
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be written as c([t'2 + (z-z' a a^ ^ ) ] M. As in the derivation of equation
(A25) the sy..etry of C(x) under inversion he exploited to
simplify the double integral. With use of equation (A30)
^
/[1-U/L)]C([T'2 ^ z2]V2)dz
/[l-(z/L)]C(2)dz ^^^^^
The centroid velocity ACF at lag is therefore a triangle-weighted
average value of C(x), taken with x running over all possible spacings
between points on each of two sightlines spaced by x'. The weighting
emphasizes values of C(x) for x ^ x'. and since C(x) is generally a
decreasing function of x (Lumley 1971) C'(x.) will be a reliable esti-
mator of the true ACF. Evaluation of equation (A34) for different
forms of C(x) has been described in §111. A.
3
APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF INSTRUMENTAL NOISE
1. Degradation of the ACF
Instrumental noise induces spurious variations in the calcu-
lated centroid velocities of molecular line profiles. These fluc-
tuations are spatially random and reduce the apparent magnitude of any
correlations present in the data. Let v^Cx.y) and v.^Cx.y) denote the
centroid velocities observed from position (x,y) on the face of a
molecular cloud in the presence and absence, respectively, of
radiometer noise. If the noise-induced error in the determination of
the centroid velocity is written as 6V(,(x,y), then
Vc(x,y) = v^,*(x,y) + 6vj,(x,y) (Bi)
The noise-Induced velocity fluctuations are assumed uncorrelated with
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variance
^^^^ zero mean:
<6Vj,(x,y)6v^,(x',y')>.
x,y
= [(x-x')2 + (y-y')2 =
= 0
and,
0]
(B2a)
[(x-x')2 + (y-y«)2 ^ 0]
<5vc(x,y)>^^ = 0x,y - " (B2b)
The centrold velocity autocovariance function
observed in the presence of noise is
of an isotropic data set
c'C-^') = <[Vc(x,y)][Vc(x',y')]>
= (x-x')-^ + (y-y')^
(B3a)
(B3b)
and with substitution of equation (Bl) into (B3),
c'(T') = <[ve(x,y) + 5vc(x,y)][vjx',y') + 5v^(x •
,
y
' ) ] ^ (B3c)
With use of equations (B3a) and (B3c), it can be seen that at non-zero
lags the value of the autocovariance function remains unchanged by the
presence of noise:
c(T') = C*(T'), T' = 0 (B4a)
Here c*(t') denotes the noise-free centroid velocity autocovariance
function. At zero lag however,
c(0) = c*(0) + a2^ = 0^*2 + ^2^ (B4b)
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whar. a,*2
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
tuauons. The observed centrold velocity autocorrelation function 1 s
= c(T')/c(0)
Equations (B4a) and (B4b) therefore i.pl, a reduction in the apparent
magnitude of correlations at non-zero lags given by
C(T')
^ ^ (V T' X 0 (B6)
In equation (B6) C*(x.) denotes the noise-free centroid velocity ACF.
The analysis is not quite complete; a,*2
^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^^
However, as v,(x.y) and 5v^(x.y) are naitually independent variables,
one may write
a*2 = a 2 _ 2c ^c V (B7)
Substituting equation (B7) into equation (B8) and rearranging yields
C(T')
= 1 - (0^/0^)2
C*(t' )
2. Estimation of
Equation (B8) describes the effect of noise-induced centroid
velocity fluctuations in reducing the apparent magnitude of correla-
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tions in the data. While instrumental noise be characterized by
the variance of antenna temperature fluctuations in each spectro-
meter channel, a,, cannot be measured directly. As shown below.
On will not only depend on ST^. the intensity and width of the
observed lines, and the resolution of the filterbank. but also on the
magnitude of centroid velocity fluctuations, and on the position of
the mean cloud velocity with respect to the center velocity of the
spectrometer bandwidth. For example, the stronger the line the less
the effect of receiver noise; on the other hand, the magnitude of
spurious centroid velocity fluctuations will increase if the center
velocity of the spectrometer does not coincide with the mean cloud
velocity. Three independent means of estimating the root mean square
(r.m.s) uncertainty in the centroid velocity determinations of the
Taurus data are described below.
The quantity may be calculated directly from the probabi-
lity density function of 5w^. To determine this function we proceed by
decomposing Ti(x.y). the antenna temperature measured in filterbank
channel i from postion (x.y). into Ti*(x.y) and 6Ti(x.y). the antenna
temperature due to emission from the molecular cloud and a noise-
induced component, respectively, as
Ti(x.y) = Ti*(x,y) + ST^Cx.y) (B9)
Since the following discussion deals with a single model spectral
line, the coordinates (x.y) are unnecessary and will be dropped. The
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ibu-
temperature fluctuations are assumed to have a Gaussian dlstr
tlon „Uh zero oean. an r.m.s. ^gnltude 6T„ and to be unoorrelated
across different channels:
<6Ti> = 0
6T 2
<6Ti6Tj> = -.
if i = i
if i / j
(BlOa)
(BlOb)
The centroid velocity of a spectral line observed in the presence of
instrumental noise is
N
i=l
N
1
N N
1 1
N
1
N
+ I
1
(Bll)
Here ^ is the velocity assigned to the center of spectrometer channel
i. The summation in this equation (and implicitly in the following
equations), range over channels 1 through N, which define the range of
velocities (or velocity window ) over which centroid velocities are
calculated. In order to simplify the following calculations, it is
assumed that the chosen velocity window is centered upon, and sym-
metric about, V(,*, the noise-free centroid velocity,
I Ti*Ui
Vc* = = 0 (B12)
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and,
=0 (B13)
Under these conditions, 6v,. the noise Induced error In a centroid
velocity determination becomes
6v.
'c (B14)
The problem at hand becomes one of calculating <6v^2y = ^2.
It may be remarked that the sum of Gaussian random variables, and the
product and sum of a constant and a Gaussian random variable all
retain Gaussian distributions. The noise induced velocity fluc-
tuations. 6ve. are therefore a quotient of two Gaussian random
variables. With the specific choice of velocity scale given by
equation (B12), these random variables are uncorrelated and therefore
independent:
<I«TiUil5Tj> = I I Ui<6Ti6Tj> = 6T^2 I ^. = q (b15)
i j i
The probability density, fz(Z), of a random variable Z = X/Y.
where X and Y are themselves random variables can be written (Papoulis
1967) as
00 0
fz(Z) = / YfxY(ZY,Y)dY - / YfxY(ZY,Y)dY (B16)
0 —00
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"here £,,(X.Y) Is the probabilUy of finding a Joint occurrence of X
and Y. If X and Y are Independent and Gaussian their density Is sl.ply
(Papoulls 1967)
fXY(X.Y) = (4.2,^0,)-! exp{-i!:f^ ^^"^^^^
,
Here o,. <X>, and o^, <Y> are the standard deviations and means of X
and Y, respectively. With use of equation (B14),
^ = ^ ^Ti*Ui (B18)
Y = I Ti* + I 6Ti (319)
<Svc = Z = X/Y (B20)
the first and second moments of X and Y can be calculated with the aid
of equations (BlOa) and (BlOb):
a> = 0
= a2> - <X>2 = 6t2); Ui2
(B21)
(B22)
<Y> = I'Ti* (B23)
0^2 = <y2> - <Y>2 = 6x2 (B24)
It may be noted that the size of the velocity window enters the calcu-
lation of only through equation (B22). Once the density f2(Z) is
calculated from equation (B16), the magnitude of the noise induced
fluctuations in the calculated centroid velocities, 0^2, is then
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00
''n^ = ^Z^ = / z2f2(Z)dZ (325)
Although equations (B16) - B(25) provide the basis for an
exact determination of o 2 thx>ir-
"n
.
e r evaluation rapidly becomes cumber-
some. Estimation o£ o„2 „as therefore also considered as a problem In
the propagation of errors. Retaining the notation and velocity scale
above, the variance o£ Z can be approximated In terms of the variances
of X and Y (e^.g. Bevington 1969):
0,2 = ,^2 , X,2^2
y2 x2 Tl~^ ^ 7— (^26)^o Xq Yq^ Yo2 y^4
In this equation, and Y^ are the mean values of X and Y.
Xq = <X> = <}; Ti*Ui> = 0
fo = <Y> = <),Ti* + I 5Ti> = I Ti
(B27)
(B28)
and as above,
N
0x2 = 6t2 I ui2 (322)
1=1
where N is the number of channels within the velocity window. For N
odd (as required by the assumption of a velocity window symmetric
about u = 0), and if 5u is the width of a velocity channel, the sum in
equation (B22) may be rewritten as:
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iy^'''^l^'-f> M=(N-I)/2 (329)
Expansion of the su. and substitution into equation (B26) yields.
6t2 6u2 (4m3 - m)
'n
6(1 Ti)2
M = (N-l)/2 (B30)
In order to show the dependence of a„2 mean observed line
parameters, one may neglect the linear term in M and take N = (N-1).
so that
i=l 12
and,
N
_ 6u2n3
(B31)1 Ui2
Except for a factor 5u. the sum in the denominator of equation (B32)
is the integrated intensity of the mean line profile. If the shape of
the mean profile can be taken as Gaussian, then this sum may expressed
in terms of Avfwhm and 1^^^^, the full width at half maximum and the
peak intensity of the profile:
.9 ^ peak ^v2p;^
4Jln2 5u2
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Then equation (B32) becomes
2 . ,
6T3 6u2
^peak ^^FWHM
The magnitude of noise-induced velocity fluctuations is seen to depend
sensitively on N, the size of the velocity window measured in spectro-
meter channels. Therefore in calculating v,(x,y), it is advisable to
chose a velocity window just large enough to include the data. An
obvious choice, for example, would be a window 60^ wide, where 0^2 i3
the full variance of gas motions within the cloud under observation
(see eqs. [A17] and [A19]).
Finally, the effect of system noise was also estimated by a
numerical experiment in which a synthetic filterbank was filled with a
model line profile. For each of many trials, the apparent centroid
velocity was calculated before and after the addition of noise of
magnitude 61^ to each filterbank channel. The r.m.s. value of the
change in centroid velocities induced by the presence of noise was
taken as a^. The parameters of the Gaussian test line profile were set
by the average intensity and width of the observed profiles, while
6T3 was taken as the observed r.m.s. fluctuation of antenna tem-
perature in the baseline channels of the data set. The centroid velo-
city of the model spectral line within the filterbank was also allowed
to fluctuate as a Gaussian variable. It was found that although
On depended weakly on a^*, the noise-free dispersion of centroid velo-
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Cities, a Ue.a.ions
,.i..i,
^ ^
o„ co.sU.e„. „UH o,.
.He c.se„e. variation Une cen.oi.
velocities; i.e. o<,2 = „ »2 + „ 2
This section describes the effect of n.-rLn rt noise upon the observed
Powe. spect™. o, a stochastic process. A
.l^otous treatment of this
issue is
.e.o„. tHe intent o, tHls appen.i. i^.^.^ted
.ea.ets ate
referred to Brace»ell (1978) and Stratonovich (1963).
Let z(x) denote the value of a continuous, one-dl.ensional
real-valued stochastic process „hich has occurred at position x. The
value Of the process measured during the i^h observation of .(x) in
the presence of an instrumental noise component g^(x) can be denoted
z'i(x) = z(x) + g^(x) (B35)
If F[z.i(x)] represents the forward Fourier transform of z..(x), then
the average value (over .any observations) of Sfz^Hx)], the power
spectrum of z'^Cx), is
<S[Zi'Cx)]>i
. <F*[z(x)+g.(x)]F[z(x)+gi(x)]>i (B36)
The asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. The Fourier transform is a
linear functional: therefore
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<S[Zi'(x)J>,
. . <F*[z(x)lFlz(x)J
+F*[8i(x)JPlz{x), +
+ F*[gi(x)JFU(x)J +F*(gi(x)F(g,(^)]>^ (33,,
The functions z(x) and g^tx) are «tuaUy Independent: there-
fore their transform are also Independent and the average value on
the r.h.s. of equation B37 can be evaluated as the su. of the expec-
tations of the individual teras. The first ter„ In the average Is
S[z(x)]. the power spectru. which would be observed In the absence of
noise.
Consider now the second term (and Its conjugate, the third
ter.). Expanding, while exploiting Fublnl's theorem (Parzen 1972) and
the fact that .(x) does not fluctuate between observations, one finds
that
<F*[8i(x)]F[z(x)]>i = //<gi(x)>. e2-i-(-'-) dxdx' (b38)
The noise component gi(x) is assummed to be a zero-mean, random and
ergodic process with variance 0^2. Therefore,
<gi(x)>i = <gi(x)>x E 0 (B39a)
<8i(x)8i(x)>i E <gi(x)gi(x)>^ = a„2
^^^^^^
and the second and third terms on the r.h.s. of equation (B37) are
zero.
power
The remaining term in equation (B37)
spectrum of a random noise process:
represents the average
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<F*[gl(x)lF[gj(x)]>j , <S(gj(x)J>j =
//<gl(x)gi(x-)>i e^-lKx'-x)
^^^^^
"1th the change o, variable x' - x + x and Integration over x (c£.
Stratonovich 1963),
<S[Sl(x)]>,
= /<gi(x)gi(x.T)>,«(.)ax = <gi(x)g^(x)>j (B41)
With use of equation B(39b). It Is apparent that that the average
value of the power spectru. o, a rando. noise process is Independent
of «. and is equal to the variance of the original process.
The results of equations (B37) through (B41) can be su,n-
marized succintly:
<S[zi'(x)]>i = S[z(x)] + a^2
On average therefore, at each frequency . the power spectrum of a pro-
cess observed in the presence of noise is equal to the sum of the
noise-free power spectrum and the variance of the noise. Unlike the
autocorrelation function, the shape of the power spectrum is not
distorted by noise: instead, the presence of a random component in the
data simply adds a constant offset to the original power spectrum.
APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
This appendix briefly descrlbas so.e of the methods used for
calculating autocorrelation functions and po«er spectra. It also
discusses smoothing and filtering In the data and Fourier domains, and
refers the Interested reader to literature which has been found useful
in the course of this research.
1. Autocorrelation Calculati ons
If z(r) denotes the value of a quantity observed at position
r on the face of a molecular cloud, then the autocorrelation function
of the data set z(r), is defined as
<5z(r)6z(r+T)>_
C(T)=_^ (Cla)
<5z(r)6z(r)>^
where
6z(r) = z(r) - <z(r)\ (cib)
and angle brackets denote an average taken over the subscripted
variable. Direct calculation of the ACF of a data set containing N
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points by use of equation (Cla) requires ^ n2 multiplications. For
large N. this calculation becon.es prohibitively time consuming, even
With modern computing machinery. For example, a solitary attempt at
the direct calculation of a 128 x 128 point ACF was terminated before
completion after consuming ^ 900 seconds of central processor time on
a Control Data Cyber 175 computer, a fast scientific machine.
Fortunately, there is a faster way. by making use of the
Wlener-Khintchine theorem. This remarkable and powerful theorem
asserts that multiplication and correlation are Fourier-conjugate
operations, and specifically that the product of the Fourier transform
of a data set with itself is also the Fourier transform of the auto-
correlation function of the original data set (Bracewell 1978. p.
115). If z(r) denotes a continuous signal. F(u)) and C(t) its Fourier
transform and autocorrelation function, and if F" and F+ are forward
and reverse transform operators, then
F(io) = F-[z(r)] E / z(r^)e-i27rr-a)d^r ^^2a)
z(r) = F+[F(a3)] e / F(<i))e+i2Trr-a)d^ ^^2b)
and
C(T) E F+[F*(a);F(aj)] E F+[S(a))] (C3)
As in Chapter IV, S(a;) denotes the power spectrum of z(r). The
asterisk in equation (C3) denotes a complex conjugate: if z(r) is
real, then 1. complex an. Her^tlan. Othe. definitions of the
transfo™ which Incorporate the factor 2. l„to one or both of the
variables In the exponential also exist. With the for. adopted here r
and ^have dimensions of length, while . Is a spatial frequency wlth^
units .-1. interpretation of . „U1 he discussed below. For the sake
Of generality, equations C2 and C3 define the Fourier transfer, and
autocorrelation function of a continuous function. Extension of these
definitions to the case of discrete data Is straightforward (Bracewell
1978).
The motivation for adopting an indirect calculation of C(t)
as in equation (C3) is the existence of algorithms for the rapid
calculation of transforms, the so-called Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFTs). These are not approximations: instead, they incorporate a
clever decomposition of one large transform into many small ones
(Brenner 1976). The number of multiplications required for the FFT of
N data points scales as NlogsN. rather than the n2 for a direct (or
"naive") calculation. Even with the need for calculating a pair of
transforms (cf. eq. [C3]). the savings in time can be dramatic. For
example, when using a FFT routine, computation of the 128x128 point
ACFs discussed in this work required < 1 second of CPU time each, as
opposed to the > 900 s required for a direct calculation. The FFT used
In this research was the routine F0UR2, written by Norman Brenner
while at Lincoln Laboratories (Brenner 1972).
The FFT has an interesting history. Although the ideas behind
it have been known since the turn of this century, the method was
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independently (re)discove.ed by several researchers in the 1960.s
(£f. Cooley. Lewis and Welch 1967). Us introduction stimulated a
resurgence of interest in autocorrelation and power spectru. methods
and ^de the analysis of large .u It i
-dimensional data sets possible.
It n^y be of interest that one of the first applications of two-
dimensional correlation methods was to the study of molecular clouds
(Leese and Epstein 1963). As circumstances would have it. however,
these clouds consisted of water in the Earth's atmosphere rather than
of hydrogen in the interstellar voids!
Some precautions should be taken when calculating autocorre-
lation functions by the transform method. Numerical Fourier transf
routines assume periodic boundary conditions, which means in practic
that the calculated ACF "wraps around" the boundaries of the data set.
As a result, points at the right hand boundary of the data will also
be correlated with points x away from the left hand boundary (Brace-
well 1978, p. 362). In order to prevent any ambiguity caused by this
overlap, a "buffer zone" should be placed around the original data. In
practice, this is done by inserting the array of data values (of
dimension NxN) into an array of size 2Nx2N whose elements have been
set to the value zero. It is also standard practice to subtract the
mean value of the data from all data points, being careful to leave
any additional points inserted as a buffer set to zero. If this is not
done, the presence of a constant offset in the data will obscure
correlations among fluctuations of smaller magnitude. This effect is
orm
e
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equivalent to the p.oble. o, the apparent leakage of power ,ro. low
frequencies to higher frequencies when calculating the power spectru.
Of a finite data set (Bloomfield 1976, p. 74).
With the periodic boundary conditions inherent in the trans-
form method of calculating the ACF of an N-point data set. a constant
N pairs of points are used in calculating C ( xj at every ^. If a buffer
zone of zeroes has been placed around the original data, not all pairs
consist of actual data points. In fact, the number of pairs in which
both points are actual data values is a decreasing function of x.
Since this is not taken into account, the raw ACF calculated by the
transform method is the biased autocorrelation estimator (see Chapter
II). In order to correct the bias, a measure of the actual number of
sample pairs at each lag is needed. This quantity, denoted NgCx). may
be obtained by computing the ACF of the visibility function of the
data, which is simply the function with value one at each point where
an observation was made and value zero otherwise. The product of this
ACF and N. the total number of points, including added zeros, is
Ng(x). Calculation of the unbiased and intermediate ACF estimators
described in Chapter II may then be carried out^.
When considering power spectra and correlation functions
calculated with FFTs
,
care should also be exercised in the interpreta-
tion of the parameter u) [cf. eq. (C2a)], and of the order in which the
terras of these functions are presented in the output of a digital
transform. For the transfonns of equations (C2a) and (C2b). » Is a
spatial frequency with dimension t"!. It also be Interpreted In
units of cycles per data sef In the direction »/(«..)l/2.
slinpllclty, consider a one-dlmenslonal data set of N points, where (,
Is even (a requirement of many FFTs) and may Include some added
zeroes. It Is also assumed that the observations are regularly spaced
at an interval Ax.
Most fast transform routines are structured so that the first
term in the transform of this data set is the zero-frequency or DC
term, equal to the mean value of the data. The next term is the
(complex) amplitude of the Fourier component corresponding to the
sinusoid with wavelength NAx completing one cycle over the dimension
of the data set. The next term has wavelength (N/2)Ax. or two spatial
cycles per data set. Frequencies increase in this manner until the
(N/2)+l term which is at a frequency of (N/2) cycles per data set.
This is the critical, or Nyquist frequency, and is the highest fre-
quency which can be extracted from the transform of N data points (by
the sampling theorem, cf_. Brault and White 1971). The (N/2)-l terms
following the critical frequency are the amplitudes of the Fourier
components at the "frequencies"
-[(N/2)-l] through -1 cycles per data
set. The information contained at these negative "frequencies" is
superfluous, for F(-a)) = F*(a3); the transform of real data is
Hermitian. In some FFTs, particularly those which perform a transform
"in place", i_.e_. manage to calculate a transform in the same space in
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computer memory originally allocated for the data th.Liie a , e components at
negative frequencies are dropped.
The results of an ACF calculation, following a forward trans-
form, calculation of the power spectrum, and a reverse transform, are
found in a similar order. The first term in the output of the reverse
transform is the value of the ACF at zero lag. the second term the
value at lag Ax. and so forth until the maximum lag (N/2) Ax is
reached. The following terms are again redundant information, repre-
senting the value of the ACF at negative lags ranging from
-[(N/2)-l]Ax to -Ax. The ACF of a real data set is. of course, real
and symmetric: C*(t)
. C(t) . C(-x). Extension of this ordering to two
dimensions is straightforward. For example, consider the correlation
function C(T)
. C(T^.Ty) of a data set spaced at (Ax. Ay) occupying an
NxN array (N even). The value of C(O.O) will be found at array posi-
tion (1.1). the value C(0.(N/2)Ay) at position (l.(N/2)+l). C(O.-Ay)
at (l.N) and finally the maximal lag term C( [N/2 ] Ax, [N/2] Ay ) at
( [N/2]+l, [N/2J+1).
The autocorrelation functions presented in this work are seen
to have negative values at some lags. This is a natural consequence of
treating a set of data values as a set of fluctuations about their
mean value: as discussed in Chapter III, the average value of the data
is subtracted from each data value before calculating any ACFs. The
fact that the ACF of a zero-mean data set must have some negative
values is intuitively reasonable - if positive correlations exist at
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30.e lags, then a„tl-cor.alatlo„s ^st be present at other Ugs.
consider a set of observations z(r) s„ch that <.(r)>, . 0. Inspection
Of equation 2a reveals that F(0), the zero frequency tar. of the
transform of z(r). Is sl.ply the su. of all values of .(r). since
<^(r)>,
- 0, P(0) = 0
.
an. F*(0)F(0) - 0. By equations C3 and C2b
however, /C(T)dT . F*(0)F(0). Therefore If\ / \ J in t , i the mean value of a data
et is .ero. the mean value of Its autocorrelation function Is also
s
z ero.
o
a
2» Smoothing
As in many of the figures presented in this work, two-dimen-
sional data is often smoothed before being plotted. There is more t
smoothing, however, than providing pleasing contours. Smoothing is
powerful filtering process which can increase the statistical
reliabilty of a set of observations or of a calculated correlation
function, and deserves more attention than it is routinely accorded.
There are two sources of noise initially present in the ACF
of a finite set of observations of a stochastic process. One is
sampling noise, arising as the number of data pairs at larger lags
decreases; random components of a stochastic process then have only a
restricted opportunity to average to a negligible mean. The second
source of uncertainty is instrumental noise, a topic discussed in
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Appendix B. Application o, a smoothing routine „1U reduce the uncer-
tainty m an ACF estl^tor due to these sources, but itsel,
distort the ACF. The degradation, or Mas, Induced by smoothing „U1
depend on the shapes o£ both the raw ACF and of the smoothing function
used. An ACF which varies only gradually with . will change little
"1th smoothing. While a sharply-peaUed function will be broadened
.ore
severely. The choice of smoothing function Is also an lssue= the price
Of increased statistical reliability Is paid In the coin of reduced
resolution. Convolution of an ACF with a broad smoothing function will
be .ore effective In reducing noise, but will Introduce a greater bias
than convolution with a narrow function. With prior knowledge of the
underlying ACF. It Is In principle possible to choose an optl«.
smoothing function which minimizes the total uncertainty due to both
the Intrinsic noise and the smoothlng-lnduced distortion (Jenkins and
Watts 1976, §6.3.5).
The preceedlng paragraph has suggested that data may be
smoothed by convolving It with a smoothing function. Conversely, one
may be Inclined to think of smoothing as the application of a low-pass
filter which rejects high frequency variations. The Wlener-Khlntchlne
thereom explicitly assures us that these are different descriptions of
the same process, and that the task of deciding upon the width of a
smoothing function is equivalent to setting the bandwidth y of a
filter
.
In this work, the smoothing of ACF estimators is explicitly
treated as a filtering process: an isotropic tapering function, r(a)),
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Which gradually reduces
.he magnitude of higher frequency Fourier com-
ponents, is applied to the transform of the original ACF. If F(„)
denotes the magnitude of the original Fourier component at frequency
then smoothing consists of replacing F(.) „ith r(„)F(.) and trans-
forming back. Tv,o forms of the taper function r(.). a simple Gaussian
and an isotropic Par.en taper (Enochson and Otnes 1972, p. 263), were
investigated in this work and may be described as follows.
The vector spatial frequency a>, defined by equations (C2a)
and (C2b), may be written as
(CAa)
Then its magnitude w is
^ = (^2 + 03^2)1/2
^^^^^
The isotropic Gaussian taper with bandwidth y is then defined as
(C5)
while the Parzen taper is
1 - 6(a)/Y)2 + 6(u/t)3
rp(a))= 2(1 - a)/Y)3
(i) < Y/2
T/2 < 0) < Y (C6)
00 > Y
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Both tapers worked effectively In reducing the apparent noise In
actual and
.odel autocorrelation functions. The Parzen taper was even-
tually adopted for calculating the smoothed ACF estimators shown In
this work because It Is known to be an effective and reliable "general
purpose" tapering function (Jenkins and Watts 1968). T„o-dl.e„slonal
taper functions are discussed In greater detail by Huang (1972).
3. Filtering
Digital filters are also of value in autocorrelation analysis
for dealing with the presence of non-stationary components in the
data. As discussed in Chapter III, systematic variations or trends
across the data, whether due to genuine non-stationarity
, or the ani-
sotropy of large-scale correlations in a finite data set. will obsure
correlations at smaller lags unless removed from the data.
The most direct way of identifying a trend is to fit a simple
polynomial surface to the data values. If a significant systematic
component is found, it can be subtracted from the observations before
proceeding with the study of the small scale correlation structure.
For all data sets described in this work, fits to first order surfaces
were attempted, but with negative results. In retrospect, this is not
surprising. A least-squares fit will be effective in identifying
ordered variations extending uniformly across the data. If however,
systematic variations are confined to one portion of the data field, a
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simple surface will not be able to model the data values both in the
region of variation and in the remainder of the field. This situation
is clearly demonstrated by the large-scale velocity structure of the
Taurus complex (Chapter III). Use of higher order surfaces may allow
better fits, but then the analyst must begin to draw arbitrary
distinctions between sytematic variations and fluctuations correlated
over larger scales.
A safer course is the use of a simple and objective method of
extracting systematic components which is also sensitive to ordered
variations which do not necessarily extend across the entire field of
observations. One form of digital filter which fulfills these require-
ments is a first-order differencing filter (Jenkins and Watts 1976,
p. 4), also known as a gradient, or Laplacian filter. If z+(x,y) and
z_(x,y) denote the low and high (spatial) frequency components of an
observation z(x,y) on a grid with spacings (Ax, Ay), then
z+(x,y) = (1/4) [z(x-Ax,y) + z(x+Ax,y)
+ z(x,y-Ay) + z(x,y+Ay)] (C7a)
z_(x,y) = z(x,y) - z+(x,y) (C7b)
The name gradient filter is appropriate; as shown below, any variation
of the form z = ax + 0y in the data will be entirely removed from the
z_(x,y) (or fluctuating) component of the filter's output. If the
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highest observable spatial frequency in a data set is designated
%ax (1-8. cu^x = N/2 cycles for a string of N data points), the
crossover frequency dividing the low and high frequency components is
" (%ax/2)-
A first order difference filter can also be used to estimate
the magnitudes of the systematic and fluctuating components of an
observed velocity field. Let v(x.y) represent the centroid velocity of
a line profile observed from position (x,y) on the face of a molecular
cloud. It is assumed that v(x,y) consists of a random component g^^
and a systematic term which depends linearly on (x,y):
v(x,y) = gi + ax + By (C3)
The term g^ denotes the i^h occurrence of a zero mean random variable
of variance 0^2
<8i>i = 0 (C9a)
<8i^>i = cff^ (C9b)
<8i8j>i,j = 0. i=j (C9c)
where brackets indicate the average value taken over the subscripted
indices.
The low frequency (or "summed") component of the velocity
field postulated here is, by equation (C7a),
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4
v+(x,y) = [(l/4)^gj] + ax + 3y (do)
The first term on the right hand side (r.h.s) of equation (CIO) is the
average value of the random component of the velocities observed at
the four points neighboring (x,y), and is itself a random variable
which will be denoted as g^'. The variance of v+(x.y) is
<v+2(x,y)>x^y = <g^'2> + 2<giax> + 2<gi8y>
+ 2<ax3y> + <a2x2> + <b2x2>
^^^^^
For clarity's sake, beginning with the r.h.s of this equation, the
subscripts x,y have been dropped from the expectation brackets: their
presence is implied. Since gi is of zero mean and independent of
(x,y). the second and third terms on the r.h.s. of equation (CU) are
zero. The sum of the last three terms is the variance of the systema-
tic component of the velocity field, written as a^2^ therefore,
<v+2(x,y)> =
<gi'2> + ^^2 (^,^2)
As gi' is the mean value of four independent realizations of g^
<8i'2> = (lM)<gi2> = (i/4)af2 . (ci3)
Therefore,
<v+2(x,y)> = 032 + (l/4)af2 (Ci4)
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With use of equations (C7). (08) and (Cll). the htgh fre-
quency or differenced component of v(x,y) is
Bearing In that the averaging which yields g, does not Include
gi, v_(x,y) is seen to be the dlffpr^n^^^ ,-n aitterence of two independent Gaussian
variables. The variance of this component is therefore.
<v-2(x,y)> = <g,2> + <g.,2> = (5/,)^^2
^^^^^
[Even though v.(x.y) is the difference of two random variables, its
variance remains the sum of the variances of each of the tern^; this
may be made clearer by considering the fact that as ' has a zero
mean, g^'and -g^
•
are Indistinguishable random variables.]
Solving equations (C14) and (C16),
af2 = (4/5)<v_2(x.y)> (C17a)
= <v+2(x,y)> - (l/5)<v_2(x,y)> (C17b)
These results are exact only for the simple velocity field given by
equation (C8). The systematic component of a real velocity field may
well be more complicated then the gradient assumed in this calcula-
tion. Further, there can be no reason to expect that systematic
motions will extend uniformly across the field of observations. In
particular, the magnitude of v+(x,y) will reflect the presence of any
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ordered motions „l.h scale si.e 2(.x2 . ^^2,1/2
value of 0^2 ,,,,
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ contribution o,
genuine large-scale velocity variations but those of any local,
seller-scale gradients as well. The variances of equations (C^Ta) and
(CI 7b) therefore should be taken as estl^tes of the magnitudes of the
systen^tic and fluctuating co-ponents of an actual velocity field.
Despite these qualifications, the use of a differencing algorithm
renins an efficient and objective
.eans of gauging the ^gnitudes of
velocity fluctuations on smaller and larger scales.
4. Suggested References
The literature in the field of correlation and spectral ana-
lysis and stochastic processes is extensive. Modern seminal works
include the papers reprinted in Wax (1954) and the volume of Blackman
and Tukey (1959). Robinson (1982) describes the historical development
of spectral analysis begining from Pythagoras (ca. 600 B.C).
Three outstanding texts constitute a basic library for the
research described in this work. Papoulis (1965) deals with probabi-
lity theory and stochastic processes. Bracewell (1978) describes the
Fourier transform and its applications. The second edition is specifi-
cally cited here, as it contains added material on the transforms of
discrete data. Jenkins and Watts (1968) is a comprehensive exegesis of
the methods of spectral analysis. All three volumes are considered
standards in their respective fields, and very rightly so.
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An introduction to the application of transform methods to
astronomical data is provided by Brault and White (1971). Bloomfield
(1976) discusses spectral analysis on a more introductory level, while
Rayner (1971), Otnes and Enochson (1972) and Yuen and Fraser (1979)
concentrate on the techniques of digital spectral and correlation
analysis. An introduction to the FFT is given by Bergland (1969),
while Brigham (1974), Brenner (1976), and Nussbaumer (1981) discuss
these routines in greater detail. Two special issues of Transactions
on Audio and Electroacoustics (IEEE 1967, 1969) are devoted to the FFT
and its applications. Two-dimensional spectral analysis is discussed
by Leese and Epstein (1963) and in Ripley (1981).
At large lags, the ACF of a finite data set is noisy andNg(T) is small. Division of the raw ACF by Ng(T) or [Ng(T)]l/^ in
order to calculate the unbiased or unbiased ACF estimators may
exaggerate the noise at large lags unless the ACFs of both the data
and the visibility function are smoothed before dividing.
The effect of a smoothing operation is determined by either
the choice of the shape of the smoothing function (if smoothing is
performed by convolving the data with a smoothing function) or of the
frequency response of the filter (if smoothing is performed by
filtering the Fourier components of the original data). The width of
the smoothing function and the bandwidth of the filter are conjugate
parameters: use of a narrow smoothing function, for example, is
equivalent to the choice of a filter with a large bandwidth.
APPENDIX D
STATIONARITY AND THE STRUCTURE FUNCTION
This appendix examines the properties of the structure func-
tion, a statistical measure which, in principle, will be less likely
than the autocorrelation function to be distorted by the presence of
systematic variations within a data set. It begins by discussing the
property of stationarity
.
a criterion which describes the nature of
the variations found in the outcomes of a stochastic process. The
appendix concludes by arguing that in practice the advantages of the
autocorrelation function outweigh its shortcomings.
1. Stationarity
As discussed in Chapter III, the existence of systematic
variations or large-scale correlations within a set of observations
may obscure the presence of correlations at smaller scales within the
data. Consider, for example, the autocorrelation functions of column
density fluctuations within the Taurus complex shown in Figures 2.2
and 2.5. A secondary maximum in the autocorrelation surface.
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identifying a re-correlation length scale which ^y represent a fossil
Jeans length, is just barely visible in the ACF of the raw data. By
contrast. Figure 2.5 presents the ACF calculated after the original
data has been treated with a digital filter which reduces the
magnitude of any systematic components. The original re-correlation
feature is now quite distinct, and evidence of re-correlations among
density fluctuations at other orientations has been uncovered.
One criterion which describes the nature of the variations
found in the outcome of a a stochastic process is that of sta-
'^^g^^^ °f stationarity found in a stochastic process
will also determine the statistical reliability of the autocorrelation
function and other statistical measures calculated from observations
of that process. Loosely speaking, a stochastic process is said to be
stationary if the fundamental nature of the process does not change
with time or location. If the properties of a process do vary, the
process is deemed non-stationary or evolutionary (Parzen 1962). The
function Z(x) = x, for example, is a non-stationary process: the
average value of Z(x) is a function of x. Evolutionary processes
generally exhibit such systematic variations in their statistical
properties: however, as discussed below, the presence of an apparent
systematic component in a data set of limited extent does not
necessarily mean that the underlying process is non-stationary.
The notion of stationarity may be made more explicit by ima-
gining that it is possible to observe N repeated occurrences (or
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realizations
) of a stochastic process occurring In space. Let Z^Cr)
denote the value at position r of the outcome of the ith occurrence of
the process. Then consider the functions
m(r) = <2i(r)>. = (i/n) z^Cr) (^1)
c(r,T) = <2i(r)Zi(r+T)>i = (1/n) I [Z^iv)Z^(r+T)] (d2)1=1"'"'-'
The statistic m(r) is simply the mean value of Zi(r) at position r.
The function c(r, t) is similar to the autocovarlance function defined
in equation (3.3), the difference being that c(r, t) is defined in
terms of the mean correlation between the two specific points (r) and
(r+T) as measured over N realizations of the stochastic process Z^(r).
If, for large N, it is found that m(r) is constant for all r,
and that c(r,T) is independent of r and is a function of x only, then
the process Z^Cr^) is said to be covarlance stationary . If measurements
of Zi(^) have been adjusted so that m(r) = 0, then c(r, x) is iden-
tically equal to the covarlance function c(x) of equation (3.3), and
the autocorrelation function of the process is unambiguously defined
as
c(r,x) c(x)
C(T) = = —^ (D3)
c(r,0) c(0)
The property of covariance stationarity is also referred to as weak,
wide-sense, or second-order stationarity (cf. Parzen 1972).
If all statistical properties of a stochastic process, as
measured at specific points over ^ny realizations of the process, are
independent of the position of the measurement points, the process is
Identified as being strictly stationary. It can be shown that under
very general conditions strictly stationary stochastic processes are
also ergodic. This means that the statistical properties of the pro-
cess appear identical if measured over many points of a single reali-
zation or if measured over individual points in many realizations:
spatial and ensemble averages are equivalent. For example, if the
stochastic process Z^(r) is stationary and ergodic. then
<Zi(r)Zi(r+T)>i = <Zi(r)Zi(r+T)>^ (D4)
Here the brackets on the right hand side of equation (D4) denote a
spatial average over all r within a single occurrence of Zi(r). A pro-
cess need not necessarily be strictly stationary to be ergodic: in
fact, the notion of ergodicity can even be extended to include some
non-stationary processes (Parzen 1962).
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of a data set drawn from
one occurrence of a stochastic process can always be calculated.
However, knowledge that the process is covariance stationary is
necessary to assure the observer that the calculated ACF is a reliable
measure of the underlying process: if the data set is large enough.
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the ACF calculated £ro. observations o, a stationary process „111 be
the sa.e for all possible realisations of process. Ibis situation
not prevail If the underlying process Is non-stationary.
It is an observer's misfortune that In general there Is no
way to deterMne from a finite data set whether a stochastic process
is stationary or not. For example, the presence of systematic
variations in a data set does not necessarily mean the the underlying
process Is non-stationary: indeed, a larger data set might reveal that
the systematic component is only one of many large-scale fluctuations
in an otherwise well-behaved process. Some simple tests to determine
the statistical significance of an apparent systematic component in a
data set do exist (cf
.
Enochson and Otnes 1968), but these are of
value only if some knowledge of the underlying process is available.
2. The Structure Function
In practice, an observer has two options if he suspects that
a data set includes the results of a non-stationary process: i) to
abandon the autocorrelation function and use a statistical measure
less sensitive to systematic components in the data, or ii) to retain
the ACF and to attempt to remove any non-stationary components (or
trends), in the data. As noted in Chapter I, one measure which has
been used in place of the ACF as a probe of the interstellar medium,
and which is unaffected by certain non-stationary processes, is the
structure function.
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For example, co-slder a one-dlmenslonal stochastic process
Zi'(x),l such that
<Zi'(x) - Zi'(x+T)>^ = ax (p5^
where a is a non-zero constant. In effect, the naean value of Z^'Cx)
changes linearly with position: Z^'Cx) is non-stationary. Equation
(D5) demonstrates, however, that the mean difference between two
points separated by x is a stationary process: it depends only on
T (Yaglom 1962). A stochastic process which obeys equation (D5) is
known as a process with stationary increments
. One example of such a
process is the path of a particle in a fluid undergoing Brownian
motion.
The fact that the difference between data values may be sta-
tionary even if the original process is not. is one motivation for the
use of the structure function, defined as
<[Zi(r) - Zi(r+x)]2>
<Zi2(r)>
Inspection of equation (D6) indicates that B(0) = 0. and that in the
limit that _x becomes so large that data values become uncorrected.
B(x)-»'2.
The advantage of the structure function over the autocorrela-
tion function is the structure function of observations of a sto-
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chastlc process with stationary Increments [c,. e,. (D5)l „m not
depend on the value of a. Unless c = 0 (In which case the process la
stationary), this will not be true of the data-s ACF. If a process Is
indeed stationary, then C(x,. its autocorrelation function, and B(,).
Its structure function, are staply related (e.£. TartarskU 1961)
B(^) . 2[1 - C(x)]
C(T) = 1 - (B(t_)/21
3. Choice of the ACF
Despite the apparent advantage of using B(t) In analyzing
data which may contain non-stationary components, the autocorrelation
function was nevertheless chosen as the principle statistical tool for
investigating the structure of the Taurus complex. The reasons for
this choice, which include one overwhelming practical consideration,
are:
1. The structure function is insensitive to systematic linear
variations of data values across a set of observations. As shown by
the discussion of the velocity gradient across the core of the Taurus
complex given in §111. D.l, such variations can be of significant phy-
sical Interest. By contrast, the autocorrelation function very effec-
tively indicates the presence of any large-scale order in the data.
2. There can be no reason to assu.e that the effects of non-statlouary
processes seen in a data set are lifted to those of processes „tth
stationary Incre^nts. Unless this Is the case, however, the ACF and
structure function are placed on nearly equal footing with regard to
the distortion Induced by evolutionary components within a set of
observations.
3. In practice, once non-stationary components within a set of obser-
vations are identified by their effect on the ACF of the data, they
can usually be removed fairly easily. This may be done by fitting for
and then subtracting a simple polynomial surface from the data. Alter-
natively, the presence of a trend in the data may be regarded as
excess power contained in the lower-frequency Fourier components of
the data: this may be removed by the application of digital
high-pass filters to the raw observations (Jenkins and Watts 1972).
4. The autocorrelation function and the power spectrum are the fun-
damental physical descriptions of the structure and dynamics of a
fluctuating velocity field (see §111. A, §IV.C). In principle, these
functions need not be calculated directly from observations of a
stochastic process: they may also be derived from the structure func-
tion of the data, provided that the underlying process is stationary.
However, if the process under study is believed to be stationary,
there is no clear advantage to employing the structure function in the
first place.
5. A conclusive practical consideration is that the autocorrelation
function and power spectrum of large data sets can be calculated
quickly by use of fast fourier transform algorithms (see Appendix C).
No equivalent computational shortcuts exist for the calculation of
structure functions.2 The number of arithmetical operations required
for the computation of the structure function of a data set of N
points scales as n2. m contrast, the number of operations required
for the calculation of autocorrelation functions and power spectra
using fast transform algorithms only increases as NlogsN. Both the
structure and autocorrelation functions are statistical measures: the
larger the data set, the more reliable the results. For large N,
calculation of the structure function simply becomes impractical.
^The process Zi'(x) might, for example, denote one component
of a process Z^'Cr) occurring in three dimensions.
Nor are any likely to become available: the FFT is madepossible by the fact that the kernel of the Fourier transform e-i<^T
is periodic. No equivalent fast transforms exist, for example! for
'
such common functionals as the Laplace, Hankel, Mellin and z trans-
f orms
.

